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PREFACE

The Koongarra uranium ore.deposit in the Northern Territory of Australia is

being studied to evaluate the processes and mechanisms involved in the

hydrological/geochemical alteration of the primary uranium deposit and

model the formation of the secondary uranium dispersion fan. A broad range

of research is being undertaken to understand the radionuclide mobilization

including hydrogeological studies of the groundwater flow, alteration of

the host rock, geochemistry of the rock-water interactions and formation of

secondary minerals, colloid transport, adsorption/desorption, and the

relative distribution of the uranium/thorium radionuclides in the multi-

phase system. The in-situ production and mobility of long-lived fission

products such as "'

also being studied.

Q q 1 5 9 239
products such as Tc and I and transuranic nuclides such as Pu are

A number of models have been developed to describe the hydrology and

radionuclide transport and decay. Geochemical modelling is also underway to

understand the formation of the uranyl phosphate zone at Koongarra. The

eventual aim of the project will be to couple hydrogeological and

equilibrium geochemical models, developed on the basis of the field and

laboratory studies, to the transport models.

The work is being undertaken by the International Alligator Rivers Analogue

Project through an Agreement sponsored by the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency

(NEA). The Agreement was signed by 'the following organisations: The

Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation (ANSTO); the Japan

Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI); the Power Reactor and Kuclear

Fuel Development Corporation of Japan (PNC); the Swedish Nuclear Fuel

Inspectorate (SKI); the UK Department of the Environment (UKDOE) and the US

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNkC). The project was initially planned to

run for 3 years, however, a 2 yesr extension_ until 31 August 1992 has

recently been agreed. ANSTO is the managing participant.
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SECTION 2

INTRODUCTION

By considering a natural system which contains processes such as
radionuclide transport relevant to a repository design study, we can
increase our knowledge of the significant processes involved in a complex
real system and evaluate their relative importance. It should then be
possible to conceptualise and test individual models of processes and
ultimately combine them to represent the complete natural system; we can
also test performance assessment models and other strategies to evaluate
repositories such as scenario identification and development studies. The
natural analogue should also allow the results of performance studies to be
presented in a more acceptable manner to wider pudiences of non specialists
and the general public.

A major uncertainty of natural systems is the uncertainties of initial and
boundary conditions which should be applied. However, the difficulties
presented to the modeller when trying to establish the behaviour of the
system over the past hundreds of thousands of years is only marginally more
complex than the problem presented to the designer of a nuclear waste
repository who has to predict its long term behaviour into the uncertain
future.

Uranium ore deposits, such as Koongarra in the Northern Territory of
Australia, with their inventory of radionuclides provide researchers with
excellent systems with which to study radionuclide migration over very long
timescales.

The International Alligator Rivers Analogue Project, was set up in 1987
following earlier studies in the region, vihich were funded by the US
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) and in part by the UK Department of
Environment (UKDoE). The current project, which is sponsored by the OECD
Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA), is funded by the the Australian Nuclear
Science and Technology Organisation (ANSTO), the Japan Atomic Energy
Research Institute (JAERI), the Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development
Corporation of Japan (PNC), the Swedish Nuclear Fuel Inspectorate (SKI),
the UKDOE and the USNRC. The project has recently been extended and will

now continue until 31 August 1992; the United States Department of Energy
will participate in the ARAP during the extension period. ANSTO is the
managing participant.
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The overall objectives of the project are to:

* Contribute to the production of reliable and realistic models for
radionuclide migration within geological environments relevant to the
assessment of the safety of radioactive waste repositories.

* Develop methods of validation of models using a combination of
laboratory and field d*ta associated with the Koongarra uranium
deposit.

* Encourage maximum interaction between modellers and experimentalists
in achieving these objectives.

The work, focussed on the formation of the secondary uranium mineralisation

at the Koongarra uranium deposit, has been carried out by an extensive

group of researchers both in the field and at the laboratories of the

participants and other organisations in Australia (CSIRO, NT Power and

Water Authority and the Dept of Mines and Energy, Andrew Snelling, and the

University of Sydney), Sweden (KEMAKTA Consultants), UK (Harwell Laboratory

and W S Atkins) and the USA (University of Arizona, Johns Hopkins

University, Los Alamos National Laboratory and the US Geological Survey),

and through the 1NTRAVAL Project RIVM (Holland).

The individual tasks of the project are designed to understand the

processes which have contributed significantly to the formation of the

present day uranium ore deposit (particularly the secondary uranium

mineralization in the dispersion fan). Consequently, the experimental and

modelling tasks consider the original weathering of the Koongarra region,

the alteration of the host cock and primary uranium, groundwater flow and

migration pathways, rock/groundwater interactions, radionuclide transport

and the formation and continued development of the secondary

mineralization.

A Joint Technical Committee of representatives of the participants meets

regularly to approve an annual technical program and budget. The technical

program comprises six major sub-projects involving modelling and

experimental work:

I Modelling of radionuclide migration.

II Hydrogeology of the Koongarra uranium deposit.

III Uranium/thorium series disequilibria studies.

IV Groundwater and colloid studies.

V Fission product studies.

VI Transuranic nuclide studies.

An outline of the technical programs and a summary of progress in the

technical sub-projects is given below, and this is followed by a series of

technical reports which briefly describe current research tasks.



SECTION 3

SUMMARY OF PROGRESS IN TECHNICAL SUB-PROJECTS

P Duerden

During the period 1 September 1989 - 31 August 1990 there has been
substantial progress towards the objectives of the Alligator Rivers
Analogue Project in all the experimental and modelling tasks. The
geochamical modelling has been particularly rewarding. Understanding the
hydrology of Koongarra is still seen to be very important and this work
will be extended in the next period to include an estimation of

uncertainties. The study of plutonium behaviour remains an important
feature of the project and it is hoped that in the remaining period of work
it will provide significant new results. The sorption modelling is very
promising, and coupled with the experimental program should be a major
contribution to understanding radionuclide mobility at Koongarra. A number
of ARAP groups are now involved in hydrology, geochemical and transport
modelling and a scenario identification and development study. The ARAP
project is also a testcase in INTRAVAL (An International Project to Study

Validation of Geosphere Transport Models) and through this project other
groups such as R1VM (The Netherlands) have also contributed to the

Koongarra modelling. During the next two years there will be a strong
focussing of effort within the sub-projects for the fulfilment of the
migration objectives.

SUB-PROJECT I MODELLING

GEOMORPHOLOGY

A description of the gradual creation of the present day geological setting
at Koongarra has been prepared by Prowse (Section 4.1). The present
geological and topographical cross section demonstrates the youthful
profile of the Koongarra Creek in comparison to Sawcut Creek. The general
planated nature of the valley is more developed than the slightly more
undulating nature of the Cahill rocks north west of the Mt Brockman Massif.

The general history of the area includes aspects such as the dominance of
marine faunas in the floodplain archaeological sites and indicates
Pleistocene to mid Holocene high stands. Sea level has been relatively
constant for the last 7000 years. The dominant forces which have moulded
today's landscape were chemical weathering to produce laterites, sheet
washing of sands derived from the Kombolgie Formation, and cut and fill
modification of the land surface by repeated erosional and aggradational
cycles. It is recommended that further work should be focussed on the last
My erosion of the lateral overburden down to the orebody, and should
include stream profile gradients in order to determine the age of the
Koongarra Creek systems.



GEOCHEMISTRY

Formation of the Uranyl Phosphate Zone

The geochemical modelling reported by Sverjensky in Section 4,2, has used
the known mineralogy, mineral chemistry and textural observations to
attempt to constrain both the kind of water that might have been involved
in the formation of the uranyl phosphate zone and the nature of the
geochemical processes operating during the formation of this zone.
Scenarios were run both buffered and unbuffered by atmospheric CO and 0 .
The buffered runs are equivalent to weathering in the unsaturated zone
(above the water table); the unbuffered runs to weathering in the saturated

zone (below the water table).

It appears from the results that the waters associated with the formation
of the phosphate zone were probably quite different to those sampled at the
present day and suggests that the uranyl phosphate mineralization may
represent a paleo-analogue for nuclear waste migration.

RADIONUCLIDE TRANSPORT

The Role of 234Th in Radionuclide Migration

This modelling study of migration of the uranium series nuclides at
Koongarra includes the concepts that 234Th is much more strongly adsorbed
onto materials than uranium, but can be divided into two categories - one

loosely bound to a solid phase and the other, which is firmly bound and can
be less desorbed than 238U. The presence of 234Th may be a control factor
for the disequilibrium at Koongarra and the different velocities at
different depths may be explained by different rate constants of 234Th from
the loosely bound site to the firmly bound site. In Section 4.3, Ohnuki et
al describe the model and show how it is possible to vary the relative
migration velocities of 234U and 238U, and then also discuss possible sites
for the Th adsorption.

Transport Modelling

In Section 4.4, Golian describes a modelling concept which aims to

determine the time signature for the development of the dispersion fan at
Koongarra from the heterogeneous pattern of the uranium distribution in the

ore zone. A two layer flow system with vertical interconnection is assumed.
The model considers uranium distribution in accessible and inaccessible
phases and is solved by fitting the "interdependent" uranium distributions
in the near surface, and at the bottom of the weathered zone layers. A
significant advantage of the model is that it is based on a uranium
database for long core sections in contrast to models using activity
ratios, for which the data are generally obtained from very small samples
(~lg). The model has provided a range of values for the timescale from 0.7
My to less than 2 My.
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Application of Performance Assessment Methodology

This project, reported in Section 4.5 by Skagius et al, is using the
Koongarra Analogue to test and evaluate models and model systems used in
performance assessment of radioactive waste repository concepts, with the
focus being placed on the Swedish situation. The work aims to review the
validation issues in the Swedish Performance Assessment Programme which are
covered by ARAP, and perform model calculations using the data collected
within ARAP.

The status of a scenario identification and development study is also
reported. Four stages of this work are identified, 1) an initial
comprehensive identification of features, events and processes (FEPs), 2)
documentation of each FEP, 3) screening of FEPs to form the Process System
for Koongarra, and primary FEPs, then 4) formulation cf scenarios. At
present a merged list of primary FEP's is available and the documentation
of each FEP in a short memo-text has started. The group hopes that a first
set of scenarios will be formulated by the end of 1990.

SUB-PROJECT II HYDROGEOLOGY

Review of Water Management System at Koongarra

Denison Australia has recently commissioned Dames and Moore, Australia, to
review the meteorological records from the project area, analyse the
records for consistency and use the records to provide estimates of the
longterm climate at Koongarra. They have also compared the relatively short
time records (max 18 y) from Koongarra with other bureau of meteorology
stations in the district. All the records are available as a computer
database and in hard copy form.

The monthly measurement program of standing water levels in wells in the
vicinity of the ore deposit is proceeding and an almost continuous record
from 1973 is available. A number of additional shallow holes have been
drilled to provide additional information, particularly at the extremities
of the site. The results of the series of aquifer tests carried out in mid-
1989 have been reported (see below). Short-term water level fluctuations in
response to aquifer tests give information on local transmissivities and
water storage capabilities. Seasonal and yearly fluctuations give
information on total water movement through the system and help determine
the location of recharge and average flow conditions in various parts of
the system.



Hydrogeologic Work at Koongarra

A summary of field work carried out to characterise the hydrology of
Koongarra is reported in Section 4.6 with a review of the geologic setting.
The 1989 series of aquifer tests on PH58, PH73, PH49 and C8 resulted in
unique aquifer responses to the pumping stress (Hydrogeologic Field Study
of the Koongarra Uranium Deposit in the Northern Territory of Australia.
Robert Douglas Marley, MSc (Major in Hydrology) Thesis, 1990, The
University of Arizona). A least squares solution of the C8 and PH58 tests
suggested intense directional fracture controlled flow; instantaneous
recovery from the slug tests in bores PH88, M3 and M5 supported this
argument. The PH56 slug test showed a decrease in permeability with depth,

but the trends for the other bores were difficult to determine with the
limited amount of data. Bores C6, C7, and M2 completed in the schist appear

to be poorly connected to the rest of the system.

The University of Arizona group have inferred that it may be necessary to
sub-divide the area into zones having similar aquifer characteristics in
order to describe groundwater flow through the region. A total of 9
transmisaivity zones have been defined for the purpose of initial
modelling. Additional zones may be necessary as model construction and
calibration progress. They are confident that their present hydrogeologic

characterization will be sufficient to construct a reasonable model of the
hydrodynamic system, but are not certain whether or not the data will be

sufficient for a chemical transport model. They may be able to model the
water flux but not the spatial water velocity.

Geophysics

The first stage of the petrophysical, electrical and acoustic measurements
on Koongarra cores has now been completed. The laboratory measured
resistivity values of the various zones are in broad agreement with the
interpretations of earlier depth soundings.

The electrical characteristics of the Koongarra site subsurface were
investigated during August 1990 by field parties from the University of

Sydney and the NT Power and Water Authority (Section 4.7). The NTPWA
provided the electrical and other equipment for the surface geophysical

programme designed to try to locate near-subsurface relatively low
resistivity fractured zones that may be hydraulically conductive.

Electrical resistivity profiling methods were employed in traverses across
and along the orebody and fan, with Wenner arrays being run with 20, 40,
80 m spacings giving very approximate penetration depths of 10, 21, 42 m
respectively; pole-dipole arrays were also run with 20, 40, 60 m spacings



giving very approximate penetration depths of 10, 19, 27 m respectively.
Spontaneous potential readings were also recorded along the traverses to
try to locate streaming potential zones indicative of groundwater movement.

Groundwater Flow Modelling

A number of attempts have been made to model the hydrogeological system of
the Koongarra site. Lever and Morris (Section 4.8) and Townley and Trefrey
(Section 4.9) have considered the regional hydrology, modelled in a 2-D
vertical cross section; Braumiller is modelling the Koongarra site on a
local scale using a horizontal 2-D model (GWINV) (Section 4.6) and Townley
and Trefrey have also computed the local hydrology using a 3-D model.

Application of NAMMU

Lever and Morris have reported a set of 2D groundwater flow calculations

using NAMMU, carried out as a broad scoping exercise to assess the nature
of groundwater flow at Koongarra and the importance of different features,
parameters and assumptions about boundary conditions. The importance of the
properties of the fault and the relative properties of the unweathered and
weathered Cahill schists are discussed in detail.

Two-and Three-dimensional Modelling of Groundwater flow through the
Koonearra uranium orebodv

An outline of the work being carried out at CS1RO Groundwater Division to
model in 2 and 3 dimensions, groundwater flow through the Koongarra orebody
is presented in Section 4.9. The report describes problems in setting up

the model itself, and of the selection of possible boundaries and the
assumed boundary values; the water table (head) in the Kombolgie sandstone

is also a big uncertainty. A two dimensional model of a vertical section
which covered the region from the Arnhem Land Escarpment to beyond the
Mount Brockman Massif was used to provide guidance about appropriate
boundary conditions for a more localised three dimensional model. Townley
and Trefrey then considered a 3 dimensional flow system with the model
domain being a region bounded by the major N-S fault, Koongarra Creek and a
ridge running NW-SE to the top of the Mount Brockman Massif; the
computational grid, including imaginary nodes outside the boundaries, was
dimensioned 33 x 33 x 23, i.e. a total of 25 047 nodes. They concluded that
three-dimensional flow modelling is essential near the Koongarra orebody,
because the physical boundaries are not parallel and closely approximate a
triangle.
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Finite Element Model

In Section 4.6, Braumiller describes work at the University of Arizona to
test the usefulness of an inverse groundwater flow model, GWINV, as a
meaningful and systematic alternative to the analytical analysis of aquifer
test data and for transport modelling. To date the code has been used to
estimate homogeneous isotropic transmissivities in 4 of the 9
transmissivity zones identified on the basis of the geology of the area and
preliminary results of aquifer and slug tests.

SUB-PROJECT III URANIUM SERIES DISEQUILIBRIA

Sequential Extractions

This work, reported by Yanase and Isobe (Section 4.10) has the objective of
measuring uranium series nuclides concentrations and calculating
disequilibria in co-existing mineral species in order to clarify the
uranium redistribution and the migration mechanism. It is concluded that
the citrate-dithionite-bicarbonate (CDB) extractable minerals (hematite and
goethite) are the minerals most highly associated with uranium in the
secondary ore deposit; that the 23*U/238U activity ratios of Morgan's and
Tamm's solution extractable minerals (adsorbed trace materials and
carbonates, and amorphous iron minerals) are less than unity, and are
almost the same as in the groundwater (these minerals may be accessible to
the groundwater); and that further investigation is required to confirm the
extraction scheme, eg whether all uranium by Tamm's solution extraction is
from amorphous iron and uranium silicates and phosphates.

Core Samples

A number of approaches are being taken to extend the uranium and elemental
data bases which are currently available. These include, Delayed Neutron
Activation Analysis (DNAA) to extend the uranium database and fill in gaps
where the core logs lack uranium assays, and investigate regions that may
be of interest for disequilibrium studies. Although much of the core
material from within the uranium ore zones of Koongarra have been analysed
for uranium, data was available for only a few samples from the non-
economic grade zone and areas in the proposed groundwater flow path, down-
flow from the ore body. A database of averaged uranium concentrations over
5 m sections in the weathered zone has been prepared and based on this a
plan of uranium distribution is now available (Section 4.11).

Bulk elemental analyses using PIXE-PIGME, of samples from the Ml, M2 and M3
profiles and W2 have been used for element-element correlations.
Correlations were calculated for: the Ml, M2, M3, weathered samples in Ml;
M2; and M3; and all weathered samples together (29 samples).
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Sand and Clay Composition

Samples of M2 from the weathered zone at depths of 3, 8, 13, 17, 21 and
25 m have been analysed for particle .size with the fine (45-100 tan) and
clay (<2 pm) fractions then studied for mineralogical composition.
Weathering trends are evident from a study of the fine sand. Chlorite
comprises 25Z of the sand at 25 m and is absent from 21 m to the surface.
Biotite increases in quantity from 6Z at 25 m to about 202 in the rest of
the profile and exhibits classical weathering features in its loss of
colour, pleochroism and pitting of surfaces which are consistent with a
degree of vermiculitisation and kaolinisation.

Chlorite Alteration

The objective of this work reported by Murakami et al (Section 4.12) is to
understand the effect of chlorite alteration on uranium redistribution and
demonstrate the importance of the alteration of minerals for radionuclide
migration over geologic time. The preferential paths for water are
fractures, microfissures, grain boundaries and domain boundaries of
chlorite, which are directly related to uranium distribution.

The alteration occurs as a function of depth. Chlorite, dominant in the
clay fraction of the weathered zone, is transformed to vermiculite, which
is dominant in the transition zone. Vermiculite is then replaced by
kaolinite in the weathered zone. More importantly, the abundances of
chlorite, vermiculite, and kaolinite correspond well to uranium
concentrations on the metre scale; the chlorite dominant zone to the zone
of lower U concentrations; the vermiculite predominant zone to the zone of
intermediate U concentrations; the kaolinite predominant zone to the zone
of highest U concentrations.

SUB-PROJECT IV GROUNDWATER AND COLLOIDS

A substantial amount of groundwater chemistry data has now been collected
and databases for field sampling in 1988 and 1989 have been compiled. The
distribution of the uranium and magnesium concentration in groundwater

sampled through the ore zone has been reported by Payne (Section 4.16). The
concentrations are seen to be highest in the primary ore zone region with
above background levels extending beyond the "commercial grade" uranium
dispersion fan; it is also seen that the background level of uranium in the
quartz chlorite schist is lower than in the Kombolgie sandstone. The
uranium concentration through the orezone region varies by a factor of 400,
whereas the magnesium levels vary only 5-fold.

Payne has also reviewed the measurements of Eh in Koongarra groundwaters
and using them has calculated expected dissolved iron levels and compared
these values with concentrations determined by ICPAES. His conclusion was
that the field Eh measurements are useful and they confirm the important

role of ferrihydrite at Koongarra.
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Field Visits

In October 1989 a field visit was organised to sample holes at the end of
the dry season and establish a standard procedure for the monthly sampling;
field measurements included pH, conductivity, Eh, dissolved oxygen and
alkalinity. In addition, redox measurements of the S*~/SO 2~ and/or Fe /

3 + ^Fe couples were made with a portable spectrophotometer and samples for Cu
and C analysis were also collected, particularly from the two depths in
the W holes.

Boreholes Wl and W4 are of particular interest as they are near the centre
of the orebody, with Wl slightly upgradient. W4 shows marked change with
depth. Notably the 13-15 m depth groundwater is a full pH unit more acidic
than that from the 23-25 m sampling position, and it has lower alkalinity.
The chemistry at W4, 13-15 m, is similar to that previously measured at
KD1, upgradient of the orebody, whereas the groundwater from the 23-25 m

depth is similar to that from PH49 sampled at a comparable depth.

The data suggest that several sources of water are contributing to the
mobilisation of uranium in the system, shallow groundwaters intersecting

the top of the orebody, deeper aquifers moving upwards, and meteoric water
which seems to play a largely diluting role.

A second visit was made in May 1990 to sample the W wells at the end of the
wet season when the water levels were at their highest. Rainwater and
Koongarra creek water were also collected. Sample volumes were collected
for the normal chemical suite of analyses plus samples for Ra analysis.

Stable Isotopes

On the basis of stable isotope and chemical data, it has been suggested by
Herczeg in the Alligator Rivers Analogue Project Quarterly Report, 1
December 1989 - 28 February 1990, that recharge to the groundwater
apparently occurs via direct infiltration through the soil zone and via
ephemeral surface streams. He has proposed that the numerous crevices and
ravines within the "uplifted" Kornbolgie Sandstone may provide a mechanism
for funneling of rain through to faults that allow preferential recharge to
occur directly into the fractured rock system, particularly at or near the
contact between the Kombolgie Sandstone and Cahill Schists; this implies
that the residence time of water within the soil zone is relatively short
and much of the recharge may be "point source".
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Distribution of Uranium Series Radionuclides

The distribution in groundwater at Koongarra of radionuclides and the 23*U/
U activity ratio, has been reported by Yanase and the flow direction of

groundwater estimated (Section A.14). Contour maps of 238U, 226Ra and 210Pb
concentrations and of the 23-1U/238U activity ratio are provided. A tail of

238
high U concentration is observed towards the SSW direction and
anomalously high and low U concentration values were observed at PH14
and PH55 respectively; the contours of the concentrations of both the Ra
and Pb also extend towards the SSW direction.

Colloids in the Unweathered Zone

Thirteen samples of concentrated colloids, 0.45 jum filtered groundwater and
ultrafiltrate were examined by the PNC group; the samples were collected
during the May 1989 field visit. All the samples were collected from the
unweathered zone by using a single or double packers. Very few colloidal
materials were recognized in any of the colloid concentrated samples; the
material seen, appeared mainly to consist of chlorite and other clay
minerals - elliptical materials, possibly bacteria, were seen in all
samples.

Sorption

Work at Ansto, JAERI and the USGS, using a surface complexation approach to
model the sorption of uranium to both complex (though well-characterized)

Koongarra substrates and synthetic ferrihydrite, quartz and kaolinite, is
in progress (Section 4.15). The single phase study allows an understanding
of significant processes and provides essential data for the natural
substrate work.

Samples at approximately 13 m depth have been selected for the Koongarra
substrate sorption experiments. These samples comprise a sequence moving
down-gradient through the dispersion fan. The fine-particle fraction of the
samples were separated for the study as it is expected to dominate the
sorption characteristics of the bulk sample; the fraction has been

characterised by SEM-EDS.

SUB-PROJECTS V AND VI FISSION PRODUCTS AND TRANSURANICS

Initial measurements of uranium and plutonium abundance in "closed",
unweathered rock have been compared with rates of production calculated
using a Monte Carlo neutron transport code (Section 4.17). The samples
measured were from Koongarra, Key Lake, Cigar Lake, Oklo Zone 9 and

2 3 Q
Katanga. No correlation was seen to exist between measured Pu/U ratios
and considerable variability was seen even within the same deposit. The
importance of heterogeneities has been recognised, and the model
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calculations show that the plutonium production rate is sensitive to the
composition and spatial distribution of elements within a radius of about
half a metre.

1 2 9Measurements of I/U ratios in primary ore samples from Koongarra are
greater than that expected for spontaneous production of U alone. In
contrast, three ores from the weathered zone have 1 9I/U ratios well below

129t>"> spontaneous fission production, indicating substantial loss of I
relative to uranium in this part of the deposit.

A series of measurements of groundwater samples, collected and precipitated
in the field for 36C1 analysis in May 1989, was found to be noticeably
different than that which had been found in earlier samplings. The highest
value found for the sample frcn M2 was extraordinarily high, the highest
which the group had ever measured. Tracing the origin of these elevated
36C1 levels is of key interest, not only as a test of laboratory quality
control procedures, but also because of the implications for flow paths in
the ore deposit. At present the most likely hypothesis appears to b« the
in-situ produced Cl from ore freshly exposed in new boreholes.

DATA

A number of files of data have been prepared and circulated to groups.
These include:-

Rainfall Monthly rainfall and pan-evaporation data from 6 sites at
Koongarra, for the period October 1971-May 1989.

Groundwater Data collected during the major field visits to Koongarra in
1988 and 1989 has been compiled, including

Groundwater chemistry
Anions
Cations ICP-AES, ICP-MS with internal standards, and semi
quantitative values. Cu by anodic stripping voltammetry
Tritium, C and stable isotopes.
Radium

Solid Samples U concentrations in the weathered zone - average values for
5m sections in PH and DDH holes plus other individual data.

A complete data base of U concentrations for the complete
commercial ore zone is also available. However, this database
is commercial and will only be circulated to groups which
sign a Confidentiality Agreement.

U series information for bulk and two sequentially extracted
phases in the 6109 mN section and a second section in the
direction of the assumed groundwater flow.
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SECTION 4.1

GEOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THE KOONGARRA AREA

Geoff Prowse
Water Resources Division

NT Power and Water Authority

INTRODUCTION

This work continues an earlier geomorphological study aimed to find the

time interval during which the Koongarra orebody was exposed to oxidising

conditions and the development of the resulting dispersion fan. Information

has been gathered to present the history of the South Alligator Region and

this has included an evaluation of the maps Cahill 1:100 000 scale both -

geological (1982)in and topographical121, Landsat imagery 1974 and 1983,

aerial photographs and other publications as listed below.

The report includes amongst other things:

the geological history of the region,

the genesis of the uranium and subsequent orebody, and
comments on the structural and geomorphological evolution.

KOONGARRA OREBODY NW-SE CROSS SECTION11}

It is notable at Koongarra that the Kombolgie Sandstone formation is

juxtaposed against the orebody, which is hosted in the Lower Cahill

Formation across the silicified reverse fault breccia zone (Figure 1). This

reverse fault (as opposed to a normal fault) has caused the younger

Carpentarian (approximately 1600 My) Sandstone to be thrust underneath the

older Lower Cahill Formation (deposited prior to 1,940 My). The time of

this fault activity is believed to be that of the regional major faulting

of 1,600 My.

This reverse faulting most likely represents the northern margin of an

uplifted block (horst structure) of Cahill and Nourlangie rocks, with

Sawcut Fault the southern margin. Early geological work on the orebody has

estimated a vertical displacement of between 200 and 600 metres. Geological

mapping of Cahill has shown significant lateral in addition to vertical,

movement along the Sawcut Fault supporting the concept of a major horst

structure across the Koongarra Valley, as the probable precursor of

erosional events which have resulted in the present landscape. According to

this model a fault bounded block of Kombolgie Sandstone south of the

Koongarra Fault and thus south of the Mt Brockman Masif was uplifted with

the underlying mineralised Cahill Formation. This movement resulted in the

unconformity surface between these two formations being positioned between

50 and a few hundred metres above the present surface at the orebody.
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Therefore the Koongarra orebody was wedged above and below by the Kombolgie
Sandstone. As the Kosbolgie vas at a niaisun of SO netres vertically above,

then it can be inferred that a block of Cahill Schists of this thickness
had existed prior to erosion. This requires that the removal of 50+ metres
of schists was necessary to expose the orebody to near surface conditions
of oxidation.

2200 TO 2500 MY - BASEMENT ROCKS OF NANAMBU COMPLEX

The earliest rocks of the area consist of cores of Archean aged granite
with crystallisation at 2500 My. Subsequently this was partly eroded with
marginal deposition, subsequent erosion had removed the Archean cover rocks
and none are preserved. This Archean granite although not anomalously high
in uranium content, can be stratigraphically correlated with the Archean
granite at Rum Jungle (south west of Darwin) which is anomalously high.
Therefore it is believed to be the source of the original elemental uranium

introduction to the earth crust prior to episodes of concentration.

2200 MY - COMMENCEMENT OF DEPOSITION WITHIN PINE CREEK GEOSYNCLINE

Upon this Juvenile hinterland or primordial earth surface, the Kakadu Group
was deposited. This group flanks the Nanambu Complex and constitutes the
oldest recognisable bedded metasediments now existing in the region. It
represents the first of a pile of sediments which infilled the sedimentary
basin known as the Pine Creek Geosyncline, which stretches from west of Rum
Jungle (SW of Darwin) to the Arafura Sea in the NE. The Kakadu group

consists of gneisses and quartzites mostly, often felspar rich and
interestingly radiometric, in places up to 0.03Z U 0 . The group rests

3 8
directly on Archean rock of the Nanambu Complex and are transitional into
pegmatoid gneiss of the Complex, ie later metamorphism has partially melted

the group into the metamorphic Nanambu core.

1940 MY - DEPOSITION OF CAHILL FORMATION AND NOURLANGIE SCHIST

Within the Nanambu South Alligator area, Early Proterozoic aged deposition
continued with the economically important lithologies constituting the

Cahill Formation, predominantly sandstone and siltstone. Black shale and
limestone at the base were probably deposited in shallow-marine to
supratidal conditions as suggested by pseudomorphs of magnesite and chert
after gypsum with anhydrite inclusions preserved in the present day
metamurphic equivalents of the limestone. The water depths were probably
rather greater in the west, where shelf carbonate accumulated. Restricted
marine areas formed to the east of the Nanambu high (ie topographical) was
probably conclusive towards the environment of uranium concentration and
confined to the Lower Cahill Unit which is characterised by sharp changes
of lithology type.
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This lower member contains the major uranium deposits of the Alligator
Rivers Uranium Field, and the majority of the uranium prospects. "Where
orebodies occur within the host rocks of this Lower Member they have been
given local informal stratigraphic names (eg Firstwall Series, Lower Mine
Series, etc). The dominant mineralised host rock lithologies are chlorite
and/or graphite/quartz schist, muscovite-quartz schist, feldspar-quartz
schist, massive chlorite rock and chert, which are commonly interbedded
with carbonate rock; carbonate rock may form lenses up to 250 m thick at
the base of the sequence but rarely contains uranium mineralisation . At
Koongarra, siliceous bands which usually are thought to be replacement
rockc after carbonates do occur within and cutting through the primary and
secondary orebody13'. Nevertheless, carbonate lenses do occur approximately
1 km south west of Koongarra and are unmineralised. The lower member ranges
in thickness from 300 to 600 m. In areas well away from known
mineralisation, the lower member can be distinguished from the upper by
lower Fe/Mg ratios and higher values of Mg, F, and Th. The uranium concent

of unmineralised rocks within the formation is low with higher values in
carbonaceous rocks.

Sedimentation continued conformably (ie unbroken) with the upper member of
the Cahill. It is a much thicker unit of fine grained (psammitic)
sediments, and composed of interlayered feldspathic quartz-schist,
feldspathic schist, quartzites, etc. This upper member is analogous to the
Hanging Wall Schists at Koongarra and combines quartz-feldspar schist ±
sericite ± biotite ± garnet and coarse sericitised chloritised mica and
quartz schist ± felspar, amphibole, garnet, pyrite and magnetite.

The gradational boundary with the overlying Nourlangie Schist is marked by
an increase in the proportion of mica schist, and a change in magnetic
response. The thickness of the Upper Cahill ranges up to 2500 m near
Jabiru. The apparent thickness of about 2500 m for only part of the upper
member near Koongarra is the result of repetition by folding and faulting

in the orogeny which followed at 1870-1800 My.

The Nourlangie Schist is a metamorphic equivalent of the extensive Wildman
Siltstone which infilled the more central part of the Pine Creek
Geosyncline across to Darwin, similarly the Mundogie Sandstone is time
equivalent to the Cahill, but laid down in a higher energy alluvial fan
environment to the south west. The Nourlangie Schist now comprises a
monotonous pelitic sequence of quartz-mica and mica-quartz schist with a
common range of contained minerals. Convergence of and discontinuity
between, two sets of air-photo trends coincide with the Cahill Formation/
Nourlangie Schist boundary established by drilling east of Koongarra
(within the Koongarra Valley area) and thus suggest an unconformable

relationship in this area between the two formations. The environment of
deposition is interpreted as a relatively low 3nergy regime with little
change in the off shore conditions of sedimentation for the remainder of
the Early Proterozoic sedimentary record.
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1940 MY - ZAMU DOLERITE_INTRUSION

Sills of Igenous Zamu Dolerite were intruded at 1940 My at or near the
close of Early Proterozoic deposition. These sills are conformable with
the bedding style and also have intruded the Nanambu Complex. Later
folding events have folded the Zamu Dolerite with the enclosing sedimentary
rocks.

1800 MY - REGIONAL METAMORPHISM

Deposition of sediments of the Pine Creek Geosyncline ceased with the
mountain building episode known as the Top End orogeny, which folded and
faulted the rocks with significant igneous activity (Figure 2). Intrusion
of granite in adjacent sheet areas at 1820 My is envisaged as the
initiation or perhaps the triggering mechanism of the polyphase folding and
associated metamorphism. Post erogenic granites emplaced 1800 My ago
outside the sheet area post date this regional tectonic event. Although
some faulting is known to have accompanied granite emplacement, most
faulting was later. Most of the quartz-felspar sediments of the Kakadu
Group and some of the Archean granite were transformed to pale and medium
coloured gneiss to form a mantled gneiss dome known as the Nanambu Complex.
It is possible that elemental uranium contained within the Kakadu Group
sediments were resorbed (melted) into the granite core, concentrated, and
later on injected around the margin where contact with the lower Cahill

Formation occurs.

Metamorphism of surrounding rocks was widespread. Temperature and pressure
gradients required to attain the amphibolite grade, infer a burial of a few
kilometres. This therefore implies that some kilometres thickness of rocks
have been eroded from above the present landscape today. Metamorphism to
the north east was more extreme and is represented by the Nimbulwar
Complex. This integral orogeny and metamorphism event could have
concentrated the uranium, although the age dates of existing mineralisation
are considerably younger than this 1800 My event.

1700 MY - NANAMBU EROSION-PENE PLANATION

An erosional period of 150 My followed the close of orogenesis. During this
period lopoliths (large basin like intrusions) of Oenpelli Dolerite were
intruded mainly east of Cahill Sheet at 1690 My, generally at depths of 1-2
km. Between the time of dolerite intrusion and the onset of Carpentarian
deposition at about 1650 My erosion removed the 1-2 km of country rock to
exhume parts of the lopoliths. Thus the extensive pre-Kombolgie sandstone
landscape was developed. The present coastal lowlands of the Kakadu area

are in part an exhumed pre-Kombolgie land surface, and their morphology is
similar to the exposed unconformity surface at the base of this formation,
with local relief up to 20 m and isolated hills 40 to 120 m above the
general surface.
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1610 MY - PRE MAJOR FAULTING AND REGIONAL SE TILTING. SUPERIMPOSITION OF

PRESSK7 ESCARPMENT TO INDICATE PERSPECTIVE AND KOOKGARRA URANIIiM OREBOBY

Figure 3 represents an inset into the regional picture. Deposition of the
braided alluvial fan of the Kombolgie Sandstone sediments of mainly medium
to coarse sandstone occurred representing a depositional overlap of
sediments from the adjacent McArthur River Basin which presently covers the
area from the existing Arnhem Land Escarpment south east to the state
border with Queensland. A provenance (source area) from the NW to west has
been ascertained. The interbedded volcanic and sandstone units may have
once extended across Cahill but if so, have since been removed by erosion.
The present Mt Brockman Massif and Arnhem Land Plateau are formed from the

sandstone, with 200 m shear scarps marking the edge.

The Kombolgie Formation comprises lower and upper sandstone units separated
by basalt of the Nungbalgarri Volcanic Member. Generally other lithology
types are ferruginous siltstone and conglomerate which range in bed size
from 20 cm to 30 m thick. Distribution of the conglomerates is sporadic and
may have been controlled by the relief of the pre-Kombolgie surface, thus
basal conglomerate is missing at Nourlangie Rock which probably formed a
small hill during the early part of the Kombolgie sedimentation. Above the
volcanic member conglomerate beds are less common. The volcanic member is
mainly micro crystalline massive basalt about 25 m thick, and has been
dated at 1648 ± 29 My for samples at Goomadeer 90 km to the NE. In places,
particularly in the west of the Howship sheet this member, is the source of
uranium and mixed source radiometric anomalies. (NOTE: There have been some
early suggestions now discounted that this source could have leached
through the thick (300 m) sandstone and concentrated at karstic like
sinkholes in the Cahill Formation limestones at places such as Koongarra).

Following the deposition of the Kombolgie due to tectonic compressional
forces, the block partially underlying the Koongarra Valley was uplifted as
a horst block uplift with the margins defined by the Koongarra, Sawcut and
the westerly Nourlangie Fault systems. At 1610 My low grade metasomatism

(replacement simultaneously by fluid solutions of one mineral by another
within the original boundaries) affected the Koongarra, Ranger and Jabiluka

deposits. Faulting may have preceded this metamorphic effect.

1600 MY - POST MAJOR FAULTING

Continued faulting (the same sequence of fault activity which has resulted
in the joint controlled breaks of the Arnhem Land Plateau) would have
displaced the basement granite and resulted in the present juxtaposition of
the Cahill, Nourlangie and Kombolgie Sandstone formations (Figure A). The
net result is that the sandwiched block containing the uranium, and the
original unconformity surface was elevated with respect to the surrounding
blocks presently forming the massifs and plateaux. The intense
compressional faulting as evidenced in the brecciation zone on the slope of
the Koongarra fault, probably effectively fractured the uplifted horst
block across to the Sawcut fault. This facilitated the subsequent erosion
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of this block, which eventually became, after the later planation in the
Cretaceous period, the Koongarra Valley. It should be noted in the cross
section that 100 to 200 metres of Cahill schist directly overlies the
uranium orebody. This has later implications, as exposure of the orebody is
due to erosion of the Cahill schists as well as the sandstone above the
orebody, and not due to retreat of the sandstone escarpment.

135 MY - PRE-CRETACEOUS LAND SURFACE

A very long stable-to-erosional period followed for about 1400 My. Minor
acid to basic (ie low in silica) volcanics were emplaced about 1370, 1320
and 1200 My ago in adjacent sheet areas. Carpentarian rocks were
peneplaned, ie the Kombolgie sandstone and volcanic units, were cut back
close to their present margin (Figure 5). The bulk of this erosion was
completed when Mesozoic seas, including the Cretaceous, invaded the
landscape and exposed the Early Proterozoic rocks, exhumed the pre-
Kombolgie land surface and formed sea cliffs in the Kombolgie Formation
Sandstone. In this situation the Mt Brockman Massif would have formed a
narrow necked peninsula jutting into the Mesozoic ocean, and the Koongarra
Valley would have formed an embayment with Sawcut Creek estuary entering
from the east. The high energy dissipated by wave action would have
attacked the bench formed into the Cahill Schists and under-cut and

dislodged any remaining blocks or sea pillars of sandstone of the
Kombolgie. In this environment the valley floor would have been efficiently
planated. This is indicated by the lack of undulations in a reconstruction
of the laterised surface.

Outside the valley the only remaining evidence of Mesozoic deposition is
scattered mesas of epicontinental sediments in the north-west. The Mesozoic
seas eventually covered the whole north Australian landscape which was

probably at a lower elevation prior to mild Tertiary aged uplift. Deposits
of Cretaceous sediments were possibly thinly spread across the Koongarra
Valley as remnants exist on the Arnhem Land Plateau as well as across the
Lowland plain.

30 MY - EARLY TO MID-TERTIARY

Erosion has reduced the sandstone scarp to approximately its present
escarpment outcrop (Figure 6). Tertiary seas possibly temporarily invaded,
but none of the generally unconsolidated Cainozoic sediments are
recognisably marine. Although scattered low mesa-like outcrops of Tertiary
aged laterite exist across the valley, further field stuJy is required in
order to determine if pre-existing rocks (eg planated Cahill or Nourlangie
Schists were laterised at that time, or if these remnant ferruginous
outcrops are laterised Tertiary sediments. The author thinks they do not

represent sediments deposited during the Tertiary.
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Nevertheless towards the middle of the Tertiary period, significant and

pervasive laterisation was subject to most exposed rocks, probably under a

very wet tropical environment quite unlike today's hot monsoonal climate.

Standard trizonal laterite profiles were developed. Typically they are

shallow 3-5 m over volcanic and metamorphic rocks and deeper 20-50 metres

over porous unindurated sediments, eg Cretaceous sandstone. Up to this

period, and until the last few million years, the uranium orebody at

Koongarra is effectively "buried" below the oxidised weathering front.

Therefore a slab of Cahill schists still exists above the orebody.

KAPALGA AREA CUT AND FILL FEATURE

Some geologic data from outside the immediate area would be helpful to gain

an understanding of the erosion during the Cretaceous, Tertiary and

Quaternary period. To the west within the adjacent Kapalga 1:100 000 sheet

area, two cross sections illustrate both erosion and laterisation of the

back fill deposits (reference 4, figure 3). Both sections demonstrate -

1 Pre-Tertiary erosion.

2 Backfill deposition of Tertiary sediments.

3 Trizonal laterisation of the sediments.

4 Erosion of this profile and into the Proterozoic or pre-Cambrian rocks.

5 Backfill with sediments of the present South Alligator River.

6 No laterisation of these sediments.

It is possible that a study of those sediments may indicate a timescale of

erosion from the catchment area which includes the Koongarra Valley.

5 OR 3 MY

At this period (Figure 7) the Kombolgie Sandstone is almost identical to

the present landscape. Thin ferruginous laterisation is extensive across

the Koongarra Valley and possibly, on the basis of uranium radionuclide

decay data, the orebody has not been exposed. This is simply explained by a

reconstruction of the outcropping laterised components through the

Koongarra and Nourlangie Creek systems, and a study of existing stream

valley gradients, from which it is highly possible that the Koongarra Creek

had not eroded down to its present level and, say 20 m of laterised schists

protected the orebody. The reconstruction of the laterite, ie true in situ

laterite and not simply recemented detrital or conglomerate laterite,

should start at the outcrop approximately 2 kilometres SE of Koongarra.

Note that this outcrop has a slope towards Sawcut Fault/Creek, implying an

original laterised slope towards this drainage system from the Mount

Brockman Massif.
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PRESENT DAY

The present geological and topographical cross section (Figure 8)
demonstrates the youthful profile of Koongarra Creek in comparison to
Sawcut Creek. The generally planated nature of the valley is more developed
than the slightly more undulating nature of the Cahill rocks north-west of
the Mount Brockman Massif. The general history of the area includes aspects
such as the dominance of marine faunas in the floodplain archaeological
sites and indicates Pleistocene to mid-Holocene high stands. Sea level has
been relatively constant for the last 7000 years. The dominant forces which
have moulded today's landscape were chemical weathering to produce
laterites, sheet washing of sands derived from the Kombolgie Formation, and
cut and fill modification of the land surface by repeated erosional and
aggradational cycles.
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SECTION 4.2

GEOCHEMICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF URANIUM MOBILITY IN THE KOONGARRA ORE

DEPOSIT - A NATURAL ANALOGUE FOR THE MIGRATION OF RADIONUCLIDES FROM A

NUCLEAR WASTE REPOSITORY

Dimitri A Sverjensky
Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences

The Johns Hopkins University
Baltimore, Maryland 21218

INTRODUCTION

The main purpose of this report is to summarize geochemical modeling
studies of the Koongarra deposit carried out from September 1, 1989 to
August 31, 1990. As discussed below, two major themes have been pursued
consistent with the goals of the research as originally defined.

The results of numerous studies to date of the geochemistry and geochemical
processes at Koongarra can be conveniently divided into two categories
according to their relevance to present-day geochemical processes and those
that have operated in the geologic past. Information on the present-day
geochemistry and geochemical processes forms a basis for a present-day
analogue for nuclear waste migration (e.g. with respect to the dispersion
tail of the uranyl phosphate zone). Information and inferred
reconstructions of geochemical processes thought to have operated in the
geologic past form a basis for a paleo-analogue for nuclear waste migration
(e.g. with regard to the formation of the uranyl phosphate zone itself).

The present-day analogue is built on studies of the mineralogy and
petrology of the Koongarra deposit, and chemical analyses of present-day

groundwaters from the deposit (see summaries above in other parts of this
report), in order to make a quantitative assessment of the speciation and
state of saturation of the present-day groundwaters. In addition to this,
the experimental, theoretical, and applied aspects of sorption studies
provide quantitative insights into the dispersion processes operating at
the present-day (Payne et al., 1990; Payne, 1991, this report). The complex
geologic history of the Koongarra deposit reviewed previously (Snelling,
1980, 1989; Foy and Pederson, 1975) makes it imperative to establish what
role the present-day groundwaters play in the alteration and dispersion of
the deposit.

The paleo-analogue is built on theoretical chemical mass transfer

calculations and models (e.g. Helgeson, 1970) that permit investigation and
reconstruction of the kinds of waters that could produce the uranium
phosphate zones at Koongarra. These calculations aim to use the geological
and mineralogical data for the Koongarra weathered zone to constrain the
initial compositions and reactions undergone by groundwater during the
formation of the uranium phosphate zone. In contrast to the line of
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research described above, the mass transfer calculations only use the
present-day analyses of Koongarra waters as a guide to the possible initial
composition of the fluid associated with the formation of the phosphate
zone. However, this line of research yields results for comparison with the
interpretation and evaluation of the present-day groundwaters from the
Koongarra deposit.

In the research summarized below, aqueous speciation, saturation state and
chemical mass transfer calculations were carried out using the computer
programs EQ3NR and EQ6 (Wolery, 1983; Wolery et al., 1984) and a
thermodynamic database generated at The Johns Hopkins University which is
available on request. During the last twelve months major changes to our

thermodynamic database have taken place. These will be summarized below
first.

SUMMARY OF REVISIONS TO THE THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF SOLIDS AND AQUEOUS

SPECIES

During the course of the last year substantial changes to the thermodynamic
database used in my laboratory have been made. These take into account
major progress made in other areas both in my own laboratory and elsewhere.
All thermodynamic databases evolve as a function of time, particularly over

the time-scale of a project as long as the Alligator Rivers Project. The
major changes that were incorporated during the last year include the
following:

(1) New thermodynamic characterization of silicate minerals consistent with
Herman (1988, 1990) and Sverjensky et al. (1991; in press). The
standard Gibbs free energies of formation of silicate minerals ( e.g.
kaolinite, muscovite, feldspars, chlorite and other phases of
importance at Koongarra) are most accurately derived from the results
of phase equilibria and solubility studies originally carried out at
elevated temperatures and pressures. Switching to the new
characterizations established by Herman (1988, 1990) and Sverjensky et
al. (1991; in press) should permit more accurate characterization of
the compositions of solutions in equilibrium with such minerals.

(2) New thermodynamic characterization of apatite (and other phosphorous)

minerals: includes OH-apatite, F-apatite and Cl-apatite (Zhu and
Sverjensky, 1991; in press). The thermodynamic properties of phosphate-
bearing minerals such as the apatites are critical to an understanding
of the formation of the uranyl phosphate zone at Koongarra. Recent
progress by Zhu and Sverjensky (1991; in press) has resulted in a new
characterization of the standard Gibbs free energies of formation of
the apatites that also helps to place constraints on the chemistry of
solutions present during the formation of the uranyl phosphate zone. In
addition the state of saturation of present-day groundwaters with
respect to apatites is significantly clarified.
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(3) Adoption of National Energy Authority (NEA) thermodynamic
reccccendations (Greathe et al., 1990} for soc-e uranius-bearing aqueous
species. The draft final report from the NEA on the thermodynamic
properties of uranium-bearing species has been critical to improving

our thermodynamic characterization of the likely aqueous and solid
uranium-bearing species at the Koongarra deposit. By integration of the
NEA recomendations with selected estimates from Brown and Wanner (1987)
for species where we are lacking thermodynamic data, it is possible to
investigate the reactions controlling the formation of the uranyl
phosphate zone.

PRESENT-DAY GEOCHEMISTRY AND GEOCHEMICAL PROCESSES - A PRESENT-DAY ANALOGUE

FOR NUCLEAR WASTE MIGRATION

(a) MINERALOGICAL AND CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DISPERSION TAIL

The physical state and location of the uranium in the dispersion tail of
the Koongarra deposit has long been assumed to be adsorption onto clays
and/or iron oxides (Snelling, 1980, 1989). However, it is also possible, at
least in principle, that some of the uranium in the dispersion tail to the
uranyl phosphate zone is present as minute amounts of one or more discrete
minerals. Physical and chemical investigations of core from these locations
are currently under study (see other papers in this report) and should
yield definitive evidence for a mineralogical versus sorption state of the
uranium. The results of the current studies will provide important
constraints on the necessary scope and detail required for a quantitative
description of present-day migration of radionuclides in the dispersion
tail of the Koongarra ore-zone.

(b) INTERPRETATION OF PRESENT-DAY WATER CHEMISTRY

Samples representing as wide a range of groundwater compositions as

possible over a line of section within the weathered zone parallel to the
dispersion fan of the ore deposit have been analyzed chemically (Duerden,
1988). It is important to note that all groundwater analyses considered to
date were of samples taken through the May, 1988 and November, 1988 field

trips. More recent samples of waters from the new wells drilled late in
1988 (see Duerden, 1988) are currently being interpreted and used in
modeling calculations. Samples from these new wells and revisions in the
thermodynamic data used for the modeling may yield different results to

those obtained to date.

Input parameters for the aqueous speciation calculations include: measured
total dissolved concentrations of cations and anions, temperature and

pressure, oxidation state of the fluid, and measured pH values. The actual
input data used and the detailed results are documented in the quarterly

reports for 1988, 1989, and 1990.
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All the present-day groundwaters sampled from Koongarra were found to be
near saturation with respect to chalcedony and approaching saturation with
respect to dolomite in the orezone. They are strongly undersaturated with
respect to chlorite, an abundant mineral in the flow path. However, there
is a trend towards saturation along the line of section from KD1 to PH94.
This suggests that the analyzed water compositions are reflecting
modification by water-rock interactions.

In contrast, all the groundwaters are strongly undersaturated with respect
to uranium-bearing minerals. Despite uncertainties in the thermodynamic
data supporting calculations involving uranium-bearing species, the degree
of undersaturation appears significant. In part this may be attributable to
loss or dilution of uranium during sampling (e.g. due to adsorption or
mixing with fresh surficial waters). However, even samples with high
uranium contents (e.g. from hole PHA9, which contains about 560 micrograms
per liter uranium) are undersaturated with respect to the uranium
phosphates saleeite and torbernite. If the waters sampled are
representative of the actual groundwaters in the uranyl phosphate zone at
Koongarra, such groundwaters should be actively dissolving the uranium
phosphate zone. Consequently, based on the calculations summarized above,

it appears that the analysed groundwaters may not be responsible for the
formation of the uranium phosphate zone, but rather with its alteration and
removal into the dispersion fan.

ANCIENT GEOCHEMICAL PROCESSES - A PALEO-ANALOGUE FOR NUCLEAR WASTE

MIGRATION

(a) MINERALOGICAL AND CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE URANYL PHOSPHATE

ZONE

The specific minerals in the uranyl phosphate zone at Koongarra and the
chemical characteristics of the weathering in this zone have been in part

summarized above by Snelling (1989). This information forms a vital basis
for the kinds of model calculations that are presented below. Any such
attempt to unravel the chemistry of the reactions that may have been
responsible for the formation of the uranyl phosphate zone relies heavily
on a detailed knowledge of the nature and relative abundances of the phases
in this zone. It is crucial to develop a sound set of constraints for the
model calculations that are consistent with the known and inferred
geological history of the site.

For example, the geological studies of the Koongarra (and other similar

deposits) have shown that deposition of the early primary pitchblende was
associated with intense hydrothermal alteration of the host~rocks,

resulting in distinctive, relatively simple assemblages. Closest to the
primary ore, the host rocks were graphite-pyrite schists (possibly also
containing some apatite). These were altered dramatically by the
circulating hydrothermal solutions to Mg-rich chlorite, quartz, muscovite,
hematite, sulfides, and additional apatite. The nature and extent of
possible hydrothermal apatite (or other phosphates) remains to be
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clarified. It may be a crucial control on the subsequent history of the
deposit, particularly at the tir̂ e the uranyl phosphate zone vas forcing.

Current petrographic studies (e.g. Snelling, in progress) will help resolve
this issue.

(b) PROCESSES THAT FORMED THE URANYL PHOSPHATE ZONE

Reconstruction of the reactions that were associated with the formation of
the uranyl phosphate zone at Koongarra employ chemical mass transfer
calculations to help unravel the geochemical processes operating during the
genesis of the uranyl phosphate zone (ARAP Reports, August, 1989; May,
1990). The systematics of the mass transfer calculations described below
provide a model of the formation of the phosphate zone that reflects our
current state of knowledge of the mineralogy and chemistry of the ore
deposit (summarized above), as well as the computer codes and thermodynamic
database used. To date, mass transfer calculations have been carried out
with the computer programs EQ3NR and EQ6 (Wolery, 1983; Wolery et al.,
1984) and a thermodynamic database generated at The Johns Hopkins
University as described above.

Chemical mass transfer models for the formation of the uranvl phosphate
zone at Koongarra

The mass transfer calculations aim to use the geological and mineralogical
data for the Koongarra weathered zone to constrain the initial compositions
and reactions undergone by groundwater during the formation of the uranyl
phosphate zone. The mass transfer calculations use the present-day analyses
of Koongarra waters as a guide to the possible initial composition of the
fluid associated with the formation of the phosphate zone.

The waters associated with the formation of the uranyl phosphate zone may
be quite different from those found in the present-day wells at K-jongarra.
Consequently, the known mineralogy, mineral chemistry and textural
observations are of use to attempt to constrain both the kinds of waters

that might have been involved in the formation of the uranyl phosphate zone
and the nature of the geochemical processes operating during the formation

of this zone at Koongarra. The initial conditions for the mass transfer
calculations are summarized below. These encompass a range of possible
scenarios that are tested individually in a series of different mass
transfer runs.

Initial reactant water compositions;

Following an earlier preliminary series of calculations (Sverjensky, 1990),

the composition of water from the KD1 well analyzed in May, 1988 can be
used as a starting point. This is equivalent to assuming that the recharge
groundwater at the time the uranyl phosphate zone formed had the same
composition as the present-day sample from KD1. In the work reported below

this assumption proved to be adequate for the formation of a model uranyl
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phosphate zone. Future calculations will test this assumption to try to
delineate a range of initial water compositions from which it is predicted
that a uranyl phosphate zone could form. Further assumptions made in the
present study include the following:

(a) The initial water is saturated with respect to hematite, kaolinite, and
quartz. The consequences of assuming instead that the initial water is
saturated with respect to fine-grained and/or amorphous equivalents of
these phases, or mixtures of the two, are currently being explored.

(b) A simplified water chemistry is being considered. Copper is included,
but Mn and Pb are not yet included. In the future, inclusion of Pb will

permit consideration of dewindtite precipitation in addition to
saleeite.

(c) The temperature of the water-rock system is taken to be 25.0 (deg. C)
which is only six degrees different from the temperatures recorded for
the May, 1988 and November, 1988 analyses.

(d) The oxidation state of the initial water has been assumed to be
uniformly consistent with dissolved oxygen in equilibrium with the
atmosphere (log fugacity of -0.70). This, again, is an assumption that
can be altered to explore the possible consequences of redox
disequilibrium.

Initial reactant mineral assemblages

(a) At the time the uranyl phosphate zone was forming, groundwaters would
have encountered a relatively simple mineral assemblage in the
immediate vicinity of the primary orebody consisting of Mg-rich

chlorite, quartz, and muscovite, associated with pyrite, graphite,
apatite, hematite (see summaries above and in Snelling, 1980, 1989).

(b) The uranium-bearing phases associated with the above minerals at the
time of formation of the uranyl phosphate zone could either have been
pitchblende-bearing or possibly alteration products represented by the

uranium oxide and silicate zone (e.g. uranophane and sklodowskite).
These two possibilities are investigated below.

(3) Reactions could have been either buffered by equilibrium with the
atmosphere or isolated from the atmosphere. In the present model,
buffered runs are equivalent to weathering in an unsaturated zone (i.e.
above the water table). Unbuffered runs are equivalent to weathering in
the saturated zone (i.e. below the water table).
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Results of chemical mass transfer calculations

The initial and final mineral assemblages for a useful model system are

shown in Table 1 for both buffered and unbuffered calculations. The final

fluid composition for one representative run (J15) is reported in Table 2

and corresponds to that for the buffered calculations shown in Table 1. It

can be seen in Table 1 that the buffered calculations simulate the

formation of important minerals in the weathered zone at Koongarra.

Abundant hematite, kaolinite, and saleeite formed at the expense of the

initial reactant mineral assemblage. Details of the evolution of the

mineralogical and fluid compositions were discussed previously (Sverjensky,

1990).

In contrast to the results for the reactions buffered by atmospheric values

for 02 and C02, the results of unbuffered calculations starting with the

same initial assemblage are also shown in Table 1. It can be seen that

these calculations did not produce the kind of assemblages presently found

in the weathering zone at Koongarra. Instead, the fluid became overwhelmed

by the reactions with the highly reducing initial assemblage and eventually

equilibrated with that assemblage. Rather than corresponding to groundwater

movement in the formation of the weathered zone, these unbuffered

calculations instead probably correspond more closely to present

groundwaters deep in the Koongarra section. Clearly, the buffering of the

02 and C02 in the first set of calculations shown in Table 1 would seem to

be highly advantageous for the formation of the uranyl phosphate zone at

Koongarra.

Tables 3 and 4 summarize the effects of varying the initial reactant

mineral assemblage under buffered conditions containing initial pyrite or

hematite. It can be seen that in some cases the results differ

substantially from the results in Table 1. Of particular importance is that

the dissolution of pyrite results in generation of an acidic sulfate

solution (Sverjensky, 1990). This helps to maintain the pH of the fluid

from rising to levels at which apatite or silicates not found at Koongarra

would be predicted to form. Clearly, it is highly advantageous therefore

for pyrite to be an initial reactant mineral. As expected, a different

initial reactant mineral assemblage would result in a different final

distribution of uranium and other radionuclides.

MODEL RESULTS CONTRIBUTING TO A PALEO-ANALOGUE

* A simple way to form the assemblage kaolinite+ hematite+saleeite is by
the weathering of primary ore containing the hydrothermal alteration
assemblage chlorite-fmuscovite+quartz+pyrite+graphite+apatite+pitchblende

under conditions buffered by atmospheric C02 and 02.

* Pyrite appears to be crucial under such circumstances because it keeps
the pH of the fluid from rising to values consistent with saturation
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with respect to apatite or to silicates not found in the uranyl
phosphate zone at Xoongarra.

* The buffering by atmospheric C02 and 02 is obviously important to
maintain Fe and U in their oxidized states while sufficient saleeite and
hematite formed. In turn this result suggests that the formation of the
uranyl phosphate zone took place in the UNSATURATED ZONE. By analogy
with studies of supergene copper deposits (e.g. Ague and Brimhall,
1989), this suggests that the present base of the uranyl phosphate zone
may represent (approximately) a paleo-water table.

* The results summarized above suggest further that the uranyl phosphate
zone may have formed in a more arid climate prior to the relatively
recent monsoonal climate initiated about 12,000 years ago.

* The present configuration of the uranyl phosphate zone in cross-section
may possibly be explained, on a chemical basis, by consideration of the
possibility of a pre-existing phosphorous anomaly. In other words, it is
possible that there was a hydrothermal phosphorous anomaly imprinted on
the section in association with the intense early hydrothermal episode
during which the primary ore was formed. If so, this anomaly may have
extended through the present zone of dispersed uranium and may even be

responsible for much of the present-day geometry of the uranyl phosphate
ore-zone.
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TABLE 1

COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL FLUID COMPOSITIONS (mg L"1)

FROM REACTION PATH CALCULATION f!5

INITIAL FLUID FINAL FLUID

Na

K

Ca
Mg
Al

Si

C

S

Cl

Fe
Cu

U

P

1.1

0.4

4.0

3.6

0.6E-06

2.8

0.3

1.0

17.2

0.2E

0.1E

0.005

0.002

1.1

32.7

204.0

359.0

0.9E-05

2.8

0.9

642.0

17.1

0.1E-06

0.1E-03

0.20

0.27

pH 6.20 6.96

logfO -0.7 -0.7

logfCO -3.5 -3.5
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TABLE 2

RESULTS OF BUFFERED VERSUS UNBUFFERED REACTION PATH RUNS

INITIAL REACTANT

MINERAL ASSEMBLAGE -

FINAL EQUILIBRIUM

MINERAL ASSEMBLAGE -

BUFFERED BY ATMOSPHERIC CO AND 0 PARTIAL PRESSURES:
2 2

t 15

Chlorite, Muscovite, Quartz,

Pyrite, Graphite,
Apatite

U 0
3 8

Chlorite, Muscovite, Quartz,

Kaolinite
Hematite
Saleeite

UNBUFFERED;

I 18

Chlorite, Muscovite, Quartz,
Pyrite, Graphite,
Apatite
U 0
3 8

Chlorite, Muscovite, Quartz,
Pyrite, Graphite

Apatite
Kaolinite
Chalcocite
Uraninite
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TABLE 3

RESULTS OF BUFFERED REACTION PATH RUNS

CONTAINING PYRITE IN THE INITIAL ASSEMBLAGE

INITIAL REACTANT

MINERAL ASSEMBLAGE -

FINAL EQUILIBRIUM

MINERAL ASSEMBLAGE -

I 15

Chlorite, Muscovite, Quartz,
Pyrite, Graphite,
Apatite
U 0
3 8

Chlorite, Muscovite, Quartz,

Kaolinite

Hematite

Saleeite

# 16

Chlorite, Muscovite, Quartz,

Pyrite, Graphite,
Apatite

U 0
3 8

Sklodowskite

Chlorite, Muscovite, Quartz,

Kaolinite

Hematite
Saleeite

Sklodowskite

t 19

Chlorite, Muscovite, Quartz,
Pyrite, Graphite,
Apatite

Uraninite

Chlorite, Muscovite, Quartz,

Apatite

Kaolinite

Hematite

t 14

Chlorite, Muscovite, Quartz,

Pyrite

Apatite
U 0
3 8

Chlorite, Muscovite, Quartz,
Kaolinite

Hematite
Saleeite



RESULTS OF BUFFERED REACTION PATH RUNS CONTAINING

HEMATITE IN THE INITIAL ASSEMBLAGE

INITIAL REACTANT

MINERAL ASSEMBLAGE -

FINAL EQUILIBRIUM

MINERAL ASSEMBLAGE -

t 13

Chlorite, Muscovite, Quartz,
Hematite, Apatite
U 0
3 8

Chlorite, Muscovite, Quartz,
Hematite, Apatite
Kaolinite
Uranophane, Saleeite

I 8
Chlorite, Muscovite, Quartz,
Hematite, Apatite
U 0 , Sklodowskite
3 8

Chlorite, Muscovite, Quartz,
Hematite, Apatite
Kaolinite
Uranophane, Saleeite

t 11
Chlorite, Muscovite, Quartz,
Hematite
U 0
3 8
Sklodowskite

Chlorite, Muscovite, Quartz,

Hematite
Kaolinite
Sklodowskite, Saleeite

t 12
Chlorite, Muscovite, Quartz,
Hematite, Apatite
Sklodowskite

Chlorite, Muscovite, Quartz,

Hematite, Apatite
Kaolinite
Uranophane, Saleeite
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SECTION A.3

MODELLING STUDY OF URANIUM SERIES NUCLIDES MIGRATION AT KOONGARRA

- THE ROLE OF 234Th FIXATION

T Ohnuki*, Shoji Watanabe** and Takashi Murakami*

* Department of Environmental Safety Research, Japan Atomic Energy
Research Institute, Tokai, Ibaraki, Japan

** Mitsui Knowledge Industry, Tokyo, Japan

INTRODUCTION

The objective of the work is to elucidate the migration behaviour of
uranium series nuclides at Koongarra. It is known that there are
differences in the pattern of uranium series disequilibria between the
Koongarra ore deposit, Australia11] and other deposits such as the "K"
deposit, South Africa121 and Yelirrie, Australia'31. The 234U/238U activity
ratios are always greater than one in the "K" deposit and Yelirrie. If the

U migration velocity is the same as that of 234U and there is
preferential leaching of daughter nuclides of 2 8U caused by a-recoil
effects14'51, then activity disequilibria of 238U > 234U may be observed
downstream of the point of origin. On the other hand, at Koongarra the
positive relationship between the activity ratios of 34U/2 U and Th/

U indicates that 238U migrates faster than 2 4U, and this is
inconsistent with expected activity disequilibria resulting from
preferential leaching.

Previously we have suggested that 4Th, a daughter nuclide of U having
a half life of 24 days, may play an important role in uranium series
nuclides migration £t Koongarra . Because the half life of Th is much
shorter than those of 238U and 234U, the affect of 234Th on uranium series
nuclides migration has often been ignored, although it is well known that
Th is much more strongly adsorbed to materials than uranium. In the present
study, we assume that some portion of Th is irreversibly fixed to a

rock, and 23 U which decays from this fixed Th is bound firmly to the
rock as well. We estimate the role of Th by using a mathematical model
of the uranium series nuclides migration. Changes in the Th fixation
rate constant provide differences in the relative values of the U, 34U
and Th migration velocities.

Since the a-recoil effect enhances the preferential leaching of 234U, the
activity of 234U is probably larger than the activity of 238U at the
original position. Thus it becomes problematical as to whether or not the

Th fixation can provide relative migration velocities U > U >
230 ,Tn.

In the present report, we describe the model, then examine the affects of
varying the 234Th fixation on the migration velocities in the order of the

uranium series nuclides.
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MIGRATION MODEL

Figure 1 shows a simplified schematic diagram for the uranium series
nuclides migration. We assume that there are three sites in the Koongarra

medium where the uranium series nuclides are found. The first is a liquid
site where the uranium series nuclides migrate with water flow and
dispersion (the first line in Figure 1). The second is a solid site S where
the nuclides are accommodated reversibly by, for example, surface
adsorption (the second line in Figure 1); the nuclides may be desorbed
easily. The third is a solid site F where the uranium series nuclides are
accommodated irreversibly by, for example, fixation in crystallographic
sites (the third line in Figure 1); the uranium series nuclides cannot be
desorbed. The flow of the nuclides to be noted in Fig. 1 is as follows: the
parent nuclide, 238U in rock, dissolves into water, or decays to Th. A
fraction of the 234Th may dissolve into water because of a-recoil effects.
However, because 234Th is highly adsorptive, the 234Th in the groundwater
is readsorbed onto the rock. Some of the 234Th in the rock, both readsorbed
and directly decayed, is fixed to the site F. Thus the 2 4U resulting from
the decay of the irreversibly bound 234Th is much less able to be desorbed
than 238U.

The other assumptions in the model are:

i Uranium series nuclides migrate with flowing groundwater.

ii A daughter nuclide is located at the same site as that where the

parent nuclide decayed.

iii Uranium-238 does not exist at the solid site F.

iv Uranium-238 at the solid site F is not desrrbed into the groundwater.

v The interactions of the nuclides between the sites can be expressed by
first order kinetics.

vi The interaction between the nuclides in solution and those at the

solid site S attains equilibrium.

vii All 230Th is adsorbed and fixed to the rock.

The driving equations of the uranium series nuclides are expressed by the
following equations:

5 v 6
— U = - _ — U -AU (1)
5t 238,H R gx 238,W 1 238,W

1
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S
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where

P
x
t

R.

di

water velocity
water content
bulk density
distance
time

(m y"1 ) ,

(g cm"3),
(m),

(y).
retardation factor of ith nuclide, equal to 1 + (p/0) K

-idistribution coefficient of ith nuclide (ml g" ).
di

The aim of the study is to estimate nuclide migration during a period of a
few million years, which is the reported period of weathering around the

f fi 1
ore deposit . Consequently, a time step greater than one year has to be
used in the calculational procedure. Because the half life of Th is much
shorter than this time step, we cannot directly obtain the distribution of
the nuclides concentrations by solving Eqs (1-6). However, if we assume
that the flow rate of groundwater is negligibly small compared to the decay
constant of Th, we can assume that

A Th
2 2 3 4 , W R 6X

2
234, W

(7)

234The driving equations for the Th migration can then be expressed by
ordinary differential equations and the time (1 year) step is considered to

2 3 4be infinite for the Th decay process. We then obtain solutions of
238,equations (2) and (3), and rates for the pathway from U in the water and

2 3 4the solid site S, to U in water and in the solid sites S and F.
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By using these rates the driving equations become:

S v 8
— U = - — — U - A U (8)
5t 238.W R £X 238.W 1 238.W

1

5 v fi
— Th = U - A U + A A (f + f ) U (9)
5t 234,W R 5x 234,W 3 234,W 2 1 H M 238.H

3

6
— U = A f A U -AU (10)
5t 234,F 2 F 1 238,W 3 234,F

— Th = A R U (11)
St 230,F 3 3 234,F

where,

R - 1 1

« R A
1 2

1 2R - 1
f = i
H A + k R

2 SF 1

k 2R - 1
SF _ 1

F A (A + k ) R
2 2 SF 1

R - 1
SF R SF.2

2

CALCULATIONS

Time dependent concentration profiles of the uranium series nuclides were
calculated as a function of distance. The relationships between the U/
238U and the 230Th/238U activity ratios (ARs) were then derived to examine
the effect of changing the rate constants of the 234Th fixation on the

migration velocities of 238U and 234U[1).

It was assumed in the calculations that the uranium series nuclides were
released at time 0 from their original position, and that the activities of
the uranium series nuclides remained in equilibrium at the original
position when the uranium series nuclides began to contact water. No
fixation of the uranium series nuclides was assumed at the original
position.
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The distribution coefficients of 238U and 234U were assumed the sane in all
the calculations (Table 1), with the rate constants of 234Th frees the solid

234sites S to F being varied so that the affect of the presence of Th on
the nuclides migration at Koongarra could be demonstrated. Parameters used
in the calculations are listed in Table 1.

TABLE 1

PARAMETERS USED IN THE CALCULATION

Parameter

Distance

Time

Bulk Density

Water Content

Water Velocity

Value

200 m

1 x 106 y

1.6 x 103 kg.m'

0.1

1.0 m.y"1

-3

Similar calculations were made with the 234U/238U ARs being greater than
at the original position, ie assuming preferential leaching of
of a-effects. Two cases were considered, case 1 where the U/ U

U because
ARs

were assumed to be 2, and case 2 with a value of 5 being used. The value of
the 234Th fixation rate constant used in the calculations varied between
8.3 yr"1 and 1 x 105 yr"1.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the relationship between the 234U/238U and 230Th/238U ARs,
1 million years after the initial release. In this case, no contribution
for the presence of 234Th is assumed, ie, the rate constant of Th from
the solid sites S to F is zero. This will be referred to as the basic case.
The relationship between the 234U/238U and 230Th/238U ARs reveals that 238U
and 234U migrate at the same velocity and faster than 230Th. Note that the
relationship between the 234U/238U and 23°Th/238U ARs follows a straight
line with the 234U/238U ARs being 1. These results are inconsistent with
those observed around the Koongarra ore deposit, where U/ U and
230 • 238Th/ U ARs have a positive relationship (Figs. 3a and 3b)

Figures 4a-4d show the calculated concentration profiles of the uranium
series nuclides, 1 million years after the discharge, for different values
of the fixation rate constant. The variation of U/ U and Th/ U
ARs as a function of distance are shown in Figs 5a-5d and Figs 6a-6d
respectively. Figures 7a-7d show the relationship between the U/ U and
23°Th/234U ARs.
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A higher fixation rate constant gave a larger difference in the relative
migration velocities of 23SU and 23""u (Figs A(a-d)). The ?3'Juy23SU ARs were
greater than 1 to distances of about 30 m from the original position, they
then decreased drastically and attained a value less than 1 (Figs 5(a-d)).
This shows that most of the 234U remains near the original position. A
smaller U/ U AR at a position 50 m from the original position is given
with a larger fixation rate constant. The 23°Th/234U ARs near the original
position are more than 1, decrease gradually, and then attain a value of
approximately 0.2 at 200 m from the original position (Figs 6(a-d)). This
is reasonable because Th has a larger retardation factor than U. The U/
238U ARs are correlated to the 23°Th/238U ARs, and the gradient of the
relationship increases with increase in the fixation rate constant (Figs
7(a-d)). Since an increase in the gradient produces a greater ratio of the
migration velocity of 238U to that of 234Ut7], a large fixation rate
constant will give a greater difference in the migration velocities of U
and 234U.

Figures 8(a d) and 9(a-d) show the concentration profiles of the uranium
series nuclides, the 234U/238U and the 23°Th/234U ARs against distance, and
the relationships between the 234u/238U and 23°Th/238U ARs, 1 million years
after the discharge, for cases 1 and 2, respectively. The figures suggest

2 3 4 234that the Th is not fixed to rock. The concentration profile of U is
similar to that of 238U in case 1 (Fig 8(a)) and the activities of 234U
remain higher than those of 238U in case 2 (Fig 9(a)). If the 234U/238U ARs
are kept at constant values greater than 1, a larger difference in the
234U/238U ARs at the original position gives a higher 234U/238U AR (Figs
8(b) and 9(b)). The 23°Th/234U ARs near the original position are much
larger than unity, decrease to less than 1, and then attain a value of
about 0.2 (Figs 8(c) and 9(c)). The ratios of the 234U/238U ARs to 23°Th/
9 3 fl

U ARs were then kept at constant values, greater than 1, and a high
value of the 234U/238U AR was given with a large difference in the U/
238U ARs at the original position. The results agree with those obtained at
the "K" deposit, South Africa12' and Yelirrie, Australia'31.

The relationship between the 234U/238U and 23°Th/238U ARs has a positive
correlation when preferential leaching of 234U is assumed at the original
position Figs 10(a-d) and ll(a-c). Figures ll(a-c) reveal that the
migration velocity of 238U was still larger than that of U even when the
234U/238U AR is 5 at the original position. A larger gradient of the
relationship was given with a smaller 234U/238U ARs at the original

? 1 &
position. Although we do not know the actual disequilibrium of U and
234U ARs for the primary ore deposit, we can conclude that the Th
fixation performs an important role in the uranium series nuclides
migration at the Koongarra ore deposit.

In quartz-chlorite schist, the host rock at Koongarra, quartz remains
unchanged during weathering but chlorite is altered to vermiculite and then
kaolinite and smectite '81 with iron minerals, ferrihydrite, goethite, and
hematite, being formed. The uranium concentrations in the "dispersion
fan"'91 are directly related to the extent of the chlorite alteration t ? 1.
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Although we do not know which minerals are responsible for the Th
fixation, they :s=y b-e the clay and/or iron zdnerals previously
discussed11'81.

If the clay minerals are involved, possible S and F sites are the surfaces
and the interlayers of vermiculite and smectite, respectively. However, no
data is available for the diffusion rate of Th to the interlayers.
Shirvington has suggested that Th could possibly be incorporated into
octahedral sites of clay minerals I10].

If the iron minerals are responsible for the fixation, possible sites
corresponding to S and F may be related to the reactions from the amorphous
to crystalline iron minerals, i.e., ferrihydrite to goethite and hematite.
Uranium in ferrihydrite is accessible to groundwaters [ 3 and Th is less
desorbed from ferrihydrite than U [12], hence the surfaces of ferrihydrite
are possible sites corresponding to S. On the other hand, the half

conversion of ferrihydrite to goethite and hematite takes 112 days at pH 7
and 2A°C I13] corresponding to a rate constant of 2.3 yr"1 (sae Fig 5);
groundwaters at Koongarra have a pH of6.5-7.2 I 1 4 ] and the average
monthly temperatures are 25 - 29 °C. Thus the crystallographic sites and/or
impurities of goethite and hematite are possible F sites.

In a series of sequential extraction experiments on samples from the
downstream area of the Koongarra primary ore deposit, Yanase measured
higher U/ BU ARs in the CDB extractable phases than in the TAO
extractable phases (a factor of 1.2 - 1.8) I15). He noted that ferrihydrite
was dissolved by the TAO solution, whilst goethite and hematite were not
dissolved by TAO but by the CDB solution. Hence this data is consistent
with the proposed mechanism that 234Th on the surface of ferrihydrite,
which is formed during the chlorite alteration and acts as the solid site
S, is them accommodated in the crytstallographic sites and/or impurities of
goethite and hematite (F sites).

Thus, the 234U produced from the 234Th is more tightly bound to the
crystaline iron minerals than 238U, and this results in the migration
velocities being in the order 238U > 234U > 230Th. The differences in the
relative values of the 234U/238U and 230Th/238U ARs between depths (Figs.3
and 5) may be a result of variations in the abundance of clays and clay
minerals and the consequent changes in the 234Th fixation rate constants.
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Figures 7(A)-(D) The relationships between 234U/238U ARs and 230Tn/238u ARs
at different fixation rate constant of 12 yr'1 (A), 24 yr'1 (B) 36 5 yr'1 (Cl
and 3.65x10^ yr"1, respectively.
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1 ARs to be 2 by the a-recoil reaction.
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SECTION 4.A

KOONGARRA ANALOGUE

SIMPLIFIED 2D MODEL DESCRIBING THE PREFERENTIAL

URANIUM PATHWAYS

Cezary Golian

1 INTRODUCTION

The determination of timescale is of paramount importance in the modelling
of natural analogue systems. All previous Koongarra models have been based
on a description of the relative distribution of uranium and its daughter
products while the radionuclide decay half-lives provided a timeframe
(activity ratios) in which the transport processes could be considered.

In the modelling approach1'~31 reported here, the heterogeneous nature of
the uranium distribution in the surface and deeper layers of the Koongarra
weathered zone and of the seasonal hydrology, is used to search for time
characteristics in the present-day structure of the uranium dispersion fan.

The database used in the modelling is compiled from 16 drill core logs
available for Section 6109 mN of the Noranda grid. Two distinctive
geological layers are identified a surface layer/s-laterite-sand-loam, etc;
and a weathered schist boundary with the unweathered zone. The uranium
concentration data is averaged for each location over 1.5 m core units. The
longitudinal scale spans a distance of AOO m (Figure 1). Annual water table
fluctuations are conceptually presented in Figure 2.

2 CONCEPTUAL MODEL

It is assumed that variations in the geology of the top 30 m of the
weathered zone and the seasonally fluctuating water table are a prime cause
of the double-tongue appearance of the uranium dispersion front (Figure 3),
as a result of the groundwater flowing preferentially along the boundaries
of geological zones.

Each of the conducting geological layers is represented by a ID pipe (pipe
S - the near surface layer and pipe B - a deeper layer of the weathered
zone) (Figure A). Each pipe consists of a series of ID elementary rock
volumes (ERV). The seasonal water table fluctuation determines the
"communication" pathways between the two zones. The vertically recharging
groundwater transfers some dissolved uranium from the primary source
present in layer B to the upper layers. The amount of radionuclide brought
into an the ERV by the water is instantaneously deposited into the rock and
then a new sorption equilibrium (determined by the K ) is established. At

d
the completion of a time period At, the equilibrated groundwater is
simultaneously moved along the pipe from each ERV to ERV ^ (in advection
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mode only) or from each ERV to ERV
i i-1

dispersion [molecular diffusion) mode). This description
independent flow in both the surface and bottom pipes.

and/or ERV (in advection and
is valid for

The rock is considered to contain groundwater accessible (A) and
inaccessible (X) mineral phases. The adsorbed (on A) material is
transferred (to X) during phase change (eg crystallisation) (Figure 5).

3 MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION

Two different mathematical descriptions are used. In the first method the
transport equations are formulated for the accessible phases in both pipes
while the concentration change in the inaccessible phases is described by
gain and loss from a phase exchange process. In the second method a
simplified concept of leaching/deposition description is used. Let AA and
AX be changes in the concentration of accessible and inaccessible uranium
in the elementary rock volume. The respective transport equations are
written as -

AA(S or B) =
transport + retardation
processes or leaching/

deposition
+

radioactive

decay
•f

phase

transfer

interlayer transfer
(loss for B; gain for S)

AX (S or B) =
radioactive

decay
*

phase

transfer

MODEL PARAMETERS

Two separate sets of parameters are selected for each pipe, and they can
both be divided into two broad categories. In the first category there are
parameters which can be obtained or calculated from present-day data, eg
groundwater flow velocities. However, since these are present-day values
and do not represent their evolution in time, these parameters are often
used in the model as a kind of pivoting point around which quasi-free
parameter values are selected. For example, the treatment of the K value.

d
(The simple K concept relates the actual uranium concentration in the rock

d
strata with the uranium concentration in pore water.) There is a large
amount of information available on the distribution of uranium in the
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Koongarra system, however this is obviously the present-day uraniun
distribution. Since X could be time and space dependent, a larger range of

d
values are tested, than those experimentally determined.

In this exercise the K in the B layer was varied to test the response of
both the concentration curves. Figure 6 presents results obtained for K (B)

d

= 2000 and 5000 mL/g respectively. As could be expected with increase in
K (B), a greater amount of uranium was transported and this was dispersed
d
over a greater distance. It is important to notice that although only K (3)

d
was varied, both of the concentration curves were affected. The same
behaviour was observed when other parameters were varied, eg the type of
flow velocities. This variation in both the concentration curves was
utilised in the model fitting procedure.

The second group of parameters have to be fitted, eg transformation rates
f , f ; the initial concentrations of the accessible A(0) and
ax xa
inaccessible uranium X(0) in the source (primary ore); and the rate of
uranium released F(t) is written as

F(t) = ?A (t)
B

where A (t) - water accessible time-dependent inventory of uranium,B
7 - constant leach fraction per unit time.

5 RESULTS

Identification of the Modelling Constraints

The identification of additional modelling constraints is particularly
important in this model, as they are needed to compensate for the loss of
those constraints which are normally available when modelling the
interdependent members of a decay series. A number of possible constraints
were identified and tested.

a) The present-day uranium mass distribution between the primary, surface
and deeper dispersed zones

Experimentally based estimates of the uranium mass balance in the vertical
cross section selected for modelling, can be used to control the
calculation of the present-day values of uranium in the primary deposit
(P), in the selected surface layer (S) and the deeper layer (B). The method
of estimating the mass distribution in this particular geometrical
configuration is based on averaging the uranium concentration at the
sampling points and assuming them to be representative of a particular
region in 2D geometry. If the total mass in the primary, surface and bottom
zones is taken as 1.0, then the resulting mass distribution is (P) - 0.45;
(B) - 0.37; (S) - 0.18.
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The model can be used to calculate the total mass balance development with
time. Figure 7 presents tvo examples of this type of calculation for the
uranium mass in the two layers and the primary ore area. The mass evolution
is observed over a period of 3 My. The calculations are done by varying the
flow rate in B, while the other parameters are fixed. In the first case
(Figure 7a), the evolution of the uranium distribution between the
different layers is such that the required P:B:S mass ratio cannot be
achieved.

An increase in the flow rate in B by 100 per cent (to 20.0 ky"1) resulted
in fast dispersion and uranium mass transfer (Figure 7b). There is a marked
improvement in the fitting, especially in mass transfer to zone S. The
desired mass distribution occurs at about the 1 My point on the timescale,
and with this particular selection of parameters, this is the only time
when this situation occurs.

b) The uranium concentration ratios between the content of the accessible
and inaccessible mineral phases in the rock

The uranium content in the accessible (A) and inaccessible (X) rock mineral
phases is a result of the local geochemistry, hydrology and the
mobilisation time. During the crystallisation of the ferrihydroxide into
hematite or goethite, uranium atoms imbedded in the crystal lattice become
effectively isolated from any water activity. It is very difficult to
estimate the rate of crystallisation in any natural system, owing to the
heterogeneity of the mineral assemblage and differences in the water
chemistry along the spatial scale and also alteration of the rock strata
through time.

The model allows an estimation of the A/X ratio along the dispersion fan.
Figure 8 presents four modelling attempts using different values of the
phase transition rate f . All the curves rise sharply in the primary zone

ax
area; in the dispersion region there is another maximum and then the A/X
ratio decreases with distance. A comparison with the experimental results
(Figure 9) is promising and gives some credibility to the general model
assumptions. For this particular set of transport parameters, a phase
transformation rate between (0.9-1.2).A seems to model the experimental

2 3 4
result most closely.

c) Data for the uranium concentration in groundwater

A very laborious and extensive water chemistry program has resulted in the
determination of average present-day uranium concentration distributions in
the system groundwater141. A number of ambiguities have to be considered
when analysing the data, eg the large fluctuations in uranium concentration
for different samplings, the depth dependence, etc. Nevertheless, the
distribution of average uranium as a function of distance shows a definite
pattern (Figure 10) which should be possible to be investigated with some
of the features of the present model. It is assumed that the groundwater is
in instant sorption/desorption equilibrium with the accessible mineral
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phases of the rock; the K concept is used to relate the uranium
concentration in the solid and liquid phases. Figure 11 presents an example
of the modelled uranium concentration in groundwater in the deeper zone.
The calculated curve can be used as an additional test to determine whether
one K value can describe the whole system.

d

d) The assumed dependence in the model of the S distribution and
the B distribution of uranium concentration

The uranium concentration versus dispersion distance curves (Figure 1) show
characteristic and individual shapes. Curve B has an "elbow" region close
to the primary deposit and then there is a sharp fall in the dispersed
uranium; curve S has a much slower and extended decrease. Figure 12
presents a gradual evolution of the concentration distribution curves with
time. What is important for the model fitting procedure, is that the curves
cannot be manipulated by a straightforward change of the input parameters
to obtain the desired linear change in the distribution curves. This is a
result of the modelling assumption that the S curve shape and its position
on the distance axis is related to the evolution of curve B.

6 CONCLUSIONS

The modelling approach presented here is substantially different from those
previously reported. The model is quasi-2D and uses variations in the
geology and water flow patterns to look for preferential uranium pathways.
It attempts to uncover any "time factors'1 in the present-day shape of the
dispersion fan and use them to evaluate an overall timescale for the fan
development. In fact the complexity of the analogue is used to explore the
relationships between the various features of the system.

The database is relatively well representative for the system since the
experimental points for the solid strata were obtained by averaging large
samples (a few metres long, 150 mm drill cores). This provides much greater
confidence in the database than the few gram samples normally used in

radiochemical assays to provide uranium disequilibria data.

There are several effective modelling constraints which can be used to
narrow the value ranges of the model's free parameters, eg f

The model findings to date, support an experimentally determined K value
. d

as being between 0.35-1.5.10 mL/g, and a flow rate in the weathered schist
being in the order of up to a few m/y.

The mineral phase exchange rate is such that the rate in which uranium is
234accumulated in the accessible phase is in the order of the U decay

constant. Most of the model fitting seems to indicate a mobilisation

timescale in the range of 1-2 My.
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A systematic and structured fitting procedure is required to take full
advantage of all the available constraints and improve the estimates of
timescale, and eventually the mobilisation rates in this system.
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I

FIGURE 1 Uranium concentration distribution along the dispersion fan.
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FIGURE 2 Schematic presentation of annual water table fluctuation.
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FIGURE 3 Cross section through dispersion fan.
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SECTION 4.5

APPLICATION OF THE ALLIGATOR RIVERS ANALOGUE FOR VALIDATION OF SAFETY

ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGIES

K. Skagius, K. Pers, F. Brandberg, Kemakta, Stockholm, Sweden

S. Wingefors, Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate, Stockholm, Sweden

P. Duerden, Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation,
Sydney, Australia

1 ABSTRACT

Natural analogues play an important role in validation of performance
assessment models by providing the possibility to study processes that have
been active over scales in time and space relevant for repositories in the
long term. The Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI) has initiated a

project with the aim of validating performance assessment models based on
information and data from the Alligator Rivers Analogue Project. This paper
describes the initial phases and planning of the work. Some general
viewpoints on validation and application of natural analogues are given.
Especially the importance of uncertainties is stressed. Integrated with the
validation study a scenario development exercise is performed with the
purpose to describe possible external conditions for evolution of the
analogue.

1.1 Background

In performance and safety assessment of nuclear waste repositories, models
and combinations of models are used to predict the long-term behaviour of a
complex system of natural and engineered barriers. Validation of
performance assessment methods and models are presently of high concern
among organisations responsible for nuclear waste disposal programmes and
regulatory authorities.

The procedure used in validation exercises is to compare model predictions
with experimental observations. Here, information from laboratory

experiments, field experiments and natural analogue studies is needed.
Laboratory and field experiments yield information on relatively short time
scales. Natural geological systems have, however, developed over longer
time scales and can therefore provide important information regarding the
behaviour of radionuclides over times that is more relevant to radioactive
waste repository assessment.

The Koongarra uranium mineralisation occurs in two distinct orebodies
separated by a barren gap. The main orebody (No 1) has a strike length of
450 m and persists to 100 m depth. The primary ore consists of uraninite
veins that crosscut the quartz-chlorite schist. Alteration and oxidation of
uraninite within the primary zone have produced secondary uranium minerals,
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particularly uranyl silicates. From near the surface down to a depth of
25-30 m the schist is weathered, and in this weathered zone another
secondary uranium mineralisation, uranyl phosphates, forms a tongue-like
fan. Away from the tail of the fan uranium is dispersed in the weathered
schist and adsorbed onto clays and iron oxides. The dispersion fan of ore
grade material extends down-slope for about 80 m.

A comprehensive experimental and modelling program has been carried out
within the Alligator Rivers Analogue Project. A substantial amount of
information has been collected on geology, hydrology, geochemistry and
radionuclide migration processes. The establishment of a large
quality-assured data base has been initiated as well as the provision of

sectional contour representations of the data.

In the continuation of ARAP more effort will be given to the evaluation and
testing of performance assessment models and methods, using the information
available on the primary uranium mineralisation and the formation and
evolution of the secondary dispersion fan. In line with this, the Swedish
Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI) has contracted Kemakta for a project
focussing on the application of performance assessment methodology for
evaluation of the Koongarra Analogue.

1.2 Objectives

The objective of this project is to use the Koongarra Analogue to test and
to evaluate models and model systems used in performance assessment of
radioactive waste repository concepts with focus on the Swedish situation.
The work is performed in two steps:

1 A review of validation issues in the Swedish Performance Assessment

Programme which are covered by ARAP. This step will result in proposals
for calculations.

2 Model calculations using the data collected within ARAP.

Integrated with the validation study a scenario identification and
development exercise will be performed with the purpose of describing

scenarios for the evolution of the Koongarra Analogue.

In this document a short description is given of the role of natural
analogues in validation of performance assessment models. In addition, some
preliminary ideas regarding validation issues in the Swedish Programme that
could be covered by ARAP are presented. The results are based on a first
brief review of the ARAP documentation. A short description and present

status of the scenario development study will also be given.
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2 VALIDATION OF PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT CONCEPTS AND MODELS BY NATURAL

ANALOGUES

2.1 General

Initially, we must try to more clearly define what should be meant by
validation. For example, it should be recognised that a model (or concept,
database etc.) only can be validated in its proper context, i.e. with
respect to a given set of scenarios, site and disposal method. We must also
be aware of the fact that validation never can be an absolute proof in the
philosophical sense. Instead we should strive for an acceptable validation.
This also means that we need a measure for the degree of validation and
criteria for judgement of its acceptability. These tools are still not
available, or rather, consensus about how to handle these questions is not

yet developed.

We could start by asking ourselves why we need validation. The obvious
answer is that we want assurance that the models (etc.) we employ in a
safety analysis provide a sufficient accuracy in prediction of future
consequences. Or we can put it in another way and say that we want an
acceptable uncertainty in these predictions. Thus, uncertainty might be
regarded as a measure of (in)validation. For a given model, its
contribution to the total uncertainty in prediction of consequences would
then be our measure of its degree of validation.

One problem with this approach is the need for quantification, not only of

parameter uncertainties, but also of conceptual uncertainties. In a safety
assessment alternative concepts are - or should be - compared, and the
total uncertainty might be evaluated simply by merging the uncertainty
ranges for the different concepts. The real problem might be the weighting
of such conceptual uncertainties. Thus, quantified uncertainty as a measure
of the degree of validation might not be possible at all times. On the
other hand, it is a goal that should be strived for and kept in mind for
all work on validation of performance assessment models. Based on the above

reasoning, the following definition of validation is proposed:

The assurance that a model provides an acceptable accuracy in the
prediction of consequence within the framework of a total safety
analysis, considering all input uncertainties and the necessary
extrapolations in scale with respect to space and time.

These lines of thought also correspond to the recently increased emphasis
on uncertainty analysis as the most important part of the safety analysis.

2.2 Application of Natural Analogues

In the broadest sense the role of natural analogues in validation might be
described as follows.
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The evaluation of natural analogues should provide

ourselves,
the scientific community,
decision makers,
politicians, and
the public

with confidence in our ability to describe and predict the future
development of a repository, based on our ability to describe the past.

The following issues have to be resolved or dealt with in transferring this
confidence from evaluation of natural analogues (NA) to performance
assessment (PA):

the distinction between calibration and validation of models;

the distinction between (explanatory) research models and (transparent,
bounding, "simplistic") PA models;

the lack of uncertainty analysis in evaluation of NA (and in validation
exercises in generall);

the lack of scenario analysis (as a part of uncertainty analysis);

a more comprehensive discussion of diversity of phenomena and

variability of features;

inclusion of negative evidence in the discussion, i.e. features that
might disprove the case ("negative analogues");

recognition that not one but many analogues will be needed both for
building of general consensus and for gaining acceptable validation in
a more narrow field.

In addition, we must strive for methods - or a logic - that allows us to
translate the uncertainty in evaluation of a natural analogue to a
corresponding uncertainty in performance assessment. Among other things,
this means that one should aim at an integrated evaluation, where models
etc are coupled, just as in a performance assessment. For the same reason
it is important to try the application of PA models and methodologies, e.g.
scenario analysis, in the evaluation of an analogue.

The methods applied for the evaluation of natural analogues should of
course focus on the important features displayed by analogues in comparison
to those in laboratory and field experiments, such as:

studying the influence of slow microscopic processes, e.g. kinetics,
matrix diffusion etc.;
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studying the importance of macroscopic features, e.g. flow path
characteristics and their variability;

simulation of large scale (in space and time) processes with simple
performance assessment models.

Whenever possible, analogues should be evaluated in order to provide
insight into model relevance in an integrated system of models for
performance assessment. In this context a scenario analysis of the analogue
will provide both a basis for including estimation of uncertainties in the
evaluation and a test of our ability to describe natural phenomena over the
time scales relevant for nuclear waste repositories.

The present work is an attempt to include some of the above mentioned
aspects in the evaluation of the "Koongarra" natural analogue.

2.3 Uncertainties

There are different levels of uncertainties involved in a performance
assessment, which will influence the overall uncertainty in the consequence
analysis. These corresponding uncertainties should also be considered in
the evaluation of a natural analogue.

1 Scenarios; uncertainties associated with the combination of external
conditions and other phenomena that will influence the performance and
safety of a repository over long time and large geometrical scales.

2 Conceptual Models; uncertainties associated with the identification and
description of processes, geometrical structures and other conditions
that will influence the performance and safety of a repository over
long time and large space scales.

3 Calculation Models; uncertainties introduced by the simplifications
that have to be made

in the transformation of conceptual models to mathematical models,
due to lack of input data,
due to limitations in computer capacity.

4 Input Data; uncertainties associated with the method used to measure or
to extract the data, and uncertainties in the representativeness of the
data.

A method to estimate and successively reduce the uncertainties in
Scenarios, is to continuously perform a systematic scenario development.
Site investigations and the evaluation of natural analogues and well
designed field and laboratory experiments, are methods used to try to
quantify and reduce the uncertainties in Conceptual and Calculation Models
as well as in Input Data.
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3 VALIDATION ISSUES COVERED SY ARAP

The geological environment considered in Sweden for radioactive waste

repositories is totally different from the situation in and around the

Koongarra uranium deposit. Also external conditions that indirectly may

influence the performance of a repository in Sweden, are different from

those that have had impact on the evolution of the Koongarra deposit.

Despite these differences an evaluation of Koongarra can contribute to

meeting some of the needs of validation in performance assessment.

Figure 1 provides a schematic description of the chain of events —in

releasing and transporting radionuclides from the spent fuel stored in

canisters in the repository to the intake of nuclides by man. Based on this

flow sheet and a first brief review of the ARAP documentation, some

validation issues have been identified, which concern conceptual models,

calculation models and input data. These are discussed in the following

subsections. The application of the scenario development methodology is

discussed in the next chapter.

3.1 Conceptual Models

The main validation issue on the conceptual level is to increase the

understanding of how processes and geometrical structures under long time

effect the mobilisation and migration of radionuclides. The advantage in

using a natural analogue in this sense is, of course, the possibility of

studying processes in a natural system that have been active over long

times. This could give evidence for the importance or unimportance of

processes identified in laboratory and field experiments, and also provide

an understanding of how to extrapolate from small scale experiments to the

large scales in time and space that are relevant in performance assessment.

By examining the flow sheet flow sheet which shows of main pathway

considered in performance assessment of Swedish repository concepts, by

which radionuclides in the repository is transferred to man, we are able to

identify a number of validation issues which can be considered in the

ARAP -

Canister failure. The radioactive material is contained in canister which

are placed in the repository. Failure of the canisters is caused by

corrosion and/or mechanical effects. Phenomena causing the canister failure

is a validation issue but could not be covered by ARAP.

Fuel dissolution. Dissolution of the fuel will start when groundwater has

penetrated the canister. The spent fuel consists of uranium dioxide and the

Swedish groundwater contains silicates and phosphates. In contact with the

groundwater the uranium dioxide might be oxidised by oxidants produced by

Q-radiolysis of the water. In Koongarra the primary uranium mineral

uraninite has been oxidised and secondary uranium minerals such as uranyl
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silicates and uranyl phosphates have been formed. A validation issue in
this context could then bs to increase the understanding of the uranium
chemistry in a system comprised of oxides, silicates and phosphates.

Nuclide transport in man-made barriers. Dissolved radionuclides will
migrate out through the ruptured canister and further out through the
bentonite backfill surrounding the canister. If the canister failure is
caused by corrosion, the corrosion products may constitute a barrier to the
migrating nuclides. Increasing the understanding of the processes and
geometrical structures that determine the migration rate in the corrosion
products is here identified as a validation issue. With the current
(Swedish) proposed canister material, copper, this aspect is not covered by
ARAP. If, however, iron is to be considered as canister material, it may be
of interest to study the interaction between uranium (and decay products)
and ferric hydroxides which are present in the weathered zone in Koongarra,
both in crystalline and amorphous form.

Validation issues related to nuclide migration through the bentonite back
fill are similar to those mentioned above for the canister corrosion
products, i.e. to increase the understanding of the behaviour of the clay
barrier over long times in terms of transport properties and chemistry.
Clay materials, vermiculite, kaolinite and smectite formed by the
alteration of chlorite, are present in the weathered zone in Koongarra. A
study of the interaction between uranium and these clay materials in
Koongarra may contribute to the understanding of the mechanisms of
interaction between radionuclides and the bentonite backfill in a
repository.

Nuclide transport in the geosphere. Radionuclides released from the
bentonite surrounding the canister will be transported away from the
repository by groundwater flowing in fractures in the rock. A validation
issue in this context is to increase the understanding of the nature of the
flow paths in the fractured rock. This is a basic requirement since the
nature of the flow paths has implications to the conceptual understanding
of migration processes such as advection, dispersion and matrix diffusion.
In addition to this, more has to be learned about the mechanisms of
sorption and of transport of radionuclides as colloids/particles and by
colloids/particles.

The nature of the groundwater flow in a geological environment is site
specific, and the flow situation at Koongarra is most likely quite
different from what could be expected in a fractured rock in Sweden. There
are, however, indications of fracture flow in Koongarra, both in the
weathered and the unweathered zone, so the implications of fracture flow on
nuclide transport is a validation issue that may be covered by ARAP.
Another validation aspect in this context is to increase the understanding
of causes and effects of changes in time and space of the flow situation in
a geological environment. In addition to this, the experience gained during
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consider combinations of processes and geometrical structures of importance
for the mobilisation and migration of radionuclides. Assessment models need
therefore to be rather simple in order to allow for numerous calculations
within a realistic time. Another reason for applying the simplified
assessment models is the limitation in input data available.

An important validation issue in this context lies in the level of detail
that processes and geometrical structures must be considered in performance
assessment in order to achieve acceptable results. One example of this
concerns the process of sorption. In assessment models, sorption is
typically modelled using the K approach. The validation aspect in this
case then is whether this approach is sufficient enough or if a more

detailed mechanistic modelling is needed to assess the effects of sorption.
Another example concerns processes where kinetics may be of importance, for
example in dissolution/precipitation reactions, which in performance
assessment usually is treated with thermodynamic models. The change in
geometrical structure and other properties of the barriers with time and
space is an additional example of events that normally not are considered

in performance assessment models.

By applying performance assessment models in evaluating the migration of
uranium and its decay products in the weathered zone in Koongarra it may be
possible to assess the effects of using simplified descriptions of
processes involved in the transport, for example the K approach, and also

d
to get an indication of the uncertainties introduced by averaging
variations in transport properties over time and space.

3.3 Input Data

Data acquisition is a very important task in performance assessment since

without high quality data, models can neither be developed nor properly
applied. Data can be site-specific or system-specific. For example, data
describing the geometrical structures in the rock surrounding a repository
are specific for that location, while data describing the chemical
interaction between radionuclides and rock are defined by the composition

of the water and the composition of the rock.

Validation issues in this context concern both methods to derive the
necessary data and the representativeness of the acquired data for the
desired application. These aspects can be covered by ARAP for certain types
of system-specific data. An example is to compare results from laboratory
experiments studying the distribution of uranium (and decay products)
between Koongarra water and ferric hydroxides and/or clay material
representative for the site, with concentrations in porewater and in ferric
hydroxides and/or clay materials sampled in the weathered zone in
Koongarra. A study of the geochemistry in Koongarra may also be valuable in
terms of checking existing thermodynamic data and also to contribute with
new data to existing thermodynamic databases.
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In order to be able to model the radionuclide transport in Koongarra some
site-specific data are needed. These data are not representative for
repository locations in Sweden. The methods used in collecting those data
are, however, similar and applying those methods at Koongarra may make it
possible to evaluate and decrease the uncertainties associated with field

and laboratory measurements.

4 SCENARIO DEVELOPMENT

The Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI) and the Swedish Nuclear Waste
Management Co. (SKB) have carried out a joint scenario development exercise
of a hypothetical repository for spent fuel based on the Swedish KBS-3

disposal concept111. A similar approach for a systematic overall evaluation
of the Koongarra natural analogue has been suggested by SKI. Such an
exercise will not only be valuable for the evaluation of the analogue, it
will also give experience for future use of this approach in performance
assessment of repository concepts. A short summary of the joint SKI/SKB
scenario project and an introduction to the application of the methodology

on Koongarra have been given elsewhere1?].

Applying the methodology used in the scenario project in the evaluation of
the Koongarra analogue will mean that the following steps have to be
carried out.

1 An initial comprehensive identification of FEP's (Features, Events,
Processes) that might have had an influence on the evolution and

behaviour of the analogue. This step should involve all research groups
engaged in ARAP in order to cover all relevant disciplines.

2 Documentation of each FEP in a short memo-text. This text should
contain:

- A short description of the FEP
- The causes and effects of the FEP

- Modelling aspects of the FEP

3 Screening of FEP's to obtain three groups of FEP's; screened out FEP's
(removal according to well defined criteria), FEP's belonging to the
Process System, and the remaining FEP's grouped together to form
primary FEP's. In order to be able to do this screening the Process
System for an analogue has to be defined. In accordance with the
definition of the Process System for a spent fuel repository, the
Process System for the Koongarra analogue should comprise the complete
set of deterministic chemical and physical processes that might have
influenced the formation of the secondary uranium mineralisation and

the subsequent dispersion of uranium in the weathered zone.
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4 Formulation of scenarios, which is carried out by taking ail possible
combination? of the remaining FEP's. A scenario is then defined by a

set of external conditions which have influenced processes in the
Process System.

This scenario identification and development of the Koor.garra analogue
should be performed in several iterations and should continue to the
conclusion of ARAP. A first list of identified FEP's has been prepared and
the preparation of a memo-text for each FEP has started. In the continued
work with step 2, help from the different groups participating in ARAP will
be needed.

5 CONTINUATION OF WORK

The work with the scenario development will continue as presented above.
This will be performed and integrated with modelling work focussing on
the radionuclide transport in the weathered zone.

The first step in the model validation exercise will be to review and
evaluate the data available. This has to be done in order to be able to get
an overall picture of the phenomena involved in the mobilisation and
migration of uranium and its decay products in the weathered zone. The next

step will be to formulate a conceptual model for the radionuclide transport
in the weathered zone in terms of identifying relevant processes and
defining geometrical structures and scales. Based on the conceptual model,
an appropriate application of a numerical model (code) will be chosen.

To begin with, very simple model calculations studying the radionuclide
movement in the weathered zone will be performed. This includes 1-D
transport modelling and geochemical modelling. No modelling of the
hydrology is planned since other groups within ARAP are dealing with that
aspect of work. Based on the results of the first series of calculations
and the availability of necessary data it may be relevant to continue by
increasing the complexity of the models.

6 REFERENCES
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FIGURE 1

SCHEMATIC ILLUSTRATION OF THE GROUNDWATER PATHWAY FOR RADIONUCLIDE
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SECTION 4.6

SHORT SUMMARY OF HYDROGEOLOGIC STUDIES OF THE KOON6AR5A

URANIUM DEPOSIT

Stanley N Davis and Sue Braumiller

Department of Hydrology and Water Resources
University of Arizona

INTRODUCTION

The objectives of the work at Koongarra which is reviewed in the next few

pages of this report have been to characterize the heterogeneous

hydrogeology and to determine how well a given inverse flow model will

duplicate measured field conditions of the water-bearing zones. Work at

Koongarra has included conducting slug tests, packer tests, and longer-term

aquifer tests during the 1938 and 1989 field seasons; organizing and

analyzing the data collected in 1988 and 1989 as well as data from earlier

studies; and modelling the hydrogeologic system with GWINV, an inverse

ground-water flow model.

Data collected during the 1988 field season was used by James Norris for a

M.S. thesis (Norris, 1989), and data collected during the 1989 field season

was used for another M.S. thesis by Robert Marley (Marley, 1990).

Modelling is currently in progress by Sue Braumiller who i*ill use the

result as part of her Ph.D. dissertation. A considerable amount of the

ii.'it.ial work in selecting the model and organizing the data was completed

by Dr Youkuan Zhang.

Assistance with the modelling has also been provided by Professors Shlomo P

Neuman and Thomas Maddock III of the University of Arizona.

Geologic Setting

The Koongarra uranium ore is primarily within a Precambrian schist (Cahill

Formation) which underlies a relatively flat area a short distance (less

than 150 m) south of the base of a prominent south-facing escarpment of

sandstone. The upper 5 to 25 m of the schist is partly weathered. A clay-

rich zone of lateritic weathering which is 0.5 to 20 m thick separates the

partly weathered schist from the overlying Quaternary sands and silts. The

Quaternary material varies in thickness from about 0.5 to 8 m.

Directly to the north of the ore deposit, a major east-west fault has

placed a younger Precambrian sandstone (Kombolgie Formation), against the

schist. Air photographs show prominent linear features in the sandstone

which are joints greatly enlarged by weathering and erosion. Some of the

linear features may mark the position of small faults. Joints and faults

are undoubtedly present in the older schist but are mostly obscured by the

covering of Quaternary material.
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HYDROGEOLOGIC CHARACTERISTICS OF INDIVIDUAL GEOLOGIC UN.̂ o

Cahill Formation

Most aquifer tests have utilized test holes which penetrate *he Cahill
Formation. Although the detailed lithology of this unit varies
considerably, general information from other regions of the world would
suggest that these variations would be only a secondary factor controlling
the overall permeability and bulk porosity of the schist. The degree of
weathering of the schist and the presence of fractures are the primary
factors in determining porosity and permeability.

The hydrogeologic properties of the unweathered Cahill Formation as it
exists in place deep in the subsurface are virtually unknown. Laboratory
tests of unweathered bedrock cores show very low porosity and permeability
values. Examination of the results of packer tests and aquifer tests made

in schists and similar rocks from various parts of the world indicates a
clearly defined reduction of permeability with depth (Davis and Turk, 1964;
Davis, 1969). The standard deviation of the data is, however, large.
Based on a rough extrapolation of these data, one could speculate that the

geometric mean hydraulic conductivity of the Cahill Formation at depths of
between 100 and 200 m would be roughly 0.01 in/day (10" cm/sec,
corresponding to a permeability of about 10 m darcys). The field derived
hydraulic conductivity could be much lower at depths of 1000 m, perhaps
lower than 2 x 10"5 m/day. Although statistically unlikely for most
vertical test holes, many mines and tunnels have encountered significant

water-bearing fractures at depths in excess of 1000 m.

Most hydrogeologic tests made in and near the Koongarra uranium deposit
have been of the fractured and partly weathered Cahill Formation. These
tests have measured the hydrogeologic conditions from the upper part of the
formation down to depths of about 75 m, if one assumes that interconnected

fractures extend several metres below the bottoms of test holes.
Unfortunately, the largest number of tests did not isolate specific parts
of the test holes, so the vertical distribution of porosity and

permeability is difficult to understand.

For the shallowest part of the unweathered to partly weathered Cahill
Formation, Marley (1990) has suggested hydraulic conductivities of between
0.17 and 1.0 m/d for the materials. If a single representative value of

hydraulic conductivity is desired, the geometric mean of the foregoing
values, or 0.4 m/d, could be a useful figure.

The in situ, bulk porosity of the Cahill Formation is unknown. Speculative

values for effective, or interconnected, porosities based on studies of
similar rocks in other regions would range from 0.001 at depths below 100 m
to as much as 0.50 in the highly weathered zone.
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Kombolgie Formation

Surface evidence of extensive jointing and some probable faulting of the
Kombolgie Formation suggests that this massive sandstone is generally quite
permeable at depth. Although direct tests of this unit are limited, several
lines of evidence suggest just the opposite. First, massive sandstones in
many other parts of the world display prominent joint systems and yet are
poor aquifers if they are aquifers at all. Second, the fact that the
sandstone forms high cliffs and resists erosion indicates that it is
compact and well cemented which in turn indicates the probability of a rock
of low matrix permeability. Third, slug tests indicated a very low
permeability of the rock. Fourth, rainfall induces abundant runoff which
would instead by ground-water recharge if the rocks were highly permeable
or if the fractures had wide apertures extending to great depths. Fifth,
ground-water gradients appear to steepen within the Kombolgie Formation
suggesting lower transmissivities in this unit. Sixth, limited laboratory
testing indicated a porosity of only 0.04 and a hydraulic conductivity of
about 6.5 x 10"3 m/d. Seventh, and lastly, an aquifer test of KD1 reported
in 1980, suggested a transmissivity of only 0.6 m /d. This low value would
further suggest a bulk hydraulic conductivity of less than 0.01 m/d.

In summary, the Kombolgie Formation probably has a bulk hydraulic
conductivity which is only a small fraction of the hydraulic conductivity
of the upper part of the Cahill Formation.

Clay and Lateritic Debris

The structureless residual schist in a clay matrix is probably the result
of lateritic weathering of the underlying Cahill Formation and from the
standpoint of geologic nomenclature is part of that formation.
Hydrogeologically, however, it is a distinct unit. Porosities are probably
high and may range from about 0.3 to 0.5, and permeabilities are very low.
Corresponding hydraulic conductivities are probably on the order of 1.0 x
10"5 to A x 10"2 m/d.

Koongarra Fault Zone

Hydraulic properties of the Koongarra fault zone have not been tested
directly, but indirect evidence suggests that it is a barrier or partial
barrier to lateral flow of ground water. These lines of evidence are:
First, water-level fluctuations at and near the camp water-supply well in
the northeastern part of the area are very large. If the nearby fault were
a zone of high permeability, then it would form a recharge boundary and
would greatly reduce the dry-weather drawdown in the well. Second, aquifer
tests of PHA9 did not produce drawdowns in observation holes to the
northwest, or on the other side of the fault. Third, strong upward
hydraulic gradients were measured during dry periods in nested piezometers
in hole W6. Th.il would suggest that water is being forced upward along the
fault; a condition that would be present if the fault zone had a low
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permeability. Fourth, and lastly, problems of lost circulation were not
reported frcci the exploratory core holes initially drilled through the
fault zone.

Despite the general evidence that the fault zone has a low permeability,
the possibility that scattered secondary fractures closely associated with
the fault have significant permeable zones cannot be discounted.

Quaternary Gravels, Sands and Silts

Little direct information is available concerning the hydrogeologic
characteristics of the surficial gravels, sands and silts. Only one aquifer
test in the thicker part of the sands was conducted. This test indicated a
transmissivity of about 100 m2/d which in turn would suggest hydraulic
conductivities of the sands of between 10 and 20 m/d, assuming saturated
thicknesses of between 5 and 10 m. These high values would be consistent
with other measurements of the hydraulic conductivity of unconsolidated
medium to fine sands (Davis, 1969).

AQUIFER TESTS

A total of 13 full-scale aquifer tests of the upper part of the Cahill
Formation have been made. Each of these tests utilized a pumped test hole
combined with from 3 to as many as 10 water-level observation holes. In
addition, two long-term aquifer tests were made which did not have useful
water-level measurements from observation holes. A short summary of the
results is given in Table 1, and an example of the drawdown cone around one
of the pumped holes is given in Figure 1. Most of the drawdown cones are
elongated and oriented more-or-less subparallel with the Koongarra fault.
As indicated in Table 1, the degree of elongation, however, is quite
variable.

In addition to the full-scale aquifer tests, a large number of slug tests,
packer tests, and short-term drawdown and recovery tests have been made of
the upper part of the Cahill Formation. Although the results indicate a
large deviation of values, geometric means of these tests generally are
lower than the suggested mean values from the aquifer tests. For example,
50 "water pressure" or packer tests had a range of hydraulic conductivities
of from 7.5 x 10" to 0.47 m/day with a geometric mean value of only 1.3 x
10" m/d. This is more than an order of magnitude less than conductivities
estimated from aquifer tests. This difference is probably owing to the
effect of "sample" size where short-term tests measure the hydraulic
response of only a few cubic metres of aquifer in contrast with several
tens of thousands of cubic metres which respond to long-term aquifer tests.
Also, many of the short-term "water pressure" tests included portions of
the more highly weathered or lateritic, and hence less permeable, Cehill
Formation. In contrast, all of the long-term aquifer tests moved water
through the more permeable, partly weathered rock below the lateritic clay.
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As discussed in more detail by Norris (1989), all the aquifer tests
indicated anisotropic conditions vhich, in detail, are due to the
heterogeneous nature of the rock. The heterogeneity, in turn, is probably
related first to fracturing of the rock and secondly to the uneven
weathering of the water-bearing zones. The elongation of the drawdown
cones produced during the aquifer tests is an indirect measure of the
apparent anisotropy of the aquifer. The orientation of the long axes of
these drawdown cones are given in Table 1 and are shown on Figure 2.

Long-term aquifer tests as well as short term tests appear to show aerially
distributed variations in aquifer transmissivities. A preliminary
subdivision of the Western Koongarra area based on these variations is
shown in Figure 3. This representation, however, should be used with
caution because the extreme local heterogeneity may have had an overriding
effect on the results which are presented.

THE GWINV MODEL

The objective of this work is to test the usefulness of an inverse
groundwater flow model, GWINV, as a meaningful and systematic alternative
to the analytical analysis of aquifer test data and the ad hoc trial and
error procedure traditionally utilized in the generation of aquifer

parameters necessary for the modelling of the transport of radionuclides in
the subsurface environment. Specifically, GWINV will be used to generate
homogeneous anisotropic transmissivities for a number of 2-D subregions or
zones overlying the Koongarra No 1 orebody, in which some 38 aquifer tests
have been performed since 1979. The meaningfulness of the transmissivities
thus generated will be tested by utilizing them in a forward simulation of
monthly static water levels collected from June 1979 to May 1980 in the
same area.

GWINV is a 2-D finite element model that, under the proper circumstances
and with the imposition of certain limitations, can yield a mathematically
well-behaved and physically meaningful solution to the "inverse problem"
for confined systems under steady and nonsteady state conditions; that is,
the model estimates the parameters of groundwater flow on the basis of

information on hydraulic head (or drawdown). Posed in the framework of
maximum likelihood theory, a set of optimum parameters is derived such that
an estimation criterion which includes head (or drawdown) measurements as
well as prior information about the parameters is minimized. Parameters
that can be estimated by GWINV include the values of principal hydraulic
conductivities (or transmissivities) given a. choice of principal

directions, specific storage (or storativity), recharge rates, boundary
heads or fluxes, leakance, and parameters controlling the error structure
of the data.

Selected for input are the drawdown data generated in the following 10
aquifer tests performed in the vicinity of the Koongarra No 1 orebody:
KD2 (AGC.1979), KD3 (AGC.197S), PH8A (Davis, 1988), PHlAc (Norris, 1989),
PH56b (Norris, 1989), PH88 (Norris, 1989), C8 (Marley, 1990), PH49 (Marley,
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1990), PH58 (Marley, 1990) and PH73b (Marley. 1990). The data of these
aquifer tests were chosen for input on the basis of the number of
observation wells for which drawdown measurements were taken, the length of
the test, and the appearance of the drawdown curves. Each of the tests
involved at least A observation wells, with half of the tests selected
involving 10 or more observation wells. The length of the 10 tests
selected range from that of A95 minutes to 10,000 minutes, all but three
of which were in excess of 3,000 minutes. The data for these 10 aquifer
tests will be input in series, each test separated by an artificial
recovery period of 30,000 minutes, such that the data of all 10 aquifer
tests will be used by GWINV in the estimation of a single set of
homogeneous anisotropic transmissivities for each of a number of zones
overlying the Koongarra No 1 orebody. This will require solution of the
inverse problem at some 41,000 time steps, each 1 minute in duration. To
the knowledge of the author, this represents a new application of this
inverse groundwater flow model. Slight modifications have been made to the
code for execution on a mainframe computer which will accommodate the
memory requirements of this particular application.

For the purposes of this application, the problem domain has been defined
as that area bound on the northwest by the Koongarra Reverse Fault, on the
southeast by the Koongarra Creek, and on the southwest and northeast by
arbitrary boundaries at some distance from the nearest pumping or
observation well involved in the 10 tests utilized. Superimposed on this
problem domain is a finite element grid composed of 189 nodes and 351
elements; wherein, each of the A3 pumping or observation wells involved in
the 10 aquifer tests selected, coincide with a node.

In addition to the input of hydraulic head (or drawdown), GWINV requires
the input of prior estimates for the following parameters: prescribed head,
prescribed flux, and leakance on segments of the boundary of the problem
domain, and areal recharge, storativity, and components of transmissivity
over zones considered to be relatively uniform with respect to each of
those parameters. In this application, only transmissivities will be
updated (estimated by the model). Other parameters will be treated as
assigned values. Prior estimates for components of transmissivity over a
number of zones comprising the problem domain will be based on the results
of the analytical analysis of aquifer tests and slug tests. Initially,
prior estimates and updated values (estimates made by the model) for
components of transmissivity will be made over 9 zones comprising the
problem domain. These zones have been identified on the basis of what is
known about the geology of the area and the results of the analytical
analysis of aquifer and slug tests performed. It is hoped that these 9
zones, while limited in number, are sized, shaped, and located such that
the hydraulic heterogeneity of the area can be adequately characterized by
estimates of homogeneous anisotropic transmissivities for those zones. That
is, this initial selection of zones was made with the aim of minimizing the
number of zones over which transmissivity will be estimated, while being
sufficient in number and location to capture the spatial variability of
transmissivity. Initially, principal directions parallel to the "mining
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coordinates" will be assumed. A prior estimate for storativity over a
single zone comprising the entire problem domain of 2.0 x 10" has been
arrived at after consideration of values for storativity derived in the
analytical analysis of the 10 largest aquifer tests in the area and early
estimates of the storativity of the Cahill formation made by Noranda. Areal
recharge has been assigned a value of 0.0 m3/min-mn2 over a single zone
comprising the entire domain, as the aquifer test data upon which this
solution will be based were generated during the dry season. Initially, the
equivalent of a "no flow" condition, a "no change in drawdown" condition,
will be asr-igned to all segments of the boundary of the problem domain,
including the boundaries coinciding with the Koongarra Reverse Fault and
the Koongarra Creek.

To date, GWINV has been used to estimate homogeneous isotropic
transmissivities in A of the 9 transmissivity zones mentioned above, using
the drawdown data of aquifer test PH58. This was intended primarily as an
exercise in using GWINV. Additionally, this exercise has been useful in
estimating the memory requirements of the "10-aquifer-test" application; a
consequence of which was the decision to modify and run the program on a
mainframe computer. The output generated for the PH58 aquifer test data
using the original GWINV written for PC was then used to verify the output
generated by GWINV revised for execution on a mainframe. Next steps
include running the "10-aquifer-test" application for homogeneous
anisotropic transmissivities in all 9 zones, using the principal directions
and assigned values for storativity, areal recharge, and boundary
conditions mentioned above. Subsequently, the "10-aquifer-test"

application will be repeated for a number of additional key cases. That
is, the "10-aquifer-test" application will be run using variations in the
layout of transmissivity zones, assigned principal directions, and boundary
conditions identified as those likely to yield the most meaningful values
for transmissivity. Finally, the transmissivities generated for each of
these key cases will be tested by utilizing them in a forward simulation of
monthly static water levels collected from June 1979 to May 1980. In
principle, it should be possible to duplicate the changes in monthly static
water levels observed by performing a forward simulation using a set of
homogeneous anisotropic transmissivities that successfully characterize the
hydraulic heterogeneity of the medium.

Should this approach to deriving the transmissivities necessary for the
modelling of flow and transport prove successful in 2-D, some consideration

may be given in the future to repeating such an application of GWINV in
3-D. Any modelling of flow or transport in 3-D would, of course, require
parameters in 3-D. At this time, however, GWINV is not available in 3-D;
nor is the data that would be required for solution of the inverse problem
in 3-D available for the Koongarra site.
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TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF ACUIFSR TESTS

Borehole
Pumped

KD1
KD2
KD3
C8
PHlAc
PH49
PH56b
PH58
PH61
PH73
PH84
PH88
PH132

Number of
Observation Holes

0
6
3
7
4
7
6
10
0
7
5
9
3

Geometric mean
transmissivity

m2/d

0.6
66.8
19.2
32.5
42.9
11.0
24.6
26.0
0.22
19.6
45.4
57.6
19.2

Direction of long
Axis of Drawdown Cone

N15°E_

N54°E
N44°E
N69°E
N21°E
N41°E_

N53°E_

N21°E
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0

igure 1 Contour map of final measured drawdowns in
aquifer test PH49.
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SECTION 4.7

COMMENTS ON GEOPHYSICAL AND GEOLOGICAL STUDIES - INITIAL RESULTS

D W Emerson
Department of Geology & Geophysics

University of Sydney

INTRODUCTION

To understand geologically the hydrogeological features of the subsurface
at Koongarra it was necessary to characterise physically the properties of
the weathered, transitional, unweathered, fault and Kombolgie Sandstone
lithological zones both in the laboratory by petrophysical measurements and
in the field by applying appropriate geophysical techniques along
transverse lines over the regions of interest. To date a preliminary
characterisation of most of the zones of interest has been
achieved11'2'3'41 and these data have been used with the available
geological information, to design a geophysical field program to study
indirectly the fracturing in the subsurface'51.

A consideration of the structural geology information by Dr K J Mills1 1

revealed a need for further field observations of structural elements and
the nature of the Koongarra fault.

PETROPHYSICS

Detailed mass property laboratory studies11'21 have shown low but finite
matrix-porosity/microfracture permeabilities for the weathered zone ranging
from an average of 1 millidarcy in zones of clay development to 67 md in
cleaner schist. An average permeability of 4 md was found for the
unweathered schists of the Cahill Formation. These permeabilities would be
enhanced by the existence of in situ fracturing for which there is evidence
in core from many drill holes and which may also be inferred from pumping
test results. Apparent porosities of up to 302 are quite high for the
weathered zones, but studies need to be continued to investigate the
effective (flow) porosity or specific yield for all lithologies. Dry bulk
densities characterise quite well the highly weathered, transitional and
unweathered zones. Further work is required on the sheared schist,
amphibolite, Koongarra Fault breccia, Kombolgie Sandstone and the weathered
zone to define better the mass properties of these materials and to assist
in the interpretation of geophysical field data.

The electrical resistivities and compressional wave velocities1 ] were
found to correlate quite well with rock condition - lower resistivities and
velocities were recorded for the weathered zones and higher values were
noted for the deeper schists. These values depend inversely on porosity
and it would be reasonable to expect some relationship in situ with
fracturing.
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GEOPHYSICS

r 41 • i_
An assessment of previous electrical geophysical investigations in the
light of the results of the petrophysical tests indicated that useful
information on the subsurface structure might be obtained by the
application of electrical resistivity, self potential, electromagnetic and
7-ray count (scintillometer) techniques. The first geophysical field survey
results151 corroborated results of the electrical laboratory studies and
provided electrical cross sections suggesting faulting and fracturing
across the Koongarra Fault. The field data base is being expanded with
additional survey work and an integrated interpretation is being prepared.

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

It was considered worthwhile on the basis of the available geological maps
and aerial photography to conduct on site inspections so that the Kombolgie
Sandstone geology and the strike and geometry of the Koongarra Fault might
be investigated'61. Previously core from many holes had been studied
mainly from a mineralogical and economic viewpoint. It was thought that a
detailed fracture analysis of available core would make a useful
contribution in assessing the subsurface hydrogeology and preparations were

made for this work.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The geophysical and geological work is proceeding with preliminary
assessments completed and detailed interpretations of field data
progressing. An integrated appraisal of current data is being carried
out and further field and laboratory data acquisitions are planned.
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SECTION 4.3

THE APPLICATION OF NAMMU TO MODELLING THE GROUNDWATER FLOW

AT KOONGARRA

D A Lever and S T Morris

Theoretical Physics Division
Harwell Laboratory
AEA Technology
Oxon, 0X11 ORA

England

1 INTRODUCTION

One of the aspects that sets the Koongarra ore body apart is that transport
of significant levels of uranium has been taking place in the weathered
zone away from the ore body. Thus one of the important tasks in the
International Alligator Rivers Analogue Project has been to get an
understanding of the hydrogeology of the site. This understanding does not
have to be very detailed, but it has to be adequate for an understanding of
the important features of transport to be obtained. Both the local nature
of the flow (whether the rock is acting as a porous or fractured medium)
and the regional system have to be considered.

In order to understand the hydrogeology of the site, three different
approaches have to be used: field measurements, laboratory measurements and
modelling work. Reports on all three aspects were presented at the last
modelling workshop in Sydney in July 198911"31.

As the project has now been progressing for some time, there appears to be
value in more than one group looking at modelling the flow, so that a
consensus can be reached. In part this is covered by the inclusion of the
Koongarra natural analogue as one of the test cases in the INTRAVAL study.
In addition, as groundwater velocities and directions are an important
input to transport calculations, these groundwater flow calculations
complement the studies on transport that are being undertaken at Harwell
Laboratory.

In this report some two dimensional groundwater flow calculations
undertaken using the finite element groundwater flow code NAMMU'* ] are
described. The current aim is not to present a detailed study of the
groundwater flow, rather a set of calculations have been undertaken to
obtain a broad understanding of the nature of the groundwater flow at
Koongarra. Variations in the hydrogeological properties of the important
rock units and in the position of the various boundary conditions have all
been considered.
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2 DESCRIPTION OF THE REGIONAL MODEL

2.1 Description of regional geology

The geology of the Koongarra site has been described in detail elsewhere.
For the purpose of this study the relevant features are as follows.

The dominant feature is the Koongarra fault, which is oriented northeast
and extends for some tens of kilometres. To the northwest the Kombolgie
sandstone formation outcrops. To the southeast lies the Cahill formation,
formed from a variety of quartz like schists. The Cahill formation can be
conceptually divided into two distinct geological units: a lower lying
unweathered formation and a weathered layer at or near the surface.

In this study, the flow field is assumed to be two dimensional, in a
direction normal to the Koongarra fault. We select the 6109mN cross section
as a representative model. Such two dimensional calculations cannot be used
to study the three dimensional structure of the flow; nevertheless they can
contribute to the understanding of the flow.

2.2 Boundary conditions

In any groundwater flow simulation, selection of appropriate boundary
conditions is a vital element of the study. The selection can be greatly

simplified and made more realistic by sensible location of boundaries.

In this two dimensional model there are four distinct boundaries to
consider: NW, SE, upper and lower. The boundary conditions imposed, and the
reasons for the choices are as follows:

(a) NW Boundary This is chosen to be at the peak of the Kombolgie

outcrop. The boundary therefore marks the location of
a water divide and so a no flow boundary condition is
appropriate.

(b) SE Boundary This is located at the position of the Koongarra

Creek, so a no flow boundary condition is again
appropriate.

(c) Upper Boundary The upper boundary is chosen to be the water table.
Hence the appropriate boundary condition is an
impossd pressure head, corresponding to atmospheric
pressure at the water table.
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(d) Lover Boundary Little or no data are available concerning the nature

of the rock lying deep below the site. A no flow
boundary condition is the most obvious, and can be
justified if the lower boundary is located
sufficiently deep that its presence does not disturb
the resulting flow field in the region of interest.

It is worth noting at this point that while the nature of the boundary
conditions is physically justified, the exact location of the boundaries is
subject to uncertainty and the sensitivity of the resulting flow field to
this uncertainty must be investigated in the study. This aspect is
discussed in section 2.4.

2.3 Characterization of the model: The base case

In the present study the geology of the region was characterized by the
following distinct geological units: the Koongarra fault, the Kombolgie
formation, the unweathered Cahill schist, the weathered Cahill schist, and
the transitional Cahill layer that separates the weathered and unweathered
zones. The hydrogeological properties within each rock type were assumed to
be homogeneous and isotropic. Much uncertainty exists concerning the
properties of the different rock types. In addition, the precise geometry
of the model is not well defined. Consequently a methodology reflecting
these inherent uncertainties has been adopted.

The approach used in this study has been to define a "base case"
incorporating the "best estimates" of the uncertain parameters, and then to
consider the effect of varying these parameters. The hydrogeological data
(values of permeabilities and porosities) for the base case were taken from
a recent progress report121 and are listed in Table 1. For the fault,
values of permeability and porosity were chosen to represent a highly
conducting fracture. The finite element grid used in the calculations is
shown in Figure 1, and Figure 2 shows the arrangement of rock types. It
should be noted that all the figures have a vertical scaling three times
the horizontal scaling.

2.4 Discussion of uncertainties and approximations

The various uncertainties can be classified as being of two distinct types:
hydrogeological and geometrical.

(a) Hydrogeological uncertainties

There are still uncertainties in the hydrogeological properties of the
various strata. To simplify the treatment, we focus on the uncertainties in
the permeabilities of the Koongarra fault and the weathered Cahill layer.
The consequences of other uncertainties can in part be judged from the
results of these calculations. No data are available for the fault, so
three extremes were considered: highly permeable, moderately permeable and
highly impermeable. For the case of the Cahill schist, it is not certain
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whether the weathered layer is more or less permeable than the unweathered
layer, so the two extreme cases were considered! an aquifer weathered layer
(base case) and an aquitard. The values of permeability and porosity used
in the study are listed in Table 2.

(b) Geometrical factors

One of the most important is the position of the water table. In this
study, annual fluctuations of the water table have not been considered. For
the wet season the v/ater table is assumed to coincide with the physical
surface, except :

(i) In the escarpment region the water table lies below the surface,
but its precise height is unknown. We have considered two cases;
one where the water table rises to a height of 140m AHD, and one
where it rises to 160m;

(ii) In the region between the ore body and the creek, the water table

is defined by the surficial deposits. Rather than attempting to
model these deposits explicitly we have considered the effect of

various representative surface shapes (a surface with constant

slope, a convex surface and concave surface).

The thickness of the weathered layer is known in the region of the ore
body, but it is known to vary downstream. Two possibilities were
considered: a layer of constant 25m thickness and one of 10m thickness.

The position of the southeast boundary is chosen to be the Koongarra creek.

However, the position of the creek may have altered with time. Hence, two
positions were investigated: 3770mE (the present location of the creek) and
3560mE. Similarly, two positions of the northwest boundary were

investigated: ISOOmE (the base case) and 2570mE.

A number of other variations were considered; these are discussed briefly
in section 4.5.

3 DESCRIPTION OF PHYSICAL AND NUMERICAL MODEL

3.1 Groundwater flow

Groundwater is water contained in pores, channels and fractures in the
soils and rocks that make up the earth's crust. The motion of this
groundwater under the influence of pressure gradients is often modelled as
flow in a porous medium. A porous medium is a medium comprised of pores
that are much smaller than the lengths of physical interest, and which are
usually connected together in an irregular fashion. The behaviour of the
porous medium is described in averages over Representative Elementary
Volumes (REV) large compared to the size of the pores yet small compared to
the length scale of physical interest. One such average quantity is the

porosity f, which is the fraction of the REV that is pore space.
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The basic law that describes the flow of a fluid in a porous medium is
Darcy's Law, which relates the specific discharge of the fluid (or flux of
volume) to the driving forces. In its simplest form, Darcy's Law states
that for flow of a single fluid in a porous medium under the influence of
pressure and gravitational forces:

k
q = - - . ( V P - p g ) ,

H

where q is the specific discharge or Darcy flux, k is the permeability

tensor, /* is the viscosity, P is the pressure, p is the density of the

fluid and g is the acceleration due to gravity. It should be noted that the

specific discharge q is not the velocity of the fluid in the pores, it is

the flux of volume of fluid per unit area. Different rock units or strata

have different properties. Large features, such as faults or fracture

zones, can be treated explicitly within this framework.

There are other types of model that are used to compute groundwater flow,

such as fracture network models. These are designed for systems where

explicit information en individual fractures is not available, instead

statistical information on aperture, orientation and length has been

obtained from the field. When there are sufficiently many fractures within

the rock volume of interest, the fracture network can behave like a porous

medium in many respects, and these models can be used to investigate

whether effective porous medium properties can be used to describe the

system.

3.2 NAMMU

In this analysis, a porous medium description of the system is used. The

fault is treated explicitly as a thin rock unit, and the flow is assumed to

be saturated. The groundwater flow calculations have been undertaken using

the finite element computer program NAMMU14'. This program can be used to

solve problems of:

(i) groundwater flow;

(ii) coupled groundwater flow and heat transport;

(iii) undersaturated groundwater flow;

(iv) coupled undersaturated groundwater flow and heat transport;

(v) radionuclide transport by saturated groundwater flow;
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(vi) radionuclide transport by undersaturated groundwater flow;

(vii) coupled groundwater flow and solute transport where the density of

the solution depends strongly on the solute concentration.

Problems in either two or three dimensions can be solved. NAMMU is used

heavily in assessments of potential waste repositories in the United

Kingdom . In addition it has been used in a number of other countries on

similar groundwater flow problems.

4 RESULTg

4.1 General discussion

As noted previously, the approach adopted in this study has been to define

a base case and then to investigate how the predicted flow field varies as

the hydrogeological parameters are varied and position of the boundaries

are changed. This results in an extensive set of calculated flow fields

corresponding to various parameter combinations.

In order to make sense of these results it is necessary to present them in

an ordered way. It is found that by far the most significant parameter is

the permeability of the fault, the three permeability types leading to

three distinct classes of flow. Hence, the results are presented here

grouped according to the three types of fault permeability. It should be

noted that the base case is a particular case of a highly permeable fault.

The results of any steady state flow calculation can be presented in many

ways. For the base case we include a contour plot of the pressure variation

over the model. For each of the three types of fault we include a plot of

streamlines. This provides a useful visualization of the flow field.

Finally, we present plots of pathline calculations for particular cases of

interest. The pathlines are taken to start from positions of interest

within the ore body.

4.2 Highly permeable fault: The base case

We recall that the base case is that of a highly permeable fault, and a

weathered Cahill layer that is an aquifer compared to the unweathered

layer. The thickness of the weathered layer is 25m. Figure 3 shows a plot

of pressure contours for this case.
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More illustrative is Figure 4, which, is a plot of streamlines of the flow.

We can see that the effect of the conducting fault is to "channel" the

upstream flow towards the surface, with a significant "leakage" into the

aquifer weathered layer.

Quantitative results can be obtained by employing the particle tracking

algorithm included in NAMMU to calculate pathlines to the surface, together

with Darcy fluxes and transit times. In the calculations four

representative points in the vicinity of the ore body have been examined.

Figure 5 shows the four pathlines for the base case; the corresponding

groundwater return times are also shown. It can be seen that the flow is
— 9 «• 1

confined to the weathered layer. Typical Darcy fluxes are 1.5 10 m s ,

with groundwater transit times of about 7 000 years. The point of emergence

is the Koongarra creek, so the transit times depend critically on the

location of the creek, although the Darcy flux is insensitive to this

parameter. There is some sensitivity to the shape of the surface above the

ore body, because this determines the pressure gradient; transit times can

vary between 3 000 years and 11 000 years. For the case of a 10m weathered

layer, the pathlines rise steeply, then move along the aquifer as before,

with similar Darcy fluxes and transit times.

For the case of an aquitard weathered layer, the pathlines are as shown in

Figure 6. The pathlines are seen to rise steeply through the weathered

layer with very little horizontal transport. Darcy fluxes are of the order

of 1.0 10'11 m s"1, with transit times varying between 10 000 years and

50 000 years, depending on the thickness of the weathered layer. There is

little sensitivity to all other parameters.

In both cases it is interesting to note that the fault has the property of

"screening" the ore body flow field from the region northwest of the fault,

so that the flow shows great insensitivity to any variations in the

properties of the escarpment region.
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4.3 Highly izsperaeable fault

Figure 7 is a plot of the streamlines obtained for the case of a highly

impermeable fault. The streamlines reveal a highly partitioned flow field,

with the fault marking an effective no flow boundary. Once again the effect

of the fault is to screen the localized flow field from the escarpment

region.

For the case of an aquifer weathered layer the pathlines obtained are as

shown in Figure 8. The pathlines describe vertical parabolae, with some

limited "channelling" through the aquifer itself. The Darcy fluxes in the

aquifer are 1.5 10"9 m s": with transit times of around 5 000 years. This

compares with transit times of 40 000 years for flow through the

unweathered schist. The Darcy fluxes are insensitive to the location of the

southeast boundary, although clearly the transit times will be. For the

case of a 10m thick aquifer, many more of the pathlines are observed to

submerge. Also there is some sensitivity to the surface shape, with regions

of shallow gradient tending to force the pathlines down into the

unweathered zone.

For the case of an aquitard weathered layer, shown in Figure 9, all the

pathlines are seen to be parabolic in form, with transit times of the order

of 100 000 years. Again the transit times are sensitive to the location of

the creek, but the Darcy fluxes are not.

4.4 Moderately permeable fault

Figure 10 shows the streamlines for the case of a fault permeability

similar to that of the surrounding rock. The flow is seen to sweep through

tne entire system. The result of this is that features in the escarpment

region can affect the flow in the vicinity of the ore body.

Figure 11 is a plot of pathlines for the case of a 25m aquifer. The

pathlines are seen to move through the weathered layer with Darcy fluxes of

approximately 1.0 10"9 m s"1 and transit times of between 300 years and 500

years, depending on the shape of the surface. The effect of raising the

height of the escarpment is to increase the transit time by about 502. For

the case of a 10m aquifer, the pathlines slope upward much more steeply,

with a reduced transit time of 150 years, but much less horizontal

transport.
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The pathlines for the case of an aquitard weathered layer are shcvn in

Figure 12. These are seen to be nearly vertical, with transit times in the

range 1 000 years to 2 000 years, and little sensitivity to any of the

variable parameters.

4.5 Other variations

In the discussion of the results so far, we have focused on the major

variations that have been considered. There are a number of others that are

worthy of consideration, and these are discussed briefly below.

The location of the lower boundary is to some extent arbitrary. Preliminary

investigations showed a depth of -300m to be adequate. The effect of

increasing the depth to -400m is to change the predicted Darcy fluxes by a

few percent.

The fault is modelled by a continuous rock unit of uniform gradient. The

fault is orientated at an angle of approximately 25° to the vertical. The

effect of increasing this angle to 35° is to change the Darcy fluxes by

less than 51.

The width of the fault is taken to be a constant 10m. It should be noted,

however, that in the case of either a highly permeable or highly

impermeable fault, the resulting flow field is not sensitive to the precise

properties of the fault. Furthermore, in the case of a moderately permeable

fault, the width of the fault is by definition unimportant. Hence, this

parameter did not need further consideration.

It is perhaps worth recalling that a transitional layer between the

weathered and unweathered Cahill schists is included in the model. It is

found that this does not have any impact on the results because there is

not sufficient contrast in the hydrogeological properties of that layer

with those of the weathered layer above.

Finally, there is the question of whether the computational grid itself

could affect the results. The grid was chosen to represent adequately the

geology and topography of the site, without incurring undue computational

time. An increase in grid resolution was found to have a negligible effect

on the predicted flow field.
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5 CONCLUDING DISCUSSION

The variations considered in this report show that there are basically four

types of flow in the vicinity of the ore body for the two dimensional

cross section considered. These depend on the hydrological properties of

the fault and on the relative properties of the unweathered and weathered

Cahill schists. There is some sensitivity to other properties, but in

general it is not very great.

When the weathered Cahill schists are less permeable than the unweathered

schists, then there is little horizontal flow in that region. This does not

appear to be consistent with the development of the ore body that is

observed.

If the weathered schists are more permeable, then there are three different

flow regimes depending on whether the fault is a highly conducting fault, a

highly impermeable fault, or whether it does not affect the flow (i.e. it

has similar properties to those of the surrounding rock).

For a highly impermeable fault there is some horizontal flow, but also some

flow vertically downwards in the vicinity of the ore body. If the fault is

highly permeable then there is a strong horizontal flow. In each of these

cases the flow downstream of the fault is independent of the flow on the

upstream side. If the fault has properties similar to those of the

surrounding rock, then the flow goes through the entire system. There is a

strong horizontal component to the flow in the weathered layer, but also an

upward component.

The picture that appears to be most consistent with the development of the

ore body is the one where the fault is highly permeable and the weathered

layer acts as an aquifer. This results in a strong horizontal flow.

Although a set of permeability and porosity data was taken for the

calculations, there are still uncertainties in these values. However, the

values have allowed an understanding of the flow to be developed, and to

some extent the effect on, for example, the groundwater return times, can

be found by scaling the values.
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No account has been taken of the seasonal variations in the water table.

However, some indication of the importance of this can be obtained from the

v?riations that examine the variation in the depth of the weathered layer.

It should also be noted that attention should not just be focused on

present day conditions; the consequences of changes in topography and

precipitation patterns over the time the ore body has been evolving have

also to be addressed.
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TABLE 1 s Hydrogeological Properties Used in Base Case

Rock Type Permeability (m ) Porosity

Kombolgie sandstone 0.8 10"1S 0.04

Unweathered schist 2.6 10"l6 0.03

Weathered schist 6.9 10"15 0.19

Transitional schist 3.5 10"15 0.14

Fault 1.0 10"7 0.35

TABLE 2 : Summary of hydrogeological properties

2Rock Type Permeability (m ) Porosity

-15
Kombolgie sandstone 0.8 10" 0.04

Unweathered schist 2.6 10"1 0.03

Weathered schist (aquifer) 6.9 10"15 0.19

Weathered schist (aquitard) 1.0 10"17 0.19

Transitional layer (aquifer case) 3.5 10" 0.14

Fault (highly permeable) 1.0 10"7 0.35

Fault (impermeable) 1.0 10"21 0.35*

Fault (mod. permeable) 0.8 10"1-5 0.04

* The precise value of the porosity in this case is not important.
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Figure 1 The finite-element grid
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Figure 2 The disposition of rock types
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Figure 3 Pressure contours for the case with a highly permeable fault
and an aquifer weathered layer

Figure 4 Streamlines for the case with a highly permeable fault and
an aquifer weathered layer
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Figure 5 Pathlines for the case with a highly permeable fault and an
aquifer weathered layer
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Figure 6 Pathlines for the case with a highly permeable fault and an
aquitard weathered layer
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Figure 7 Streamlines for the case with a highly impermeable fault and
an aquifer weathered layer

6300 years 4500 years
37700 years 8200 years

Figure 8 Pathlines for the case with a highly impermeable fault and
an aquifer weathered layer
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Figure 9 Pathlines for the case with a highly impermeable fault and
an aquitard weathered layer

Figure 10 Streamlines for the case with a moderately permeable fault
and an aquifer weathered layer
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Figure 11 Pathlines for the case with a moderately permeable fault and
an aquifer weathered layer
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Figure 12 Pathlines for the case with a moderately permeable fault and
an aquitard weathered layer
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SECTION 4.9

TWO- AND THREE-DIMENSIONAL MODELLING OF GROUNDWATER

FLOW THROUGH THE KOONGARRA URANIUM OREBODY

Lloyd R Townley and Michael G Trefry

INTRODUCTION

Before commencing any modelling exercise, we need to identify the questions
which modelling may help to answer. In the context of ARAP, the questions
at Koongarra revolve around the direction and rate of groundwater flow,
under present and past climatic conditions, which in combination with other
physical and chemical dynamical processes have resulted in a dispersion
zone downgradient of the primary orebody.

A popular view would be that groundwater flow can not be considered in
isolation from dispersion processes, which in turn can not be considered in
isolation from chemical solution/dissolution or adsorption/desorption
processes. It is conceptually possible to model all processes
simultaneously, but in practice, even if suitable software could be found,
the computational requirements would far exceed those available. It is
therefore necessary to model different processes separately, taking other
processes into account in some external and intuitively reasonable way.

This report summarises the results of groundwater flow modelling carried
out by the CSIRO Division of Water Resources between September 1989 and
September 1990. The aims of our component of ARAP are specifically to
develop a three-dimensional groundwater flow model under present climatic
conditions.

CONCEPTUAL MODELS OF THE SITE

In deciding how best to approach our task, we considered the following
issues:

1 The Koongarra No. 1 orebody exists below the present-day water table
and for this reason alone is part of a regional groundwater flow
system. The source and age of groundwater flowing through the orebody
is not known with certainty. A particle of water in the centre of the
orebody today has a velocity which reflects both recent and current
boundary conditions and may not be the same as velocities at the same
location over the past hundreds or thousands of years. Similarly, a
steady state path line from the land surface to the orebody and back to
the surface may be quite different from the actual path of a particle
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over hundreds or thousands of years, under a range of boundary
conditions. Nevertheless, the only practical fora of aodelliag is
steady state modelling.

2 The orebody is situated in fractured rock, near a highly fractured
fault, and below a more conductive but still fractured weathered zone.
Groundwater probably moves both through fractures and through the rock
matrix itself. There is no doubt that dispersion and chemical processes
will depend greatly on the precise paths of particles of water, through
fractures and the matrix. But from the point of view of regional flow,
there is no practical alternative to adopting a Darcy approach, i.e.
using a bulk hydraulic conductivity to reflect the combined resistance
of fractures and the matrix.

3 The orebody is located near a rugged sandstone outcrop and near
numerous surface depressions which form a stream network in the wet
season. Even without taking into account subsurface heterogeneities,
such as the Koongarra Fault and the weathered zone, it is clearly
desirable to simulate the localised groundwater flow system in three
dimensions. Two-dimensional modelling in plan requires the existence of
an identifiable aquifer with essentially horizontal flow, or at least a
saturated layer for which depth-averaged piezometric heads are
meaningful. There is no such aquifer at Koongarra, and depth-averaging
is unlikely to help because vertical gradients are significant.
Theoretically, two-dimensional modelling in a vertical section is only
valid when the section is aligned with the direction of parallel
regional flow, however general advances in understanding can be
achieved by this kind of modelling, even when it is wrong in detail.

4 Groundwater flow modelling can be very sensitive to the location of
model boundaries and to assumed boundary values. Since earlier
modelling at Koongarra was two-dimensional in vertical section, with
flow controlled by an assumed water table configuration and no flow
boundaries at each end and at the bottom of the flow domain, we
perceived some value in extending the use of modelling in vertical
section to a larger regional view, covering the region from the Arnhem
Land Escarpment to beyond the Mount Brockman Massif. Moving the
boundaries of a cross-sectional model to these extremes would at least
allow an assessment of whether or not earlier assumptions were valid.
Such a model would also provide guidance about appropriate boundary
conditions for a more localised three-dimensional model.

Following consideration of these issues, we decided to proceed by modelling
steady flow, using bulk averaged values of hydraulic conductivities, in
vertical section and in three dimensions. We chose to model a cross-section
26 km in length, far longer than considered previously by other
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investigators, and our three-dimensional model covered a region 3 km square

and 1 km deep. This report summarises the results of these two modelling

exercises.

TWO-DIMENSIONAL MODELLING IN VERTICAL SECTION

At the time of writing, we are aware of results obtained by two other
groups as part of their efforts on this Test Case.

• Raffensberger and Garven (1989) presented a finite element model of
flow in vertical section, with approximately 1000 nodes and 2000
triangular elements covering a region 2 km long and 300-400 m deep.
More than half of the domain was in the Kombolgie sandstone below the
Mount Brockman Massif, and they assumed the sandstone to be about 300 m
thick. The water table was assumed to rise to a maximum elevation about
100 m higher than the land surface near the orebody. Flows from Mount
Brockman to Koongarra Creek were greatly affected by the Koongarra
Fault, to the extent that flows were upward in at laast the top half of
the fault and through the orebody.

• Lever and Morris (Section 4.8) also used a finite element model to
study a cross-section 2270 m in length (their base case). The depth to
the bottom of their grid was claimed to be about 300 m, but the dip of
the Koongarra Fault in their figures seems to indicate a vertical
exaggeration of about 7 and a depth of about 130 m. The emphasis of
their study was on travel times along flow paths, and they showed four
different flow regimes depending on relative hydraulic conductivities
of weathered and unweathered Cahill schists and of the fault zone.

Both of these studies, as well as general comments by Slot and Nijhoff-Pan
(1989) and Slot (1990), point to considerable uncertainty not only in
hydraulic conductivities, but also in the locations and types of model
boundaries. For these reasons, we decided to investigate flow in vertical
sections at a much larger regional scale, with the aim of identifying the
real boundaries of the local flow system near the orebody.

The motivation for this approach comes from recent experience (e.g. Nield
and Townley, 1990) in studying flow near shallow lakes and wetlands. Nield
and Townley found that flow in cross-sections often results in complex
combinations of localised and regional flow systems, as popularised by Toth
(1963) and Freeze (1969). Our goal in this type of modelling for ARAP has
been to verify that a localised flow system, as hypothesised by other
participants, is indeed the most likely flow pattern in the context of a
larger regional system.
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We chose to simulate flow in a cross-section based on Section D-E of the
Cahill 1:100 000 Geological Series map (see Prowse, 1989). This Section is
oriented NW-SE and passes directly through the Koongarra orebody. We
generated finite element grids for a rectangle 26 km in length, being the
full length of the D-E Section. The grids were 1, 2 and 3 km deep, with
nearly 2 400 nodes and 4 800 elements per kilometre of thickness.

Since our intention was to study large-scale regional flow patterns, we
assumed a uniform background regional conductivity for schist (0.003 m/d),
and inserted the following zor.es with other conductivities: . sandstone
zones (0.01 m/d) below Mount Brockman and the Arnhem Land Plateau, and
fault zones (0.1, 1 and 10 m/d) for the Koongarra Fault (dipping 45 degrees
to the SE) and the Sawcut Fault (vertical). Sandstone zones were assumed to
be 500 m thick for the cases with 2 km and 3 km of schist, but only 100 m
thick for the case of a 1 km layer of schist. Fault zones were assumed to
be 20 m wide (in the horizontal direction). Boundaries were assumed to be
no-flow at both ends and at the bottom, while piezometric heads were
specified along the upper surface, representing approximate ground surface
elevations in the valleys and groundwater mounds above the sandstone
regions. Various assumptions were made about the heights of groundwater
mounds. In all cases, the model domain was a rectangle, this being a
geometric approximation to the true shape with a varying water table
elevation. We know from experience, however, that this kind of
approximation has only minor effects on predicted patterns.

All runs were carried out using AQUIFEM-N (Townley, 1990), a linear
triangular finite element model. This model solves first for piezometric
heads and then computes boundary fluxes with sufficient accuracy to allow a
second automatic solution for streamfunction. The latter allows plotting of
path lines in vertical sections under conditions of steady flow.

Figure 1 shows results obtained for a 3 km thick section, with 500 m of
sandstone and without any faults. Figure la shows the distribution of heads
assigned to the top surface of the model. Heads vary linearly between the
following key values: 20 m at the left (NW) end of the region, 40 m at the
foot of Mount Brockman, 100 m beneath the middle of Mount Brockman, 40 m at
the other foot of Mount Brockman, 23 m at Koongarra Creek, 40 m between
Koongarra and Sawcut Creeks, 23 m at Sawcut Creek, 40 m at the foot of the
Arnhem Land Escarpment and 100 m below the Arnhem Land Plateau. Figure Ib
shows contours of both equipotential and streamfunction, with contour
intervals of 6.667 m for equipotential and 0.02 sq.m/d for streamfunction.
The ratio of 0.02 sq.m/d to 6.667 m is 0.003 m/d, equal to the hydraulic
conductivity of the schist, so the flow net has curvilinear squares in the
schist region. The fact that they do not appear to be 'square' is due to
the fact that Figure Ib, like all vertical sections in this report, is
stretched vertically by a factor of 2.
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Examination of Figure 1 reveals that recharge into sandstone in the Mount
Brockman Massif flows NW towards the Nourlangie Creek surface drainage
system and SE towards Koongarra and Sawcut Creeks. Recharge on the Arnhem
Land Plateau flows NW to Sawcut Creek. Interestingly, the local mound
between Koongarra and Sawcut Creeks causes flows in both directions, thus
below this mound, there must be a stagnation point (which corresponds to

saddle points in the equipotential and streamfunction surfaces).

Figure 2 shows three simulations with the hydraulic conductivity of the
faults set to 0.1, 1 and 10 m/d. Since there is no way to directly
fViermine an effective conductivity for the faults, our aim was to
determine the sensitivity of flow patterns to this model parameter. The
overall features of the regional flow do not change. But as fault
conductivity increases, ve see that the flow system SE of the (vertical)
Sawcut Fault becomes isolated from the rest, and that Koongarra Fault
becomes a conduit for transporting water downwards, thus increasing the
total flow from Mount Brockman to Sawcut Creek. Koongarra Fault can be
identified by sudden changes in direction of path lines, along a line which

dips to the SE. The angle of dip is 45 degrees in the physical system and
the model, but appears steeper in the Figure because of the 2:1 vertical
stretching. In Figures 2a and 2b, there appears to exist a point on the
Koongarra Fault above which there is upward flow in the fault and below
which there is downward flow. This point appears to get shallower as the
conductivity of the fault increases.

We have no good evidence for the depth of impermeable bedrock, and the
Figures discussed so far are merely illustrative of the types of flow
patterns which could occur if the schist conductivity was significant to a
depth of 3 km. The remainder of our two-dimensional simulations look at the
effects of shallower bedrock.

Figure 3 shows results obtained with 2 km of schist and with fault
conductivity set to 1 m/d. Figure 3a can be compared with Figure 2b, to
illustrate the effect of reducing the thickness of schist. The flow field
almost looks as though the lower third in Figure 2b has been cut off.
Figure 3b shows the effect of reducing the peak water table elevation under
Mount Brockman to 50 m. The flow field SE of Sawcut Fault is unaffected.
Below Mount Brockman, flows are much less, but interestingly, the fault is
conductive enough to result in a very similar distribution of streamtubes
immediately above the top 700 m of the Koongarra Fault.

In Figure 4, the thickness of conductive schist is further reduced to 1 km,
but still with fault conductivities set to 1 m/d. At the same time, the
thickness of the Kombolgie sandstone is reduced from 500 to 100 m. Figures

4a and 4b have head distributions at the surface as in Figures 3a and 3b.
Compared to Figures 2b and 3a, Figure 4a has many fewer streamtubes under
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Mount Brockman and Arnhem Land, obviously because of the thinner layer of

sandstone. But again, Figures Aa and 4b show the sasie three streaisstubes

above the top 700 m of the Koongarra Fault.

Since our primary objective is a knowledge of flows through the Koongarra
orebody, Figure 5 shows three close-ups of a region 500 m deep and 2.7 km
long (from the crest of the mound under Mount Brockman to Koongarra Creek).
These close-ups were extracted from Figures 2b, 3a and 4a, all of which
correspond to a 100 m peak water table elevation under Mount Brockman and 1
m/d conductivity in the Koongarra Fault. Even though Figure 5c (Figure 4a)
has a 100 m layer of Kombolgie sandstone, it can be seen that flow through
the region of the orebody is little affected. In this latter case,
significantly higher downward flow in the fault supplies the water for
upward flow above the fault.

The main results of these large-scale regional simulations are that:

• regional groundwater flows are probably topographically controlled,
with three min flow cells in the modelled region;

• flow in the central cell occurs from Mount Brockman SE towards
Koongarra and Sawcut Creeks, but a local mound between these creeks
probably causes a reverse flow zone and a stagnation zone at depth;

• increasing the effective hydraulic conductivity of the Sawcut Fault
isolates the Arnhem Land Plateau region from the rest of the flow
system;

• for a given thickness of the Kombolgie sandstone, increasing the
conductivity of the Koongarra Fault results in downward flows in the
fault to a higher level in the fault; and

• decreasing the thickness of the Kombolgie sandstone leads to increased
downward flows in the Koongarra Fault but has little effect on the
number of streamtubes above the fault.

These results give some confidence that three-dimensional modelling of a
smaller region near the orebody may be relatively insensitive to the
thickness of the Kombolgie sandstone and the depth to impermeable bedrock.

THREE-DIMENSIONAL MODELLING

Having decided that topography is likely to have a controlling influence on
three-dimensional flow through the Koongarra orebody, we studied aerial
photographs and available maps for indications of the real boundaries of
the local flow system. We observed, particularly on aerial photographs,
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that the Mount Brockman Massif immediately NW of the Koongarra orebody is
dissected by sets of faults occurring in two prominent directionsi almost
N-S and NW-SE. The Koongarra Fault is aligned E-W only 1 km to the W of the
orebody, but is aligned NE-SW 1 km to the NE. The Kombolgie escarpment,
when viewed at the several kilometre scale, turns through an angle of at
least 45 degrees near the orebody.

Koongarra Creek also turns through a similar angle as it passes the
orebody. Our two-dimensional modelling in vertical section showed the
likelihood of the Creek acting as a discharge boundary for the groundwater
system, the break in slope and the change in hydraulic conductivity between
Kombolgie sandstone and Cahill schist being the other major discharge
region. Aerial photographs show several distinct vegetation boundaries,
including a large grassed and potentially swampy area S of the SW corner of
the orebody.

All of these observations led us to hypothesise that an appropriate domain
for modelling the local groundwater system would be an almost triangular
region, bounded by a major N-S fault, Koongarra Creek and a ridge running
NW-SE to the top of the Mount Brockman Massif. Figure 6 shows a topographic
map of the Mount Brockman Massif, together with a superimposed region 3 km
square and rotated 45 degrees. Some parts of the square are shaded,
indicating those regions excluded from the model by assigning negligibly
small hydraulic conductivities. This leaves an almost triangular region as
the shape of the modelled region in plan.

All directions quoted in this report have been true compass directions, but
because a Mine Grid was established at an angle of 45 degrees to the
compass directions, many ARAP maps are drawn with compass NE at the right
(this being N on the Mine Grid). We have chosen to align the square region
in Figure 6 with Mine Grid. This allows an easier association of cross-
sections through our model with those modelled previously by Raffensberger
and Garven (1989) and Lever and Morris (1990).

Three-dimensional groundwater flow has been simulated here using an
efficient finite difference model (BIGFLO) specially designed for solving
with high resolution grids (Ababou,1988). We have studied a region 3 km
square and 1 km deep, using 100 m intervals in plan and 50 m intervals
vertically. The computational grid, including imaginary nodes outside the
boundaries, was dimensioned 33 x 33 x 23, i.e. a total of 25 047 nodes.

To assign hydraulic conductivities, we first assigned a background value of
0.003 m/d to all nodes. All nodes below the shaded regions in Figure 6 were
assigned a hydraulic conductivity of l.E 10 m/d. The location of the
Koongarra Fault at the land surface was specified along a curving line of
nodes on the top boundary of the model domain. Since each cell is 100 m x
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100 m x 50 m, the fault was defined by assigning a conductivity of 1 m/d at
the surface node, at the two nodes immediately below, at the node
immediately to the SE, at the two nodes immediately below, etc. This
resulted in an effective dip of approximately A5 degrees. The weathered
zone was defined by assigning a conductivity of 1 m/d to the top 50 m SE of
the fault. Finally, the Kombolgie sandstone was defined by assigning a
conductivity of 0.01 m/d to all nodes in the top 500 m to the NE of the
fault.

Boundary conditions were only defined on the top surface, as in our two-
dimensional modelling. We defined ground surface elevations at all nodes
along Koongarra Creek and along several other lines. Beneath the Mount
Brockman Massif, we assigned assumed water table elevations which mimicked
the general shape of the land surface and rose to a maximum level of 80 m.

Figure 7 shows equipotentials and flow vectors in the top two layers of
cells, thus Figures 7a and 7b are representative of flows 25 and 75 m below
the surface, respectively. In the top layer, we see high flows in the
weathered zone and in the fault, and overall we observe that flow is from
top to bottom (NW to SE) at the right side of the domain and much more
towards the S at the left of the domain. This is a direct result of the
assumed boundary conditions, but is in qualitative agreement with observed
groundwater levels, given the limited area for which they are available. In
the lower layer (Figure 7b), flow rates are generally smaller, but the
directions (although hard to see in the Figure) are very similar to those
in the top layer.

The question of the direction of groundwater flow through the orebody has
been asked since the first studies at the Koongarra site. This simple
model, in spite of many assumptions, indicates that the flow may be in
numerous directions, almost radial from the Mount Brockman Massif rather
than uni-directional in the SE direction.

Figure 8 shows three cross-sections through the model, each 3 km in length
and 1 km deep. The Figures are stretched vertically by a factor of 2:1. The
sections are in the NW-SE direction and are viewed in the same sense as in
previous modelling. Flow vectors in Figure 8 (and 9) are at the same scale
as in Figure 7.

Figure 8b is the closest to the usual view (Raffensberger and Garven, 1989;
Lever and Morris, - Section 4.8). It shows downward flow through the
Kombolgie sandstone (only half as thick as the cross-section), generally
upward flow in the Koongarra Fault, upward flow through the orebody and
lateral flow in the weathered zone. Regions at the ends of Figures 8b (and
8c) with apparently zero flows correspond to the shaded regions in Figure
6. The boundaries between the main flow domain and these regions act as no-
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flow boundaries which can only have flow parallel with the boundaries. In
the case of Koongarra Creek, the flow on the boundary -would be upwards; ia
the case of the creek/fault in the N-S direction, flows would be down or up
and generally southwards. Figures 8a and 8c indicate that flows in all
cross-sections oriented NW-SE have a similar appearance.

Figure 9 shows a further three cross-sections in the SW-NE direction,
viewed from the SE. Figure 9b is particularly interesting because it
indicates significant lateral flow in the fault at a considerable depth
below the surface. Figure 9c shows lateral flow in the fault at an even
greater depth. Flow arrows of the same length in the weathered zone as in
Figure 8 are indications of the need for vector sums to determine the
actual directions of flow. Figure 9a indicates flow in the Koongarra Fault
near the surface where the direction of the fault in plan has rotated about
45 degrees, as mentioned earlier. It also shows the tendency for
groundwater flow below Mount Brockman towards the creek which this section
intersects.

Similar results to those obtained here have been obtained with a range of
conductivities in the fault and with different thicknesses of the Kombolgie
sandstone. We conclude at this stage that three-dimensional flow modelling
is essential near the Koongarra orebody, because the physical boundaries
are not parallel and closely approximate a triangle. The assumption of a
water table in the Kombolgie sandstone is sufficient to supply enough water
for flow through the orebody, because as long as the fault is sufficiently
conducting, it will redistribute water for flow through the schist. The
direction of flow in plan is varying, and is as much N-S as NW-SE.
Significant lateral flows may occur in or parallel to the Koongarra Fault
at depth, this result being supported by numerous pump and slug tests.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This report summarises two-and three-dimensional modelling results to date,
but a considerable amount of work is still planned. Our further efforts
will involve: systematic modelling of the sensitivity of flows to the
thickness of Kombolgie sandstone, the thickness of the weathered zone, the
maximum height and shape of the assumed water table in the Kombolgie
sandstone, and effects of vertical and perhaps horizontal anisotropy; and a

more systematic blending of different sources of data, such as laboratory-
scale permeabilities, pump and slug tests, regional water levels and

chemical and isotope data.

Our immediate task is to increase the resolution of our three-dimensional
grid, and to introduce a more accurate representation of material

boundaries as well.
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We also plan to extend our modelling efforts to test systematic methods for
evaluating the effects of parameter uncertainty on predictions. These
methods include Monte Carlo and First Order Second Moment methods, neither
of which have been applied in large-scale three-dimensional field studies.
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Figure 3. Contours of streamfuncuon with fault conductivity 1.0 m/d and maximum
table elevation below Mount Brockman of (a) 100* m and (b; 50 m.

Figure 4. Contours of streamfuncrion with thinner Kombolgie sandstone layer, fault
conductivity 1.0 m/d and maximum water table elevadon below Mount
Brockman of (a) 100 m and (b) 50 m.
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Figure 6. Topographic map showing region of three-dimensional model.
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Figure 7. Results from top two layers in the three-dimensional model.
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SECTION A.10

URANIUM DISTRIBUTION IN MINERAL SPECIES OF ROCK BY A SEQUENTIAL

EXTRACTION PROCEDURE

N Yanase and H Isobe
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai, Ibaraki 319-11, Japan

INTRODUCTION

Selective extraction procedures have been carried out on rock samples from
Koongarra to identify significant mineral species in which uranium
accumulation and isotope disequilibrium have occurred. In a previous
report , the uranium distributions in the mineral species were discussed
on the basis of minerals determined by the visual observation. In this
study, rock samples were analyzed by the sequential extraction procedure
and powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis.

EXPERIMENTAL

Rock samples collected from the 6109N and 6200N cross sections (Fig.l) were
analyzed by the sequential extraction procedure. One gram of crushed
material was sequentially treated by extraction solutions (Table 1), and
the residual minerals and liquid phases were separated by centrifugation
and filtration using a 0.45 /im Millipore filter1 ] .

After adding U tracer, uranium was separated from thorium and other
alpha emitters with an anion exchange resin (AGlxS, 100-200 mesh), followed

by iron removal using a di-isopropyl ether extraction . The uranium was
then electroplated onto a stainless steel disk and its activity measured by
alpha-particle spectrometry using a silicon surface barrier detector.

Uranium distributions and 234U/238U and 23°Th/234U activity ratios were
then discussed on the basis of the mineral species of the rock samples; the
mineral species being determined by XRD analysis. For two samples which
contained uranium minerals, a five-stage sequential extraction procedure
was used, with the residues being analysed after each extraction by XRD
analysis.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1 Effect of extraction reagents on the mineral species

The possible minerals dissolved by the; extraction reagents are as follows:
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1) Adsorbed trace materials and carbonate minerals.

Morgan141 used a 1 M NaOAc (pH 5.0) for dissolving carbonate minerals.
Since exchangeable metals are removed by 1 M NaOAc (pH 8.2), they are
possibly included in the Morgan's fraction, if Morgan's solution is
selected as the first extraction step. Payne151 carried out adsorption
and subsequent desorption experiments using 23BU and natural rock, and
found that most of the 236U adsorbed onto the rock surface, was
removed in the Morgan's fraction.

2) Ferrihydrate, amorphous minerals of Fe, Al and Si, and secondary U
minerals.

Tamm used an acid oxalate for dissolving amorphous minerals and
ferrihydrite. Chao et al.m investigated the dissolution of amorphous
and crystalline iron oxides by Tamm's solution and reported that 422
(natural) and 732 (synthetic) of amorphous iron oxides, 17 to 202 of
magnetite, and less than 12 of hematite and goethite were dissolved
after 4 hours reaction in the dark. Iron-rich chlorite, biotite and
illite were also attacked by Tamm's solution181. Figure 2 shows the
effect of sequential extraction on the minerals in the DDH1 sample
(19.4-20.5 m) by XRD analysis. It can be seen that sklodowskite
(Mg(UO ) (SiO OH) 5H 0) is dissolved by the Tamm's solution131.

3) Crystalline iron minerals.

Hematite181 and goethite18'9'105 were dissolved by the citrate-
dithionite-bicarbonate (CDB) solution. However, clays and quartz were
not affected19'101.

4) Clays, uranium oxides and some refractory minerals.

Mehra et al.'8) reported that 7 to 122 of hematite and 182 of goethite
were dissolved by hot 4 M HC1 after a 30 minute reaction. Figure 3
shows the effect of sequential extraction on the minerals in the
sample DDH2 (33.0-34.3 m) by XRD analysis. It can be seen that
pitchblende (UO ) and clay minerals (kaolinite, smectite and
vermiculite) are dissolved, but quartz, mica and zeolite are not
affected by the 6 M HC1 extraction12'.

5) All remaining resistant minerals.

As shown in Fig. 2 and Fig, 3, quartz, mica and zeolite still remain
in the resistant mineral species'25.
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2 Distribution of uranium in the mineral species of the rock samples

The major minerals in the rock samples detected by XRD analysis are listed
in Table 2 with the associated uranium concentrations. Quartz, mica,
zeolite, clay minerals (smectite, vermiculite and kaolinite), iron minerals
(hematite and goethite), and uranium minerals (pitchblende and
sklodowskite), are the major minerals in the samples.

The typical distribution of uranium amongst the mineral species of the rock
samples as determined by the sequential extraction procedure is given in
Fig. 4. For all the samples from the secondary ore body, the majority of
the uranium was contained in the CDB fraction (42-60 2), suggesting a close
association of uranium with hematite and goethite.

In the primary ore body, 722 of the total uranium in DDH1 (19.4-20.5 m) was
measured in the Tamm's solution extractable minerals (Fig. 4). This rock
sample is known to contain sklodowskite which is dissolved by the Tamm's
solution as shown in Fig. 2, therefore a large amount of the uranium in
this fraction will probably be a result of the dissolution of sklodowskite.

For the deeper sample DDH2 (33.0-34.3 m), 702 of the total uranium was
extractable with 6 M HC1 (Fig. 4). As shown in Table 2, the sample DDH2
(33.0-34.3 m) consists of clay minerals (kaolinite, smectite and
vermiculite), pitchblende, quartz, mica and zeolite. Pitchblende is
dissolved by 6 M HC1 (Fig. 3), hence a large amount of the uranium in this
fraction probably results from the dissolution of pitchblende.

3 234U/238U activity ratios of the mineral species of the rock samples

The 234U/238U activity ratios of the extracted fractions are shown in
Fig. 5. In the secondary ore body and the shallow region of the primary ore
body, DDH1 (19.4-20.5 m), the 234U/238U activity ratios of the fusion
fractions are significantly greater than unity (2.8-6.3). Rosholt has
proposed that alpha recoil processes can lead to the enrichment of U in
mineral species'115. If this is a significant mechanism at Koongarra, it
would suggest that the resistant mineral species in the rock are surrounded
by uranium-rich mineral species and isolated from the groundwater.

The 234U/238U activity ratios in the fusion fraction of sample DDH2 (33.0-
34.3 m) from a deeper region of the primary ore body, and DDH87 (24.3 m)
under the secondary ore body are unity, hence 234U enrichments do not occur
in resistant mineral species of these samples. As shown in Table 2, these
are the only samples that do not contain highly uranium-associated minerals
such as sklodowskite, and hematite and goethite produced by the alteration
of uraninite and chlorite respectively. Resistant mineral species in these
samples seem not to be surrounded by uranium-rich minerals.
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The Morgan's and TAO extractable minerals seem to be accesible to
groundwater because the 23*U/23eU activity ratios of the Morgan's and
Tannn's extractions are consistent with 234U/238U activity ratios of the
groundwaters in this zone151.

CONCLUSIONS

The distribution of uranium, as determined by sequential extraction, can be
explained on the basis of the mineral species of the rocks.

In the secondary ore body, the CDB extractable minerals (crystalline iron
minerals such as hematite and goethite) are the mineral species associated
with significant uranium accumulation. The 234U/238U activity ratios of the
Morgan's and Tamm's solution extractable minerals (adsorbed and carbonate,
and amorphous iron minerals respectively) are less than unity and equal to
that of the groundwater. There is a possibility that the Morgan's and
Tamm's solution extractable minerals are accesible to the groundwater. The
remaining resistant minerals in the weathered rock (mainly quartz) are
enriched in U by alpha recoil.

In the shallow region of the primary ore body, the Tamm's solution
extractable minerals (secondary uranium minerals such as sklodowskite -
uranyl silicate) are significantly associated with uranium accumulation. In
the deeper region of the primary ore body, the 6 M HCl extractable mineral
(pitchblende) is significantly related to uranium accumulation.
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Table 1 Reagents and c o n d i t i o n s used in s e q u e n t i a l e x t r a c t i o n procedure

Reagent M i n e r a l s d i s s o l v e d Extraction c o n d i t i o n

(l)Morgan's s o l u t i o n ' '

1 M NaOAc/ adjusted to

PH 5.0 wi th HOAc.

Carbonate m i n e r a l s .

Adsorbed trace m a t e r i a l s
40 m I / g - s a m p I e .

Shaken for 4 hours.

(2)Tamm's a c i d oxaI ate(TAO)2>
10.9 g/l o x a l i c a c i d /
16.1 g/l ammonium oxalate

F e r r i h y d r a t e . Amorphous

m i n e r a l s of Fe/ Al and Si.
Secondary U m i n e r a l s (uranyl
phosphate and s i l i c a t e etc.)

40 m I / g - s a m p I e .
Shaken in the dark for 4 hours

C3)CDB s o l u t i o n

Sodium d i t h i o n i t e 1 g/g-sample/
0.3 M t r i - s o d i u m c i t r a t e /

0.2 M sodium hydrogen carbonate
at pH 8.5.

C r y s t a l l i n e i r o n o x i d e s

(hematite/ g o e t h i t e etc.).
60 m I / g - s a m p I e .

Heated (85 °C) and s t i r r e d for
30 m i n . The procedure was then

repeated. 00

(4)6 M HCI Clay m i n e r a l s (vermicu I i t e /
smectite/ k a o l i n i t e etc.).
Uran ium oxides.

Heated (85 °C)
2 hou rs .

and s t i r r e d for

(5)Digestion and fusion A l l r e m a i n i n g resistant

m i n e r a l s (Quartz/ m i c a etc.).

Evaporate to dryness w i t h

HF/HCI04 f o l l o w e d by fusion In

sodium carbonate and borax.

1)Morgan/ M.F. Connecticut A g r i c u l t u r a l E x p e r i m e n t Station B u l l e t i n 372(1935).
2)Tamm/ 0. Fran Statens Skogsforsoeksans / Stockholm/ 27/1(1932).



Table 2 U r a n i u m concentrations and the major m i n e r a l s in the rock samples.

D r i l l Depth Concentration

hole (m) of U Cmg/kg)

Major m i n e r a l s by XRD a n a l y s i s

DDH1 4.7

19.4-20.5

DDH3 10.5-11.7

16.3-17.5

DDH4 14.0-15.2

DDH54 13.5-15.0

PH55

PH56

DDH58

DDH87

18.3-19.8

13.5-15.0

9. 12

18.2*

21.2*

24.3*

24.3

2271 (2.2)#

82300(2.4)

DDH2 33.0-34.3 82500

769(3.3)

965(2.1)

536(2.4)

963(2.3)

316(2.2)

323(2.5)

1700(2.6)

4620(2.4)

1090(2.2)

726(2.4)

61 .4(2.3)

He m a t i t e / g o e t h i t e / k a o l i n i t e a n d quartz.

Sklodowskite/ c h l o r i t e / k a o l i n i t e / v e r m i c u l i t e / m i c a / z e o l i t e

and quartz.

P i t c h b l e n d e / k a o l i n i t e / s m e c t i t e / v e r m i c u l i t e / m i c a / z e o l i t e

and quartz.

G o e t h i t e / k a o l i n i t e / v e r m i c u l i t e a n d quartz.

G o e t h i t e / v e r m i c u l i t e / m i c a an d quartz.

G o e t h i t e / k a o l i n i t e / v e r m i c u l i t e / anatase (Ti02) and quartz.

Goethite/ k a o l i n i t e / v e r m i c u l i t e a nd quartz.

Goethite/ k a o l i n i t e / v e r m i c u l i t e and quartz.

Goethite/ c h l o r i t e / v e r m i c u l i t e / mica and quartz.

Goethite/ k a o l i n i t e / m i c a / and quartz.

K a o l i n i t e / mica/ z e o l i t e and quartz.

C h l o r i t e / m i c a / z e o l i t e a n d quartz.

C h l o r i t e / mica/ zeolite and quartz.

C h l o r i t e / z e o l i t e / r u t i l e (Ti02> and quartz.

# : The fi g u r e s in parentheses denote counting error(%).

# : Iron m i n e r a l s were not detected by the XRD a n a l y s i s / however/ the brownish c o l o u r of

the sample i n d i c a t e a presence of iron m i n e r a l s .
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SECTION A.11

THE DISTRIBUTION OF ELEMENTS AT KOONGARRA

Robert Edis

URANIUM IN THE WEATHERED ZONE

Uranium concentrations have recently been obtained for holes W7, M5, Cl,
C8, M4, C6, KD2 and DDH86. The U concentrations quoted on core logs and the
new data were used to draw contour maps of uranium distribution in plan
view and cross section'1}.

For most holes in the dispersed U area, the U content in the weathered zone
was variable with depth. Table 1 gives the depths of the maximum U contents
in the weathered zone for holes in the SSW dispersion, and also a
comparison of the maximum U concentration with the average weathered zone
content and depth of high U content. There is a possible trend in this data
towards decreasing depth of maximum U accumulation with increasing distance
from the primary zone.

Figure 1 shows the contour map of average U concentration in the weathered
zone at Koongarra. It can be seen that the apparent redistribution of U is
in a SSW direction from the primary mineralisation, and the extent of U
enrichment is as yet undetermined, but is >300 m. Figure 2 shows the U
concentration contours for the cross section DDH52-PH94, where it can be
seen that at the extremity of the U redistribution, most of the enrichment
has occurred near the surface. Holes with U enrichment principally in the
near surface 0-10 m include - W7, M5, C8, M4, PH60, PH79, PH89, PH90, PH91,
PH93, PH94, PH95, PH96 and PH104. These holes occur near the fringe of low
average U concentrations shown on the plan view contour map. Holes with
average uranium concentrations >50 /ug/6 tend to have deeper maximum U
concentrations. This suggests that faster transport and deposition of the U
occurs near the surface, and slower transport in the deeper weathered zone.

DISTRIBUTION OF ELEMENTS DOWN THREE DRILL HOLES

Forty-eight rock samples from 3 drill holes were analysed for many elements
using PIXE-PIGME, XRF and DNAA. The samples represent three vertical
profiles through different zones of the Koongarra site, viz

Ml primary mineralised zone
M2 secondary mineralised zone
M3 "adsorption" zone

Sample descriptions are given in reference 2. Many of the weathered
samples showed strong heterogeneity, particularly in texture and iron oxide
content, and subsamples of different zones in many samples were analysed
separately. These subsamples usually consisted of bleached or gleyed,
heavy clay subsamples and Fe oxide rich weathered schist.
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The results of the analyses -»«re presented in a report by Clayton et

al.131; the ranges of values for each element down each profile in the

weathered and unweathered samples is given in Table 2.

A full set of profiles for each element is given in reference A along with
element-element correlation tables for the three holes for variously
grouped and transformed data).

Differences between subsamples

Elemental concentrations in subsamples from the same core were very
different for most elements. Heterogeneously distributed elements in
approximate order of decreasing sensitivity were - Mn, Pb, As, Fe, V, Nb,
Zn, Rb, U, Ni and Cs. The concentration of U, ? and Fe varied up to about
an order of magnitude between the bleached clay zone and Fe-oxide rich
areas which were in juxtaposition.

Four particle size ranges were analysed in the M2 samples and elements
which were more concentrated in the <2 im fraction or in the >2 /im fraction
identified. The more concentrated elements in the <2 /im fraction were Ga,
Li, Mg, Ni, Al, F, Zn and Cu. The elements with consistently increased
concentration in the >2 urn size range were Si, Cr, Zr, Ti and Mn. Iron and
U were more concentrated in the >2 fjm particles at 3 m, but in the <2 fm
size range at 17 and 25 m, probably because of small Fe oxide nodules near
the surface. Potassium, Rb, Ca and As were only minimally affected by
particle size; V and Y were more concentrated in the >2 /im size range at 3
and 25 m, but were higher in the <2 /im size at 17 m. Particle size effects
were not investigated for As, P, S and Pb.

Associations of trace elements with major mineral elements

Elements with concentration distributions that appear to be affected by the
distribution of Fe oxides in the weathered zone, included P, As, Mn, Ni, V,
Zn, Cu and U. Those which showed affinity for mica type minerals included
Rb, F, Na and Ca. Chlorite and immediate alteration minerals, such as
vermiculite, would be quickly weathered away in the weathered zone. In many
unweathered samples, inclusions of Ti and Zr containing minerals were
present and these may have remained associated with chlorite/vermiculite
remnants at M3 and with clays (very weathered chlorite) at Ml. Yttrium and
probably REEs appeared to be associated with Mn oxide minerals,
particularly at M3. Uranium and P were associated in zones where secondary
uranium mineralisation may have occurred (Ml and M2).

Elements mobilised with weathering

Elements that appeared to be mobilised with weathering were Ca, U, S, Mn,
Mg, Li and possibly Zn, K, F and Rb, V, Ni and Na. Elements that appeared
to be less sensitive to weathering, or with changes with depth that can be
explained in terms of primary mineralogy, were Cu, Si, Cr, As, Zr, Al, Pb,
Y, Ti, P and Ga. Gallium, P, Rb, S, V, Y, Pb, As and possibly Ca and Cu
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were particularly enriched in the primary ore zone at the bottom of M2.
Manganese appeared to be depleted in the weathered zone at Ml and enriched
in the weathered zone at M2 and M3.

Differences between holes

Some specific elements were much more, or much less concentrated, in
particular holes. Calcium and S concentrations were higher in unweathered
M2 and M3; U, Cu and Rb concentrations were higher in M2; Pb levels were
higher in Ml (except for the bottom and top of M2); Mn appeared depleted in
Ml and Mg levels were higher in the M3 weathered zone than in the weathered
zone at Ml and M2.

The element-element correlations for weathered samples, significant at 5
and 1Z levels of significance, are shown in Table 3, for data that was SiO
subtracted and renormalised (ie SiO free); this transformation was done to
remove the dilution effect of quartz. There are many interesting
correlations and differences between the three holes, but of particular
interest are the U, P and Fe correlations. For Ml and M2, where uranyl
phosphates may be expected to have occurred at some stage, U correlated to
P. In M3, the so-called adsorption zone, U correlated with Fe. Phosphorous
correlated with Fe in all three holes. A possible conclusion from these
results is that U distribution was mineralogically controlled in Ml and M2,
but still strongly affected by the distribution of Fe, possibly through a
combination of direct sorption of a uranyl complex onto Fe oxides, and
through the effect of Fe oxides on the distribution of P which may affect
the distribution of U.

The concentrations of U and P in the samples were compared with those in
uranyl phosphate minerals. All samples had U/P ratios much smaller than the
U minerals, illustrating that there was plenty of P to account for all the
U in the samples, and that there did not appear to be a high P anomaly
associated with the uranyl phosphate zone, compared to the adsorbed zone's
low U rocks. This suggests that a P anomaly is not the cause of the uranyl
phosphate zone.

URANIUM ELEMENT ASSOCIATIONS IN UNWEATHERED ROCK

Bulk elemental and some mineralogical and density data for Koongarra,
reported by Tucker , and Ferguson and Winer , was collated and some
further statistical analyses applied. The elemental' analyses give important
information, mostly on the unweathered rock at Koongarra for different rock
types and mineral assemblages. The compilation of these data sets can be
found in reference 1.
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For Cahill Formation rocks, Ferguson and Winer161 used 5 correlation
"filters" of different U concentrations. For these "filters" the elements
that correlated with U, at the 95Z confidence limit, were -

for U > 500 /ig/g As, Nb, La, Ce, Mo, Pb, Sc and Co
U > 40 /jg/g As, Nb, Cu, W, Mo, Pb, Sc and Co
U < 40 uglg P
U > 30 figlg As, Nb, Cu, Mo, Pb, Sc and Co
U < 30 /Jg/g None

all Cahill data As, Nb, Cu, Mo, Pb, Sc, Co, Li, W, Y, V and -Rb

Similar U concentration correlation "filters" were used for the Koongarra
only data. Correlation coefficients were taken from correlation matrices
calculated using the Statview statistical package.

For the 952 confidence limit, U correlated with the following elements, for
Koongarra samples only -

U > 500 uglg F & W (13 samples)* Mn.Nb.Cs.Mo.Sn and W
U 40-500 /zg/g F & W (10 samples)** Pb,-Ce,-Y
U < 40 figlg F & W (7 samples)*** Ni,V,-La,-Ce

As and Cl not included.
Sr,Cs,Cu,Be,As,Mo,Sn,W and Cl not included.
As.Sn.W and Cl not included.

For the M series of holes13'41, U in unweathered samples correlated to Mg,

-K, V, -Mn, -Cr, As and Pb for the whole rock data, and to P, S, V, Cu, Ga,
Rb, Y, Nb and Pb for a data set obtained by renormalising the non SiO data
to 100Z. These samples were all <50 m deep, and included a very high U
sample adjacent to the graphitic hanging wall unit, which was by far the
highest U sample. Therefore these correlations were probably influenced by
having a single very high sample in a sulphide and graphite rich zone. From
the concentrations of the elements, the elements that appeared to be more
concentrated in uranium rich samples were Pb, Zr, Nb, V, Ni, Ga, Sn, W, Th
and Co. Elements that appeared to be less concentrated in these samples
were Rb, Na, Sr, La and Ce.

The relationship of U with other elements at Koongarra seems to be
generally similar to the regional scale. Correlations of U with Nb, Mo, W,
Pb, V and Cu were detected for both Koongarra and regional Cahill Formation
rocks. No relationship between U and As was detected but there was a low
number of significant analyses for As, except in the M series results.
While U did not correlate with Co at Koongarra, as it did on the regional
scale, Co did appear to be enriched in the mineralised zones (especially
for the Tucker data set). Elements correlative with U at the regional
scale, but not at Koongarra were La, Ce, Sc, Co, Li, Y, and - Rb. Indeed
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La, Ce and Y were negatively correlated with U at Koongarra. Elements
correlative with U at Koongarra but not at the regional scale were Mn, Cs,
Sn, Ca, Th and Ni.

The Jabiluka uranium ore bodies, also situated in the Cahill Formation and
the source for about half of Ferguson and Winer's samples, make a useful
site comparison with Koongarra. At Jabiluka, U correlated with Nb, Mo, Pb,
Sc, Co, Y, -Sn, As, Ce, Cu, W, S and V for at least one of the U
concentration ranges used. Only Sc, Y, Sn and Ce were different to the
Koongarra suite.

Elements that seem to be associated with uranium mineralisation in the
Cahill Formation, both at Koongarra and at the regional scale, were - As,
Nb, Mo, W, Pb, Cu, Co and P. Manganese and Cs, while correlative with U at
Koongarra for high U samples, did not appear to be higher in U rich samples
than low U samples. Elements that seem to be more uniquely associated with
the Koongarra mineralisation were Ni, Sn and Th. The relationship between U
and Sn, Y, La and Ce at Koongarra appears to be the reverse to that
observed regionally and at Jabiluka.

Elements in amorphous (accessible) and crystalline (inaccessible)
phases, in the weathered zone

Tamms acid oxalate (TAO) extractions on several weathered zone samples were
undertaken as part of the uranium series disequilibria (USD)12'71 program
to estimate the amounts of particular elements in amorphous and crystalline
phases. Twenty-six subsamples of extracts and residual digests were taken
and analysed using ICP-MS and AES, to determine the concentrations of
elements in the two phases and how they relate to each other, including U.
Chemical blanks were run simultaneously and considered when interpreting
the data. The actual data and more detailed discussion is given in
reference 1. Elements that made up the bulk of the extractable (amorphous)
phases, excluding oxygen, were Fe, Al and Mg, and occasionally Mn and K,
(concentrations >1 mg/g in the extractable phase). Iron and Al correspond
to the major expected amorphous phases, such as ferrihydrite, while Mg is
the major exchangeable cation of the system.

Elements that were consistently highly extractable, with averages of >25Z
extracted, were Mn, Co, Cu, U, P and Pb. On some occasions >25Z of the Fe
was extractable. These elements are those with distributions expected to be
controlled by Fe and Mn oxides in the non-mineralised zone. Manganese had
the highest average extractability (47.52), illustrating the dissolution of
Mn oxides by TAO. Elements with consistently low percentage extractable (<
102) were Rb, Zr, K, Al, Ti and the light REES. These elements represent
the more stable minerals such as muscovite (Rb, K, Al), zircon (Zr, REEs)
and anatase and rutile (Ti). The concentrations and extractability of most
elements was very variable. This is particularly the case for Fe, which has
a concentration range in the extractable phases of 4.5-17.5 mg/g and an
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extractability of 5-482 for weathered samples deeper than 2 m. The range of
ferrihydrite concentrations, assuming all extractable Fe was present as
ferrihydrite was 43-145 mg/g.

THE DISTRIBUTION OF RARE EARTH ELEMENTS AT KOONGARRA

The concentrations of rare earth elements in samples from Koongarra have
been measured; the majority of the samples were weathered. Two sample sets
and methods were used; samples used in the Tamms Acid Oxalate (TAO)
extraction work for uranium series disequilibria (USD)1 ' ] were analysed
by ICP-MS for many elements, including some REEs; and bulk rock samples
analysed by PIXE, XRF and DNAA133 (Ml, M2 and M3 profiles) for many
elements were also analysed by INAA for rare earth and other elements. The
work has been reported in detail in reference 1.

The primary mineralised zone at Koongarra is characterised by low La
concentrations and high relative concentrations of heavy rare earth
elements (HREE), with a Post Archaean Australian shale (PAAS) normalised
maxima at about Dy. This trend is similar to that observed for other U ore
bodies in the Alligator Rivers region'8'91. Samples showing similar trends
of REE concentrations may have been in contact with water from the primary
mineralised zone.

Of the samples analysed by ICP-MS, those from DDH 4, M4, PH 58, PH 55,
PH 60 and PH 89 gave REE trends much closer to that of the mineralised zone
than those from PH 90, PH 91, PH 93, PH 94, M 2 and M 5. Enrichment in
extracts of HREEs was often associated with higher Sm values. HREEs tended
to be more extractable than light REEs, suggesting that there could be
higher concentrations of HREE in the groundwater. The M 1 samples were
selected to represent the primary mineralised, and since leached, zone.
Samples that did not show low La or enrichment in HREEs were heavy clay
bands, a very surficial sample, and a highly micaceous sample. The M 2 and
M 3 samples showed different REE patterns to M 1 except for M 2 - 25 m
(near the base of weathering) and M 3 - 13 m black (many Mn coated
fractures and remnant schistosity).
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TABLE I

DEPTHS OF MAXIMUM URANIUM CONCENTRATIONS

FOR HOLES IN THE SSW U DISPERSION FAN

Hole

PH17
PH18
DDH5A
DDH13
DDH10
PH53
PH5A
PH56
PH57

PH58
PH62

PH66
PH73
PH80

PH81
PH83

PH8A

PH85

PH87

PH88

Depth of
Max [U]
(m)

10.5-12
12-13.5
5-10
15-20
15-20
18.5-20
18.5-20
17-18.5
9-10.5

1.5-3
12-13.5

9-10.5
7.5-9
10.5-12

21.5-23
A. 5-6,
17-18.5
12-13.5

7.5-9,
12-13.5
6-7.5

A. 5-6

Max
[U]

1A30
1090
920
AOO
260
215
A60
580
417

400
A25

690
560
378

125
191,198

287

165

38A

350

Average fU] in
Weathered Zone

557
A10
690
2AO
120
80
230
2AO
210

6A
187

153
125
157

A9
94

118

85

10A

88

Depth Ranges (m)
with High [U]

7.5-13.5(>1000)
7.5-13.5(>800)

7.5-21.5(>300)
13.5-23 (>300)
A. 5-6, 7. 5-10. 5,
13.5-20 (>300)

7.5-10.5,12-18
(>300)

6-13.5 (>200)
6-9 (>500)
1.5-3,9-20

(>200)
15-2A.5 (>80)

A. 5-9, 12-20

(>

A. 5-9, 18. 5-20
(>200)

A. 5-10. 5, 13. 5-15,
20-2A.5(>100)
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TABLE 2

BULK ELEMENT CONCENTRATIONS

(/ig/g, unless stated)

Ml

F
Li
Na
Al mg/g
Mg mg/g
Si mg/g
P
S
K mg/g
Ca
Ti mg/g
V
Cr
Mn
Fe mg/g
Ni
Cu
Zn
Ga
As
Br
Sr
Nb
Mo
Rb
Y
Zr
Pb
U

W

132-544

<10-54

84-466

69-145

<4-4.4

241-401

161-2073

<200

0.11-2.2

<45-112

1.8-4.3

<30-292

106-562

<20-48

6.8-203

34-267

<4-36

5.4-187

25-72

<2.6-27.5

<3.2

<6.5

<14-19.1

<18

<13-117

8.6-66

167-521

<22-126

26-544

U

430-754

53-198

102-388

53-85

44-88

279-365

323-605

<200

0.44-10

208-1180

1.4-3.8

114-203

141-192

262-804

44-78

92-498

<4-71

59-295

22-44

<2.6-ll'.5

<3.2

<6.5

<14-15

<18

15-54

13.4-43

128-415

79-286

353-1394

M2

W

68-587

<10-81

147-1571

18-189

<4-44

192-483

275-550

<200

3.1-54

61-335

0.84-8.9

47-231

156-843

306-3921

22-130

51-340

97-1825

16-973

<3.5-53

<2.6-7.6

<3.2-4.4

<6.5-15.8

<14-18

<18-30

21-198

<5-42

17-239

<22-751

182-1912

U

465-662

32-131

97-404

41-68

33-50

278-370

356-1285

930-17428

0.36-17

70-8443

2-3.7

66-255

205-1486

233-823

52-121

50-160

14-917

70-169

12-38

<2.6-78

<3.2-8.7

<6.5-7

<14-71

<18-83

<13-313

10-77

51-168

<22-10122

11-16712

M3

W

110-615

31-309

122-288

62-119

4.4-15

254-349

138-481

<200

0.5-15.4

95-201

1.6-15.9

44-230

200-429

319-17376

30-196

48-313

<4-275

38-80

8.3-23.3

<2.6-34

<3.2-3.4

<6. 5-9.1

<14

<18

<13-112

11-63

34-296

<22

117-619

U

722

63

112

84

64

237

826

339

10.2

3153

15.3

234

130

1312

130

41

30

230

19.1

<2.6

<3.2

<6.5

17.5

<18

51

60

302

<22

21

W = weathered
U = unweathered
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TABLE 3

SIO ADJUSTED DATA

ELEMENT-ELEMENT CORRELATIONS SIGNIFICANT AT

52 AND 12 LEVELS OF SIGNIFICANCE

Ml Weathered M2 Weathered M3 Weathered

Depth Cu.Zn* -Mn
F Na*,A1,K*,Ca*,Y*,-Fe Na*

Li Al.Ti* -V.Zr* -Y

F* Al,K*,Ca*,-Fe,Zr F*,KNa

Al

Mg

P

S

K

Ca

Ti

V

Cr

Mn

Fe

Ni

Cu

Zn

Ga

As

Rb

Y

Zr

Pb

U

F,Li,Na,-P,S,Ca*,Ti*, Ga

-V,-Fe,Ga,-As,Zr*,Nb*

Too few Too few

-Al,Fe*,As,U V,Cr*,Fe,U

Too few Too few
F*,Na*,Ca*,Y* Na.Rb*

F*,Na*,Al*,K*,-V Cr

-Fe.Rb.Y*

Li*,A1*,-V,-Fe,Ga,-As, Zr

Zr*,
-Li,-Al,-Ca,-Ti,Fe*, P,Fe*,Zr

-Zr

P* ,Ca
Too few depth,Fe*,As,Y*,Zr
-F,-Na,-Al,P* -Ca, P,V*,Mn*.Cu.As.Y*,Zr*
-Ti,V*,As,-Zr'

U

depth,Zn
depth,Cu,U
Al.Ti
-Al,P,-Ti,Fe
Too few

Fe

Al
Mn.Fe.Y
K,U

F,K*,Ca* -Li,Mn*,Fe*,As,Zr*
Li*,Na,Al*,Ti* -V,-Fe V,Mn,Fe*,Y*
U Too few
P.Zn.Pb P.Ni.Rb

Na.Ga
Al,Mg*,K*,Rb*,Zr
Mn
depth,Ca,Cr,Ni,2n
Ga.U
F,K*,Rb

F,K,Ti*,-Cu,Rb*,Zr
-K.Fe.Cu*
Too few
Mg,F*,Ti*,-Ni,-Cu,
Rb.Zr
Ga,As,U*,Na*Cr*.
Fe,Ni*,Zn*
Mg*,K*,Rb* Zr*

Na.Ca.Zn.Ni.U

Li*
P.Ca.Ni.Zn*,As,U*

U* ,Na*,K,Ca*,Cr,
Fe.Zn.As
-Mg,P,-K,-Rb
Na.Ca*,Cr,Fe*,Ni

depth,Ca,As,U
Ca,Fe,Ni,Ga,U*
F.Al.Mg.K.Ti*.

-Cu.Zr

Zr.V

Y,Rb,Ti*,K,Mg*,F

Too few
Na.Ca*,Cr,Fe*,Ni*,
Ga.As*

Levels of significance, x = 5Z, x* = 12.
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SECTION 4.12

EFFECTS OF CHLORITE ALTERATION ON URANIUM REDISTRIBUTION

IN KOONGARRA. AUSTRALIA

Takashi Murakami*, Hiroshi Isobe*. and Robert Edis**

*Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai, Ibaraki 319-11, Japan
**Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation, PMB 1, Menai, NSW
2234, Australia

INTRODUCTION

At Koongarra in the Northern Territory of Australia, quartz-chlorite
schist, the ore host rock, has been subjected to alteration (or
weathering). In the weathered zone, quartz has persisted through the
alteration process while chlorite has been altered to clay minerals and

iron minerals t l j (See reference 2 for a detailed description of the
geology and mineralogy of Koongarra). The region of secondary uranium,
which has been formed by weathering of the primary ore and precipitation of
secondary minerals, is located in the weathered zone but not in the
unweathered zone where chlorite remains unaltered. Uranium is found as
uranium oxides, uranium silicates, and uranium phosphates in the two ore
regions, and associated with the alteration products of chlorite downstream
of the secondary ore deposit [1]. The latter case is similar to that of the
radionuclide migration which may follow the disposal of high level
radioactive waste, in which the release of actinides, long-lived, hazardous

radionuclides, may continue over geologic time.

The structurally and chemically altered minerals are metastable, and may
take 10 to 10 years to become the final products of the alteration.

Hence, the uranium series nuclides flowing from a source, react with the
then coexisting minerals which vary with time as a function of the
alteration mechanisms and kinetics. For example, when a uranium containing
mineral is altered, one portion of the U is desorbed whilst the other is
part is reaccommodated in another mineral being formed. This suggests that
the retardation of the uranium series nuclides varies with time, that is,
with the coexisting minerals. Therefore a knowledge of the alteration
mechanisms and kinetics is indispensable if we are to understand
radionuclide migration over long, geologic time. The present paper
demonstrates evidence of the effects of the alteration on uranium
redistribution by comparing the mineralogical textures with alpha-track
distributions of the Koongarra samples.

EXPERIMENTAL

For the present study twenty samples were collected from within and below
the weathered zone. All but one were obtained by diamond drilling (referred
to as DDH); the remaining sample resulted from percussion drilling. The
samples were examined by X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD), optical
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microscopy tOM). scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and electron
microprobe analysis (EMPA). The details of the XRD, SEM, and EMPA
procedures will be described elsewhere I31.

Following the mineralogical observation, some of the samples were then
examined by a-particle autoradiography. Films (Lexan polycarbonate
plastic) were placed on the samples for 12 to 15 days, and etched with
6.25 M NaOH at 75 °C for 6 hours. The films were then compared to their
corresponding thin sections.

ALTERATION OF CHLORITE

The results of the XRD studies can be summarized as following; the degree
of chlorite alteration varies as a function of depth; chlorite is
transformed to vermiculite through regularly interstratified chlorite/
vermiculite; vermiculite is converted to kaolinite and probably smectite;
an iron mineral, possibly ferrihydrite, is formed during the alteration;
and goethite and hematite are also found in the weathered zone. At
Koongarra, the successive process of alteration as a function of depth may
correspond exactly to one of time. Two micas, muscovite and biotite are
often found by OM and XRD and like chlorite, they can be converted to
vermiculite. However, as the amounts of the two micas are small in the
downstream region of the secondary ore deposit, we can ignore their
influence in the following discussion of alteration.

With the proceeding alteration of chlorite to vermiculite, the grains of
altered chlorite (seen as a layer texture in SEM images) consist of slabs
of chlorite and vermiculite 1 fjm. thick. Between the slabs, an iron phase
(possibly ferrihydrite) occurs as short slabs. The layered texture suggests
that the crystallographic orientation of the chlorite structure is retained
during the transformation of chlorite to vermiculite. In a later stage of
the transformation, the iron phase is accumulated between the vermiculite
slabs. The occurrence of the iron phase reveals that reprecipitation of the
iron phase takes place out of the original chlorite, and that the Fe
diffuses between the chlorite and vermiculite slabs during the
transformation. Because U in the weathered zone is highly associated with
the iron minerals l ' ' , the distribution of the iron minerals between the
constituent minerals at the various stages of the alteration needs to be
understood more precisely for a better understanding of the uranium
redistribution.

In a later stage of the alteration, kaolinite and smectite occur as sub-
micron grains and the grains do not have any common crystallographic
orientation. We have not found any evidence of textural relationships
between kaolinite and chlorite or vermiculite.

The relative abundances of chlorite, vermiculite, and kaolinite were
estimated as a function of depth on the basis of the XRD intensities; to
simplify the calculation we used the XRD peak heights instead of the
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intensities. The chlorite peaks of DDH3-143 were taken as a standard for

the chlorite peak profile because this chlorite showed no indication of

alteration by XRD and little, by OM. The regular change in the intensity

ratio at l.A nm to 0.7 nm when heating the chlorite to 450 °C was used to

calculate the amount of vermiculite present in a sample; note that

venniculite peaks disappear when a sample is heated to 450 °C. Details of

the calculation will be given elsewhere * 3 ] . Mica and smectite were ignored

in the calculation. If a sample was a mixture of chlorite and venniculite,

or of venniculite and kaolinite, the method was applied. The relative

abundances of chlorite, vermiculite, and kaolinite along the DDH3 corehole

are given in Table 1. The chlorite, which is not altered even at 111 feet

along the DDH3 core (25.9 m deep from the surface vertically), rapidly

decreases between 107 and 103 feet (25 and 24 m deep) and disappears above

103 feet. Venniculite appears at 107 feet (25 m deep) and is at a maximum

at 103 feet (24 m deep) where kaolinite begins to persist. Vermiculite

disappears at 86 feet (20 m deep) where kaolinite is predominant as it is

in the shallower zone.

TABLE 1. Relative Mineral Abundances (2) Of Chlorite, Venniculite,

and Kaolinite Along the DDH3 Core

Sample Depth Chlorite Vermiculite Kaolinite

0 100

0 100

20 80

40 60

80 20

20 0

0 0

0 0

The comparison of the mineral abundances to the uranium concentrations and
their close relationship has been reported previously ; the chlorite
predominant zone corresponds to the zone of lower uranium concentrations,
the vermiculite predominant zone, to the zone of intermediate uranium
concentrations, and the kaolinite predominant zone, to the zone of highest
uranium concentrations.

URANIUM DISTRIBUTION IN THE MINERALS

Prior to sampling, we inspected the diamond-drilled cores, and found that
alteration was always initiated at fractures in the rock. Samples
containing fractures were chosen for an a-particle autoradiography
examination of the qualitative distribution of uranium between the
constituent minerals and the textures.

The DDH6-99 sample contains a fracture which intersects the schistosity
(running from left to right in Fig. la). Along the fracture, the sample has
a highly altered zone (up to 1.3 mm thick), and a 2 mm thick chlorite

DDH3-75

DDH3-81

DDH3-88

DDH3-94

DDH3-103

DDH3-105

DDH3-111

DDH3-143

17.5

18.9

20.5

21.9

24.0

24.5

25.9

33.4

0

0

0

0

0

80

100

100
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alteration ccc.e. la the altered acce, chlorite is altered to clay minerals
(an OM examination could not distinguish between vermiculite, kaolinite,
and smectite) and the iron minerals. Some of the chlorite outside the
altered zone is slightly brown, i. e., partially altered. This suggests
that the fractures are preferential pathways of water, the chlorite is
altered initially along the fractures, and thus, the alteration resulting
from the water-rock interaction is a kind of "fossil" of the past water
path.

The a-particle track map corresponding to the DDH6-99 thin section
(Fig. Ib) shows that the tracks are highly concentrated along the fracture
and also homogeneously distributed, though at far lower density, in other
areas - excepting the quartz grains. This strongly suggests that the
uranium concentration or redistribution is closely related to the extent of
the chlorite alteration; U is concentrated in more altered chlorite. In
comparison with the a-particle track density of an unaltered sample (DDH3-
111.5, 26 m deep), the tracks of DDH6-99 indicate that U (as well as water)
has penetrated even when chlorite is only slightly altered.

Figure 2 is a superimposition of the a-particle track film and the thin
section of DDHA-100. A single open circle corresponds to one a-particle
track. The area shown in Fig. 2 is a 3 mm section from a fracture along
which chlorite is highly altered, similar to that of Fig. la. Because the
black areas are past grain boundaries rf chlorite, the figure indicates
that the chlorite grain boundaries are another preferential pathway for
water, and that U is concentrated in the most highly altered part, viz the
grain boundaries.

Figure 3 is a superimposition of the a-particle track film and thin section
of DDH3-100. In the upper part of Fig. 3, the grains shown as white are
quartz, and in the lower part, the gray areas are micas and chlorite; the
black areas are highly altered micas and chlorite. The a-particle tracks
are found on the black materials (opaque by OM) between the quartz grain
boundaries (a thick arrow in Fig. 3), and on the altered chlorite and micas
(a thin arrow in Fig. 3). The black materials between the quartz boundaries
suggest that the grain boundaries of quartz are preferential pathways for
water although quartz itself is a stable phase. If the black materials are
iron minerals, then Fe has been transported by water. More importantly,
such (black) materials are good adsorbants of U. It is again confirmed in
this figure, that uranium redistribution is related to the degree of
chlorite alteration.

The black curves in Fig Aa, indicate a network of microfissures where
highly altered chlorite and micas are seen. The corresponding a-particle
track map shows that U is concentrated along the microfissures (Fig. Ab),
with the tracks being seen even in quartz grain boundaries (left and upper
part of Figs. Aa and Ab). As mentioned above, alteration occurs as a
function of depth. However, when fractures and/or microfissures are formed
locally, chlorite is subjected to increased local alteration and U is more
highly concentrated in the altered area.
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StJMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The alteration of chlorite occurs as a function of depth; chlorite is
transformed to vermiculite, through regularly interstratified chlorite/
vermiculite. The Fe released from chlorite reprecipitates to form iron
minerals, possibly ferrihydrite. Vermiculite is then replaced by kaolinite
(and possibly smectite), further releasing Fe. On the millimetre scale, an
a-particle autoradiography study has shown that uranium concentrations are
qualitatively proportional to the extent of the alteration; altered
chlorite grains having higher uranium concentration. On the metre scale,
the X-ray diffraction study has revealed that the abundances of chlorite,
vermiculite, and kaolinite correspond well to the low, intermediate, and
high uranium concentration zones, respectively. This strongly suggests that
the process, mechanisms, and kinetics of chlorite alteration affect the
uranium migration at Koongarra.

Our results suggest that the mechanism for uranium migration varies with
"geologic" time as a consequence of geochemical processes such as
alteration, a slow reaction. The study of chlorite alteration demonstrates
the importance of the processes, mechanisms, and kinetics of alteration (or
weathering) in radionuclides migration through rock surrounding disposal
sites.
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Fig. 1. Micrograph (a) and its corresponding c:-particle track map (b) of
DDH6-99. The white line from the upper left to the bottom right is a
fracture along which chlorite is strongly altered (indicated by a black
zone). White zones running from the right to left consist of quartz grains
and gray areas, mostly chlorite grains. A bar indicates 1 mm.
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Fig. 2. Superimposition of the a-particle track film and thin section of
DDH/4-100. Altered chlorite grains are in gray, and quartz grains, in white.
The open circles are a-particle tracks. A bar indicates 1 mm.
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Fig. 3. Superimposition of the a-particle track film and thin section of
DDH3-100. White grains in the upper part are quartz and altered micas and
chlorite are in the lower part. A thick arrow indicates black material
precipitation and a thin arrow, highly altered chlorite and micas. A bar
indicates 1 mm.



Fig. 4. Micrograph (a) and its corresponding a-particle track map (b) of
DDH3-104. Note that the fracture in the middle running from the left to
right was possibly made during the sample preparation. A bar indicates
1 mm.
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SECTION A.13

GROUNDWATER CHEMISTRY AT KOONGARRA

Summary of Progress - 1 September 1989-31 August 1990

Tim Payne

The sampling and analysis of Koongarra groundwaters has been a major part

of the ARAP study. In the past year this program has continued, and

considerable effort has been put into interpreting the data. In this

section several sets of data are discussed in detail.

1 URANIUM AND MAGNESIUM CONCENTRATIONS versus TO DISTANCE ALONG FLQg

PATHS

1.1 Uranium

The aim in this section is to quantify uranium concentrations as a function
of distance from a suitably defined origin. This may then allcw

simplification of the system for modelling purposes. Attention will be
restricted to boreholes which are on flow paths which intersect the ore
body. These boreholes are shown in Figure 1. For the purpose of analysing
the data, the 3000 m east line (on the exploration grid) was selected as
the origin of distance. The distance of each borehole down-gradient was
then readily calculated by subtracting 3000 m from the easterly grid
reference.

Table 1 gives uranium data for filtered (<0.45 /an pore size) groundwaters
from these boreholes. The samples were collected between November 1988 and

October 1989 and analysed by a-spectrometry or ICPMS. The order of
boreholes in the table corresponds to increasing distance down-gradient.

The plot of uranium concentration as a function of distance is shown on
Figure 2 (the curve was drawn qualitatively). The data point for borehole
M2 was omitted from the figure because M2 is cased through the entire
dispersion fan (to 35 m depth) and sealed, therefore the uranium
concentration is not an accurate reflection of groundwater concentrations
in the dispersion fan which would be expected to be very high at this
location. It can be seen in the figure that there is a sharp increase in
uranium concentrations when moving groundwaters intersect the ore body.
Subsequently, there is a gradual decrease to background levels, over a
distance of some 200 m. This distance is greater than the extent of the
economic ore zone as defined for mining purposes, which extends over

approximately 75 m. Considerable scatter is seen in the data. This is
attributed to inhomogeneities in uranium distribution which may arise from

preferential aquifer paths in the area surrounding the ore body.

Uranium concentrations down-gradient appear to be below the input uranium
concentrations at KD1 and CIO. This may be because the pH/Eh conditions of
the Kombolgie groundwater favour uranium solubilisation relative to
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conditions down-gradient. Furthermore, the rock-type down-gradient is
clay-rich weathered schist which probably sorbs uraniurs nore strcngly than.
sandstone.

1.2 Magnesium

Magnesium is important at Koongarra because it is released by weathering of
the chloritised schists of mine series host rocks. Hence a magnesium
"source" can be considered to exist over approximately the same area as the
uranium "source".

The data on magnesium concentrations (compiled from ARAP progress reports)
were treated in exactly the same fashion as the uranium data, and indicated
an enrichment over approximately the same area as the elevated uranium

levels (Figure 3). However, magnesium levels varied by a factor of
approximately five, as opposed to around 500 for uranium. This suggests
that magnesium behaves more conservatively than uranium and dilution plays
a relatively more important role than sorption processes in reducing its

concentration.

2 GROUNDWATER CHEMISTRY IN THE WEATHERED ZONE

2.1 Introduction

The dispersion fan at the Koongarra No 1 orebody is in the weathered zone,

within approximately 25 m of the ground surface. Prior to the drilling of

the W-series boreholes in November 1988, it was not possible to sample

groundwaters from the dispersion fan because all existing boreholes were

cased through the weathered zone. The W-series boreholes have two sampling

intervals between 13-15 m and 23-25 m depth; in October 1989 a major field

trip was undertaken with the primary aim being to thoroughly sample these

boreholes.

2.2 Location and Construction

Several W-series boreholes provide samples from within and down-gradient of
the No 1 orebody (see Figure 1). In order of increasing distance from the
fault, these boreholes are Wl, W4, W2, W5 and W7. Standing water levels
indicate that these wells correspond to the direction of the hydraulic
gradient, although these boreholes are not all on the same flow-line. W3 is
located to the west of the No 1 orebody, away from the major uranium
mineralisation, and W6 is near KD1, up-gradient of the deposit.

The boreholes were drilled to 25 m and two PVC tubes, slotted at 13-15 m
and 23-25 m, were installed for water sampling. The two sampling intervals
are referred to as "a" and "b" (for example, W4(b) is the 23-25 m interval
in W4). These intervals were packed with coarse gravel to permit water

inflow.
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The drilling logs for the W-series boreholes indicate that W6 was drilled
in Koinbolgie sandstone, and did not intersect significant water. The

remaining W-series holes intersect the weathered Cahill formation. In each
case, there is approximately 3-4 m of surface sands, then 15-20 in of
weathered and decomposed schist, grading into partially weathered or fresh
schist in the base of the hole.

2.3 Water Chemistry

The major groundwater parameters for samples obtained in the October 1989
are given in Table 2. The pH, conductivity and bicarbonate concentrations
were determined in the field, the uranium data by a-spectrometry, the
phosphate by spectrophotometry and magnesium by ICPAES. Because of the
limited inflow into W6, it has been difficult to obtain representative
water samples of groundwater. However, KD1, which is close to W6 and has
high yields, provides data for Kombolgie groundwaters up-gradient of the
deposit. Data from KD1 and also PH49, which intersects the centre of the
orebody, have been included in Table 2.

The trends in magnesium concentrations were similar to those found when
data from all boreholes were considered (Section 1.2), with the highest
magnesium concentrations in the sample from W4(b) which intersects the top
of the primary ore body. Down-gradient boreholes W2, W5 and W7 give
generally decreasing magnesium concentrations. The conductivity and HCO
concentrations showed similar trends to those for magnesium, with
groundwaters from W7 (the furthest down-gradient) showing relatively low
levels of dissolved constituents). The measured pH values for W-holes were
within the usual range, with the exception of elevated values in the
shallower sampling interval of W2, W3, W5 and W7. This indicated some
residual contamination from drilling was possibly present despite the
prolonged pumping period. Groundwater with a relatively low pH
(approximately 6.0) was sampled at W4(a) and this was similar to the pH in
up-gradient (KD1) samples. Phosphate concentrations were generally much
lower in the 13-15 m interval than the 23-25 m depth. Very high phosphate
levels at W5 reflect similar values measured in nearby boreholes PH55 and

PH58.

Boreholes Wl and W4 are of particular interest, being near the centre of
the orebody with Wl slightly upgradient. All chemical parameters including
pH were stable for these boreholes, as demonstrated by similar data
obtained during a second sampling a few days later. W4, in particular,
showed a marked change with depth, W4(a) groundwater being a full pH unit
more acidic than W4(b). The major ion chemistry of W4(a) was similar to
that previously measured at KD1, upgradient of the orebody. In contrast,
the chemical parameters of W4(b) were similar to a comparable depth in

nearby PH49 (Table 2).

The results for the W-series holes, particularly W4, indicate that there
are depth-related variations in water chemistry within the weathered zone
at Koingarra. In general, these are more marked than the changes in the
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unweathered zone found by sampling the PH-series boreholes using packers.
This can be seen, for example, by comparing the results for the 2 depths of
W4 with the PH49 data in Table 2.

2.4 Uranium Concentrations and Isotope Ratios

The uranium concentrations (Figure 4) show systematic trends both with
depth and location in the deposit. In all cases, except W4 (in the centre

of the deposit) and W7 (where background U concentrations occur), the 23-25
m depth shows a much higher U concentration. In general, the uranium
concentrations in the W-holes are greater than those obtained for the PH
holes (Figure 2). This corresponds with the depth of the dispersion fan
which is largely confined to the weathered zone. The decrease in uranium
concentration moving downgradient is readily explained by a combination of
dilution and/or sorption processes.

With the exception of W4(b), the 234U/238U ratios (Figure 5) are below
unity, as is typical of Koongarra groundwaters from the weathered zone.

These ratios show a good correspondence to 234U/238U activity ratios
measured in amorphous phases11'. The unusually low isotope ratios found at

W2 are in good agreement with those measured for the amorphous phase in
this section of the dispersion fan. The 234U/238U ratio in W4(b) seems to
indicate groundwater from the primary ore zones. The low 234U/238U isotopes
in all water samples from the weathered zone confirms the trend previously
reported12' which showed there was a relationship of isotope rates to depth
in samples taken from packed intervals in boreholes from the vicinity of
the No 1 ore body.

The isotope ratios also give an indication of the interactions between
groundwaters at different depths. For example, both depths at W2 have the
same, very low, isotope ratio. This indicates possible connection or
mixing, with the lower uranium concentration in the 13-15 m sample, being a
consequence of local dilution. In contrast, the two depths at W4 appear to
be separate aquifers, as also shown by the very different water chemistry.

2.5 Summary

Groundwaters from the W-holes exhibit similar trends in uranium and
magnesium concentrations to the values described in Section 1. However, in
general uranium concentrations are higher than nearby PH-holes

corresponding to the depth of the dispersion fan.

W4 is a borehole of particular interest, with the shallower (W4(a))
groundwater chemically very similar to up-gradient (KD1) groundwaters,
whereas water from the deeper depth (W4(b)) is typical of groundwaters
intersecting the orebody. Both depths have very high uranium concentrations

as is expected from the location of this borehole.

The down-gradient boreholes W2, W5 and W7 show a gradual dilution of the
characteristics of the ore zone, with a peak of phosphate near the edge of
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the secondary dispersion fan at W5. Oranium-234/uranium-238 isotope ratios
are generally substantially below unity and reflect the ratio in amorphous
mineral phases.

3 REDOX VALUES AND DISSOLVED IRON LEVELS IN KOONGARRA GROUNDWATERS

3.1 Introduction

In order to model the geochemistry of Koongarra, it is necessary to
understand the redox state of the groundwater, and the solid phases
controlling elemental concentrations in the groundwatei:. The redox
potential (Eh) has been measured in the field using an Ag/AgCl electrode,
but until now this data has not been related to any other parameter.
Attempts to assess measured Eh values using redox couples (such as Fe /
Fe + or HS"/SO 2~) have been unsuccessful because of the low levels of one
or both members of each couple.

In this section the relationship between total iron concentrations and
redox measurements in Koongarra groundwaters is discussed. It will be
assumed that ferrihydrite is the solid phase controlling groundwater iron
levels.

3.2 Groundwater Data

The pH, Eh and dissolved iron levels for filtered (0.45 /im) groundwaters
for sampling trips between November 1988 and October 1989 were tabulated.
The boreholes included are on groundwater flow paths intersecting the
orebody (Figure 1). The Eh was determined using an Ag/AgCl electrode,
standardised using Zobell's solution131. The iron concentrations were
measured in acidified samples, using ICP-AES. This technique gives total
iron (Fe2+ + Fe3+), however since the Fe3+ is usually much less soluble,
the total iron concentration probably approximates Fe . Field measurements
suggest that within experimental error141, the Fe2+ is the same as the
total iron concentration.

3.3 Calculations

The expected dissolved iron levels were calculated for the measured pH and
Eh values, using the chemical speciation code MINTEQA2. In the calculations
it was assumed that there was an unlimited supply of ferrihydrite with
solubility equilibria given by

Fe(OH) = Fe3 + + 3 OH"
3 { a m )

The relative concentrations of Fe3+ and Fez+ were fixed by the redox
potential. The calculated total iron concentrations (ie Fe * + Fe ) were
calculated and compared with iron concentrations determined by ICPAES
(Figure 6); the correlation coefficient (r = 0.74) is significant at the 1Z
level.
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Significant discrepancies (an order of magnitude in some cases) between
calculated and measured values may be partly attributed to uncertainties in
field determinations of pH and Eh. These errors are approximately 0.1 unit
and 50 mV respectively. Calculations using MINTEQA2 showed the sensitivity

of the dissolved iron levels to these parameters. The calculated dissolved
iron level could be varied by a factor of ten by errors comparable to the
magnitude of field uncertainties in pH and Eh.

3.4 Discussion

In a previous review of Eh measurements in groundwaters, it was concluded
that determinations using various redox-couples and also platinum
electrodes were virtually useless, and rarely agreed except by chance
This was attributed to low concentrations of redox elements, difficulties
in maintaining natural redox conditions until analysis, and in particular
to a lack of internal redox equilibrium in natural groundx^aters. Attempts
to determine the Eh of Koongarra groundwaters using redox couples have also
proved unsuccessful. However, in this section, it has been shown that there
is a reasonable correspondence between groundwater pH/Eh values and
dissolved iron levels. This result may be fortuitous and does not
necessarily imply the groundwaters are at redox equilibrium.

However, there are a number of possible reasons why this approach appears
to be more successful than those previously used. Firstly, only the
determination of the total concentration of a dissolved element (ie Fe) is
required, as opposed to separate determinations of both members of a redox
couple, which may be present at extremely low levels. Furthermore,
Koongarra groundwaters exhibit an extremely large range of dissolved Fe-

concentrations (<1 - 22000 /ig/L) and the ICPAES analysis is extremely
sensitive and accurate. In contrast, field measurements of both members of
a redox couple have much higher detection limits and are subject to shifts
in oxidation state. For ICPAES an acidified sample can be used, and when
measuring total Fe, oxidation state changes have no effect.

It should be pointed out that modelling the system as being controlled by
ferrihydrite is a major simplification. However, this approach appears
reasonable considering that the presence of ferrihydrite at Koongarra is
well documented. Furthermore, MINTEQ calculations have shown that if more

stable crystalline iron phases are selected, the calculated iron levels are
orders of magnitude lower than measured values.

In conclusion these results suggest that field Eh measurements are of some
value at Koongarra and confirm the important role of ferrihydrite in the
system.
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TABLE 1

URANIUM CONCENTRATIONS MOVING DOWN-GRADIENT

(0.45 pin filtered groundwater)

Hole

KD1

CIO

VI

Ml

PH15

W4

PH49

M2

PH14

C9

W2

C8

Distance
Down-
Gradient
(see
text)
(m)

56

117

124

134

146

147

162

171

185

200

200

Depth
Sampled

(m)

40-42
70-72

<40

13-15
13-15
23-25
23-25

24-26
35-50
46-48

<21

13-15
13-15
23-25
23-25

27-29
28-30
33-35
44-46

40-46

<26
<22

34-40

13-15
23-25

24-26
38-40

Uranium
Mg/L

0.49
0.49

0.70

3.2
7.9
65.9
39.8

128
248
109

30.6

412
440
431
345

107
102
71.2
139

3.11

17.8
46.6

26.4

16.1
79.4

9.71
2.27

Hole

M3

PH55

M4

PH58

W5

W7

PH96

PH94

Distance
Down-
Gradient
(see
text)
(m)

216

216

246

246

273

314

370

399

Depth
Sampled

(m)

20-22
26-28
34-40

26-28
38-40

34-40

25-27
38-40

13-15
23-25

13-15
23-25

<26

26-28
40-42

Uranium
Mg/L

22.0
23.8
31.0

0.62
1.01

4.08

2.02
1.01

0.42
1.89

0.12
0.22

0.30

0.23
0.26
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TABLE 2

WEATHERED ZONE CHEMISTRY (October 1989 Field Trip)

Wl(a)
Wl(b)

W2(a)
W2(b)

W3(a)
W3(b)

W4(a)
W4(b)

W5(a)
W5(b)

W7(a)
W7(b)

pH

6.55
7.09

8.94
6.48

8.35
7.08

5.85
6.80

8.25
6.80

8.77
7.15

cond

195
230

230
160

130
148

135
240

165
125

67
93

Mg

mg/L

3.3
9.8

11.0
16.3

4.4
13,2

12.3
27.3

11.6
12.6

1.7
7.4

HCO "
3

mg/L

98
120

119
98

41
89

66
165

101
82

27
52

PO
4

Pg/L

< 5
415

< 5
110

25
180

30
90

590
545

80
430

23BU

3.2(0.1)
65.9(1.9)

16.1(0.6)
79.4(2.7)

5.50(0.17)
1.58(0.07)

412(10)
431(11)

0.42(0.04)
1.89(0.07)

0.12(0.02)
0.22(0.01)

»»0,'»0

0.87(0.03)
0.78(0.02)

0.646(0.020)
0.660(0.006)

0.91(0.03)
0.97(0.05)

0.81(0.01)
1.21(0.01)

0.88(0.03)
0.83(0.03)

0.88(0.05)
0.77(0.03)

KD1*
PH49

6.18
6.84

108
230

8.9
25.0

67
159

< 5
90

0.50(0.03)
102(3)

1.21(0.09)
1.02(0.02)

KD1 and PH49 are included for comparison. The KD1 (70.5-72.5 m) sample
represents Kombolgie groundwater (up-gradient), whereas the PH49 (28-30 m)
sample is from the centre of the No 1 ore body. (Data from November 1988
field trip.)

Errors in uranium data are given in brackets.
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FIGURE 1 Location of boreholes sampling groundwaters
intersecting the No 1 ore body.
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FIGURE 2 Uranium concentrations in groundwater as a function
of distance. The circles indicate'data for samples
from W holes - see Part 2.4 of this Section.
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FIGURE 3 Magnesium concentrations in groundwater as
function of distance.
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FIGURE 4 Uranium concentration W series.
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FIGURE 6 Relationship between total iron measured by
ICP-AES and values calculated using MINTEQA2.
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SECTION 4.14

DISTRIBUTION OF URANIUM SERIES RADIONUCLIDES

IN KOONGARRA GROUNDWATER

N Yanase
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai, Ibaraki 319-11, Japan

INTRODUCTION

As the uranium series consists of different elements and also radionuclides
having different half lives, they are good tracers to use in order to study
the migration behaviour of elements in groundwater . The concentrations
of Rn s«nd radium isotopes in drinking water pumped out from domestic
wells have also been measured extensively for the evaluation of internal
exposure dose12"61.

The concentrations of 238U and 234U in groundwater from the Alligator
Rivers Region have been measured using alpha-particle spectrometry by
ANSTOt7"91. In particular, during the study at the Nabarlek ore body it was
found that 234U/238U activity ratios increase as the concentration of

f 8 1
uranium decreases downstream from the centre of the uranium ore body
The activity ratios of radium isotopes in groundwater have also been
measured to establish a method for exploring a uranium deposit1'1.

In this study the concentrations of 238U, 226Ra, 222Rn and 210Pb in
238

groundwater were measured by gamma-ray spectrometry. The U
concentrations and the 234U/238U activity ratios were also analyzed by
alpha spectrometry. On the basis of this data, the distributions of the
radionuclides and activity ratios, and the flow direction of groundwater
are discussed.

EXPERIMENTAL,

1 Evaporation method

To determine the concentrations of 238U, 226Ra and 210Pb, the groundwater
samples were evaporated to dryness then measured by gamma-ray spectrometry
using a ORTEC LO-AX detector (51 mm and 19 mm in diameter and thickness,
respectively). Uranium-238, 226Ra and 210pb were determined from gamma-ray
peaks at 63 keV (from 234Th), 609 keV and 46.5 keV respectively. For the
analysis of 238U and 234U, 232U yield tracer and 6 M HC1 were then added to
the measured residue. After more than 2 weeks, the liquid phase was
separated by a 0.45 /zm Millipore filter, and uranium leached from the
residue was purified by chemical separation and measured by alpha-particle
spectrometry1 7' .
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2 Direct method

Samples in the 500 mL bottles were directly measured by gamma-ray
spectrometry for the determination of 222Rn and 226Ra. The samples were
then evaporated to dryness and uranium in the residue was analyzed by
chemical separation and alpha-particle spectrometry.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1 Distribution of uranium and 234U/238U activity ratios

The uranium concentrations of groundwater determined by alpha spectrometry

are compared with those by gamma-ray spectrometry in Table 1. Figure 1

shows the correlation between them. The results of both methods agree

fairly well with each other, except for the sample PH49 (44 m). The reason

for this unusual difference is unknown.

Figure 2 shows contour maps of the 238U concentrations of groundwaters

sampled in May and November 1988. A tail of high 238U concentration is seen

towards the SSW direction, and anomalously low 238U is found at PH55. The

uranium distribution in the groundwater seems to be a reflection of the

distribution of uranium in rock accessible to the groundwater. Previous

sequential extraction measurements of 234U/238U for Morgan's and TAG

extractable mineral phases have been seen to be consistent with those of

nearby groundwater. Payne measured 238U concentrations in the groundwaters

collected on both 1988 sampling trips, and discussed their seasonal and

regional variations1101. He suggests that phosphate plays a significant

role in the uranium mobilisation at Koongarra.

The U/ U activity ratios determined by alpha spectrometry are listed

in Table 1. Figure 3 shows contour maps of the activity ratios of the

groundwaters in May and November 1988. The ratios change dramatically from

unity to 0.79 in the vicinity of the PH 14 hole and this change may be

related to the presence of the graphite layer which plays a reducing role.

The patterns seen in Fig. 3 are also very similar to the Koongarra standing

water levels which may influence the flow direction of the groundwater.

Asikainen1J7] has investigated 234U/238U activity ratios in groundwaters

around Helsinki, Finland, and found that the ratios varied between 0.76 and

4.67, with the most frequent values showing a 60Z excess of 234U in the

samples. He also found that the majority of the 234U/23BU activity ratios

near unity were found in samples with a high uranium content, and that the

mean uranium content of the water decreased with increase in the U/ U

activity ratios. The less than unity 234U/238U activity ratios and the

negative correlation between the activity ratios and uranium concentrations

have also been observed at Koongarra' 8'.
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2 Distribution of 226Ra, 222Rn and 21°Pb, and their activity ratios

The concentrations of 226Ra, 222Rn and 21°Pb determined by gamma-ray
spectrometry are listed in Table 1. The 2 Ra concentrations determined by
the direct method are much larger than those from the evaporation method;
the high direct method values result from the short storage time (about 1
month in this study) though more than 2 months are needed for complete
decay of Rn. Figure 4 shows contour maps of Ra and Pb in
groundwater; both nuclides extend towards the SSW direction.

The 222Rn/226Ra activity ratios obtained in this study (2.8 103 - 8.8 103)
are within the range of reported values, 102 to 10* [References 2-4,11-13].
King et alt121 measured 222Rn/226Ra activity ratios in groundwaters in
South Carolina, USA, and found that the ratio of 6100 for Piedmont
groundwater, was much higher than the 230 value for Coastal Plain
groundwaters. On the basis of the chemically inert characteristics of
radon, they concluded that the higher excess 222Rn activities may be due to
greater retention of 226Ra by the chemically active Piedmont aquifers

compared to the more inert sand aquifers sampled in the Coastal Plain.

For the Koongarra groundwaters, the 222Rn/226Ra activity ratios of the
shallower groundwaters were slightly higher than those of deeper
groundwaters (8.8 103 at 28-30 m and 6.8 103 at 44-46 m for PH49, and
4.8 103 at less than 21 m and 2.8 1C3 at 23 m for PH15). The decrease of

Ra concentrations in the shallow groundwater may be due to adsorption of
Ra to clay minerals which exist in the shallow weathered zone.

Hussain and Krishnaswami' : 3' calculated from the 210Pb/222Rn activity ratio
(7 10"5) measured at Gujarat, India, a scavenging residence time of 1 day.
Similarly, at Koongarra a scavenging residence time of about 1 month for
210Pb can be calculated from the mean 21°Pb/222Rn activity ratio (3 10"3),
although the applicability of Hussain's model to the Koongarra site has not
yet been checked. The very long residence time suggests the presence of a
semi-stable chemical form of 210Pb in the Koongarra groundwater.

CONCLUSIONS

From the horizontal distribution of radionuclides in the groundwater, the
groundwater seems to flow towards the SSW direction.

The 234U/238U activity ratios change dramatically around PH 14 and this may
be related to the flow direction of groundwater and the presence of the

graphitic schist layer.

The higher 222Rn/226Ra activity ratios of the shallower groundwater may be
9 7 fi

due to adsorption of Ra to clay minerals.

A very long scavenging residence time of 210Pb was calculated from the mean
210Pb/222Rn ratio and this suggests the presence of a semi-stable chemical
form of PI) in the Koongarra groundwater.
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Table 1 Concentrations of u r a n i u m series r a d i o n u c l i d e s in the Koongarra groundwater.

D r i l l Depth Sample S a m p l i n g
h o l e (m) volume(L) date

PH49 <28 1 .76

28-30 1 .07

28-30 0.25

44 0.56

44-46 1 .76

44-46 0.25

PHI 5 <21 1 .92

<21 0.25

23 0.25

PH14 <26 1 .92

<26 0.25

15 .5.88 2
1

15.5.88 3
2

16. 1 1 .88 0
0

15.5.88 5
3

15.5.88 2
1

1 6. 1 1 .88 2
2

15.5.88 1
1

15. 1 1 .88 2
2

15. 1 1 .88 2
2

15.5.88 0
0

16. 1 1 .88 0
0

Ac t i v
238u

. 1 (5.4)

.9(3.6)

.0(3.9)

.8(1 .8)

.59(2.7)

.67 (19)

.2(4.0)

.7(2.3)

.0(3.7)

.9(1 .6)

.2(2.4)

.4(5.5)

.9(2.2)

.8(1.1)

.0(3.3)

.0(4.8)

. 1 (2.6)

.3(4.5)

.79(2.5)

.71 (2.2)

.31 (2.6)

.31 (23)

1

1

8
195

0

2

4
35

0

0
5

0
2

0

1
21

i t y concentration(Bq/L)
226Ra 222Rn 210Pb

.5(1 .

.5(1 .

.2(1 .
(1 .

.77(3

.5(0.

.7(1 .

.0(1 .

.75(1

.93(3

.8(9.

.94(3

.2 (1

.22(2

.4(2.

. 1 (3.

6)

3)

2)
6) 72.0xl03(l . 1)

. 1)

65)

6)
7) 31 .8xl03(l .2)

.0)

.5)
2) 4.49xl03(l .9)

.6)
9) 2.61xl03(2.3)

.2)

3)
4) 9.68xl03(l .8)

34

51

43

97

66

20

16

3

2

9

6

.6(2

.3(2

.8(1

.9(2

.1(1

.3(8

. 1 (0

.0(5

.0(6

.0(0

.5(4

.7)

.2)

1)

.6)

.8)

. 1)

.97)

.2)

.3)

.85)

.2)

Ana 1 y t i ca 1
234u/238u mothod*

1 .07(4

1 . 10(3

1 .03(1

1 .26(2

0.99(3

1 .01 (1

1 .03(0

0.98(2

; . 02 ( i

0.73(1

0.79(1

.6)

. 1 )

.8)

.9)

.0)

.3)

.93)

.5)

.6)

.5)

.8)

C&A
E&G
C&A
E&A
C&A
E&G
D&O
C&A
E&O
C&A
E&G
C&G
E&G
D&O
C&A
E&G
C6A
E&G
D&G
C&A
E&G
D&G
C&A
E&G
C&A
E&G
DSG

CO
Ul



T a b l e 1 (Continued)

PH80

PH88

PH55

PH56

PH61

KD1

PH58

PH94

PH9G

<20

38-40

26-28

40-42

26-28

26-28

43.5-45.5

40-42

25-27

26-28

40-42

<24

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

2

0

1

0

0

.83

.91

.86

.54

.00

.02

.03

.40

.54

.05

.98

.84
i

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.88

.88

.88

.88

.88

.88

.88

.88

.88

.88

.88

.88

0
0
0
C
0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0

. 18(5. 1)

. 16(8.7)

.056(2.3)

.050(20)

.0067(4. 1)

.0068(5. I)

. 15(2.2)

. 14(10)

.093(3.6)

.093(20)

.063(2.4)

.078(21 )

.095(3. 1 )

. 11 (7 .2)

.020(5. 1 )

.0026(7,2)

.0073(5.3)

.0029(7.2)

0.015(24)

0.016(17)

0.0095(23)

0.032(26)

0.073(5.6)

0.029(19)

0.042( 12)

0.033(7 .0)

0.025(27)

0.014(29)

3

2

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

.8(1 .4)

.5(1 .4)

.5(1 .6)

.097(31 )

.5(1 .9)

.54(5.6)

.91 (3.4)

.056(12)

.070(32)

.058(26)

.35(8.4)

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

.76(4

.77(1

.02(3

.30(5

.81 (0

.84(3

.16(1

. 11 (2

.92(5

.25(8

.07(5

.91 (9

.7)

. 1 )

.7)

.6)

.99)

.0)

.3)

.4)

.2)

.5)

.7)

.2)

C&A
E&G
C&A
E&G
C6A
E&G
C&A
E&G
C&A
ESG
C&A
E&G
C&A
E&G
C&A
E&G
C&A
E&G
C&A
E&G
C&A
ESG
CSA

The figures in parenthesis denote counting error(%).
* C&A : C h e m i c a l s e p a r a t i o n and a l p h a spectrometry.

E&G : E v a p o r a t i o n to dryness and gamma spectrometry.
D&G : D i r e c t gamma s p e c t r o m e t r y to a groundwater in a b o t t l e

CD
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SECTION 4.15

URANIUM DISTRIBUTION IN THE COLLOIDAL AND SOLUTE PHASES
AT THE KOONGARRA URANIUM DEPOSIT

T Seo
Waste Isolation Research Section

Chubu Works

Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC)

INTRODUCTION

PNC has focused its work in on a characterization study of colloids in
Koongarra groundwater. Seo et al.(1989) reported that a small number of
clay particle colloids were observed in samples obtained from five sampling
points in the unweathered zone where no enrichment of uranium and rare
earth elements could be seen in the colloidal phase. Analyses of these
colloids-trace element associations were based on filtered (<0.45;zm) and
ultrafiltered (<30,000 molecular weight (MW)) samples of groundwater.
Ivanovich et al.(1988) also reported that colloids pumped from several
holes would have negligible contributions to the total elemental
concentrations in the solution phase. On the other hand, Edghill and Davey
(1988) found mostly clay particle colloids in various holes. They also
found uranium and lead colloids at a depth of -28-30 m in hole PH49, in the
unweathered zone. Although the number of these colloids appeared high,
their contribution to the uranium concentration was estimated to be up to
12 of the total uranium content in the groundwater. There is a discrepancy
in the number of colloids observed by Edghill and Davey (1988), and Seo et
al.(1989). In the 1989 report Seo et al. collected a colloid concentrated
solution using an ultrafiltration method. With this method, there was still
a possibility that a proportion of the colloids could be expected to be
found on the ultrafiltration membrane. Therefore, in order to solve this
problem, the colloids on the ultrafiltration membrane were also gathered
and a direct observation and analysis of the total amount of colloids was
carried out. The colloids' character and the uranium distribution in the
colloidal and solute phases were investigated by this analysis in order to
evaluate the role of colloids in radionuclide migration.

SAMPLING POINTS AND PROCEDURE

In May 1990, groundwater was pumped from six holes located along the
groundwater flow direction. Groundwater in the weathered zone was sampled
from Wl, W4, W5 and PH49 and in the unweathered zone from Ml and M2 (Figure
1). Groundwater was collected from the sampling ports provided at depths of
13 -15 m and 23 - 25 m in the W series holes. For the sampling from PH49,
Ml and M2, groundwater was pumped using a double packer system. After
checking the stability of the pH, conductivity and dissolved oxygen, the
water was passed through a cylindrical prefilter cartridge (pore size - 5

and a 1 /an flat bed filter prior to the final filtration in a colloid
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sampling system developed by ANSTO. This system consists of a 600 ml
reservoir and an Amicon stirred ultrafiltration 50 ml cell, which is
installed in a N controlled atmosphere glove box. An ultrafiltration
membrane of 30,000 Mtf (A3 mm diameter) was set at the base of the cell.
After line flushing, the reservoir was filled with 1 pm prefiltered
groundwater and the water was run through the stirred cell under a
controlled atmospheric condition. A mixed gas (CO :2Z, N :98Z) was used to
force water through the membrane; 1 to 3 times the reservoir volume was
sampled. Finally, the flow of mixed gas was maintained through the membrane
until the membrane was dried. The membrane was then collected under N

2 i

into a small glass bottle for the colloid and uranium .analyses. The
prefiltered and ultrafiltered water samples were simultaneously collected
for each sampling point.

ANALYTICAL METHOD AND CONDITION

A small piece of each membrane, about 5 millimetre square, was taken for
the colloid analysis. This was examined by using field emission-scanning
electron microscopy (FE-SEM) with X-ray energy dispersive spectrometry
(EDS). The accelerating voltage was 15kV for the FE-SEM. The accelerating
voltage, emission current and counting time for the EDS X-ray analysis were
15kV, 4 x 10'11 A and AOO seconds respectively. The total amount of uranium
in the colloids was directly determined from the remainder of the membrane
material using alpha-spectrometry. The concentration of uranium in the
colloids collected on each membrane was estimated by normalising to the
original membrane area and using the volume of water which passed through
the membrane.

Concentrations of uranium in the prefiltered (<1 /jm) and ultrafiltered
(<30,000 MW) groundwater samples were analysed using a spectrofluorometer
or spectrophotometer. Prefiltered groundwater samples were acidified before
the uranium analyses.

RESULTS OF ANALYSES

Colloids Characterization

a) Samples From The Weathered Zone

A considerable number of colloids were recognized on all membrane samples
taken from the weathered zone. The colloids could be mainly divided into
two groups, one being spherical and the other, a flaky type. These colloids
were aggregated as a result of forcing the water through the membrane.
Colloids taken from the weathered zone, except for the sample which was
collected from 23 - 25 m in W4, were mainly of the spherical type. A
chemical analysis with EDS of this spherical type colloid, determined Al,
Si and Fe as major elements. The spherical colloids are considered to be
kaolinite and silica and/or iron rich particles. On the other hand,
colloids taken from 23 - 25 m in W4 included both colloid types, with the
flaky type colloids being observed more than the spherical ones in this
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sample. These flaky type colloids consist of Al, Si, Fe and Mg. Judging
from the shape and the chemical analyses of these materials, they seem to
be chlorite. Uranium colloids were not identified on samples taken from the
weathered zone.

b) Samples From The Unweathered Zone

Although an equal or greater amount of water than that taken from the
weathered zone had passed through the membrane, only a small number of
colloids have been observed. This result corresponds with the observation
of Seo et al.(1989). Colloids in the unweathered zone were mainly silica
and/or iron rich particles. Furthermore, a uranium colloid was also
observed in the sample which was collected from a depth of 27.5 - 28.5 m at
Ml. According to the EDS analysis, this uranium colloid seems to be a
uranium silicate compound.

Uranium Analysis

Uranium concentrations on the prefiltered and ultrafiltered groundwater
samples are given in Table 1. There were no significant differences in the
concentrations of uranium between the samples. For example, the uranium
concentrations in the prefiltered (<1 /im) and ultrafiltered (<30,OOOMW)
samples which were collected from W4A are 0.490 ng g"1 and 0.470 /jg g" ,
respectively. Uranium concentrations in the colloidal phase are also given
in Table 1 and can be seen to be extremely low when compared with those in
the prefiltered and ultrafiltered groundwater samples. The contribution of
uranium by the colloids was estimated for the majority of the holes to be
-0.1-0.5Z of the total uranium content in the prefiltered groundwater, even
when the existence of uranium colloids was considered. The exception was
the sample collected from outside the No.l ore body (W5 hole), for which
all the measured values were very low and the colloid contribution was 26Z
of that measured for the prefiltered sample. These results show that the
contribution of uranium from the colloidal phase, sampled between 30,000 MW
and 1 pm in size, is very low and hence uranium is mostly present in the
solute phase.

SUMMARY

The results are summarized as follows;

(1) A considerable number of colloids were recognized on all membrane
samples in the weathered zone. Colloids are divided into two
types. One is spherical and the other flaky.
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(2) Colloids taken from weathered zone, except for the sample which
was collected from a depth of 23 - 25 m at ¥4, were mainly of a
spherical type. These spherical type colloids are considered to be
kaolinite and silica and/or iron rich particles.

(3) Colloids taken from 23 - 25 m in W4 included both of the types and
the flaky type colloids seem to be chlorite.

(4) For the unweathered zone samples, even though equal or greater
amounts of water were taken than for the weathered zone samples,
only a small number of colloids have been observed.

(5) Colloids in the unweathered zone were mainly silica and/or iron
rich particles. Furthermore, a uranium colloid was also observed
in the sample collected from 27.5 - 28.5 m at Ml.

(6) There were no significant differences in the concentrations of
uranium between each prefiltered and ultrafiltered groundwater
samples. Uranium concentrations in the colloidal phase were
extremely low when compared with those in prefiltered and
ultrafiltered groundwater samples.

(7) The contribution of uranium from the colloidal phase was estimated
to be - 0.1 - 0.52 of the total uranium content in the prefiltered
groundwater.

FURTHER WORK

In order to evaluate the role of colloids on radionuclide migration in the
weathered zone, the following further work is recommended;

(1) The quantity of colloids should be investigated by counting on the
basis of (electron microscopy) size.

(2) The distribution of other trace elements, such as Th, be
investigated in the colloidal and solute phases of groundwater.

(3) The production mechanism for colloids should be investigated on
the basis of the water-rock interactions.
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Table 1 Uranium anlysis in groundwater and total amount of colloids and
contribution of uranium distribution by colloidal phase.

Hole

W1

W1

W4

W4

W5

PH49

M1

M2

Sampling

Zone

(G.L.)

-n~ _1 5m

-23 ~ -25m

-13~-15m

-23- -25m

-23~-25m

-18~ -19.5m

-27.5- -28.5m

-42- -43.5m

U concentration in
prefiltered sample

(< 1/*m)
ppb

5 3

56

490

400

0.8

120

600

25

U concentration in
ultrafiltered sample

(<30,OOOMW)
ppb

9.5

61

470

300

3.0

110

620

46

U concentration in
total amount of colloids

ppb

*

0.24

2.60

1.00

0.21

0.60

0.52

0.12

Contribution of
distribution by
colloidal phaso

%

0.4

0.5

0.3

26

0.5

0.1

0.5

* Ultrafiltered membrane was examined only SEM analysis.
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SECTION A.16

MODELLING OF RAPIOXUCLIDS SORPTION PROCESSES IK THE WEATHERED ZONE

IN THE VICINITY OF THE KOON6ARRA ORE BODY

T E Payne1, K Sekine2, J A Davis3 and T D Waite1

1 Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation
2 Japan Atomic Enegy Research Institute
3 United States Geological Survey

1 INTRODUCTION

While the oxidation of highly insoluble U(IV) to more soluble U(VI)
followed by a sequence of U(VI) precipitation-dissolution reactions appear
to have contributed to the migration of uranium away from the Koongarra ore
deposit in close proximity to the deposit, adsorption-desorption processes
become increasingly important in the mitigation of uranium mobility further
downfield where the solubility products of U(VI) minerals are no longer
exceeded. In this project, the factors influencing the adsorption-
desorption of U(VI) to natural substrates from the weathered zone in the
vicinity of the Koongarra ore deposit are being investigated and
mathematical models to describe the sorption phenomena to these substrates
over a range of solution conditions are being developed.

While numerous studies of the partitioning of uranium between solid and
solution phases have been reported, most of the available data is only of
relevance to a particular solid substrate under a specific set of solution
conditions. The distribution coefficients ("K values") obtained from such
studies are of little use in predicting the migration of uranium through
porous media of variable composition and under solution conditions that
exhibit major spatial and temporal variability. There have been some
attempts over the last ten years to develop more general models of the
adsorption of U(VI) to solid substrates but studies have only been
conducted on a few simple (single mineral phase) substrates and little
agreement exists either between the data obtained or in optimal modelling
approach (Tripathi, 1983; Hsi and I^angmuir, 1986).

In this study, uranium sorption (adsorption and desorption) to both single,
well-defined mineral phases and selected natural substrates is underway.
Single phases being used. Jnclude the amorpftovja iron oxide phase
ferrihydrite, crystalline silica and two naturally occurring kaolinites,
KGa-1 and Nichika. The surface properties of these materials have been
rigorously defined and adsorption studies have (or will be) conducted over
a range of solution pH, ionic strength, carbonate content, adsorbent and
adsorbate concentrations and in the presence of uranium complexants and
(potentially) competing adsorbates (such as phosphate and fluoride). All
results obtained in such studies are being modelled using the "surface
complexation" approach with either diffuse layer or triple layer
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descriptions of the electrical double layer. The impact of mineral phase
transformation (particularly the aging of amorphous ferrihydrite to more
crystalline forms) on uptake of uranium is also under investigation.

2 SOLID PHASE PREPARATION AND CHARACTERISATION

2.1 Ferrihvdrite

Ferrihydrite (Fe(OH) (am)) was freshly precipitated for each set of
experiments by raising the pH of an Fe3 +/HNO - solution to 6.0' using NaOH.
The resulting precipitate was aged for 65 hours in a continuously stirred
vessel with pH and temperature control prior to usa for sorption
experiments.

2.2 Kaolinites

Two kaolinites, Nichika /15-27-2 and KGA-1, have been used in studies to
date. As indicated in Table 1, the bulk chemical composition of these clays
is similar with the exception that the Nichika kaolinite contains
significantly more iron than the KGa-1 standard. A measure of "excess"
iron, i.e. that extractable by DCS reagent (Na-dithionite, Na-citrate,
NaHCO ), confirmed the abundance of iron in the Nichika sample (Table 2).
The Nichika kaolinite also exhibited a significantly higher cation exchange
capacity and BET surface area than the KGa-1 kaolinite (Table 2).

2.3

Commercially available quartz particles of narrow size range (8-15 micron

in diameter) were exhaustively cleaned by repeated acid and base washings.

The particles were thoroughly rinsed prior to use in sorption studies.

2.4 Koongarra core W2 (14.0-14.2m)

The W2 (14.0 - 14.2 metre) core was obtained using a cable-tool drilling-
rig which produces intact (rather than pulverised) samples. The core
material was a highly weathered, micaceous, quartz-chlorite schist which
could be readily disaggregated by hand. Sorption experiments were carried
out with a fine particle fraction (nominally < 10 /urn), which was obtained
by sedimentation. This fraction exhibited a BET surface area of 52.3 m /g
and accounted for 442 of the surface area of the bulk sample although

comprising only 7.72 of the mass.

The particles were examined by SEM/EDS and their mineralogy was found to be
dominated by kaolinite, with minor amounts of altered chlorite and mica.

Iron was contained in numerous fine particles as well as coating other
mineral phases (such as clays). A detailed report on the characterisation

of this sample is given elsewhere (Payne and Edis, 1990).
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3 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

3.1 Time Dependence of U(VI) Uptake

The experimental program commenced with studies of the time dependence of
uranyl adsorption onto ferrihydrite and Nichika kaolinite. The objective of
these preliminary experiments was to assist in selection of appropriate
time periods of interaction between the solution and solid phase for use in
sorption studies.

As shown in Figures 1 and 2, the concentration of uranium measured in
solution (using a kinetic phosphorescence analyser) decreased rapidly
within the first few hours, indicating a rapid initial uptake of uranium on
both ferrihydrite and kaolinite. Subsequently, a slower uptake of uranium
which continued for at least two weeks was observed for both substrates.

A two-step process consisting of a short period of rapid initial uptake
followed by a slower process (or processes) is typical of the sorption of
inorganic ions to mineral surfaces (Davis and Kent, 1990). The rapid step
is usually assumed to be a diffusion-controlled adsorption reaction that
takes minutes to reach equilibrium when mass transport in the bulk solution
is not limiting. The slow step has been attributed to various processes,
such as surface precipitation or solid solution formation, micropore
diffusion, formation of aggregates or structural rearrangement of surface
species (Davis and Kent, 1990). Such processes can take weeks to months to
attain equilibrium. The relative importance of the second step has been
reported to increase with increasing ionic strength and with an increasing
ratio of adsorbate/surface site concentrations (Dzombak and Morel, 1990).

Based on the results of these kinetic investigations, an equilibration
period of two days was selected for subsequent uranium sorption
experiments.

3.2 Adsorption of U(VI) to Single Substrates

In the case of ferrihydrite, aliquots of the pre-aged slurry (10" M in Fe)
were transferred directly to open polypropylene centrifuge tubes and
sufficient NaNO added to bring the suspensions to the correct ionic
strength (typically 0.1 M NaNO except in the ionic strength dependency
studies). For studies at pH > 7.0, NaHCO was added, sufficient to achieve
equilibrium with the experimental pH of interest. The pH of the slurry was
adjusted to the experimental value, and the tube was shaken for 24 hours in
a water bath at 25°C. The required amount of uranium was then added
(approx. 10"6 M except in studies of dependency on total uranium
concentration), with immediate readjustment of the pH. After 48 hours, the
solid and liquid phases were separated by centrifugation at 15,000 rpm. The
pH stability of the system was checked by measuring the pH after 24 hours
and again at the time of sampling.
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For the kaolinite studies, 100 mg of the kaolinite under investigation was
weighed into 30 mL teflon centrifuge tubes, 2.5 mL of 1M NaNO was added
and the pH of the solution adjusted to the experimental value using dilute
nitric acid or sodium hydroxide solutions. NaHCO was again added in
appropriate amounts for studies at pH > 7.0. The suspension was then made
up to 25 mL and the tube shaken for 24 hours in a water bath at 25°C.
Uranium was then added and the adsorption study conducted in an identical
fashion to that described for ferrihydrite. A similar procedure was

followed for the studies of uranyl uptake on quartz.

The uranium content of the supernate was determined using a kinetic
phosphorescence analyser (KPA). In the KPA, a laser pulse is used to
electronically excite uranyl-containing ions. The excited phosphor then
returns to the ground state with the emission of a photon following first
order kinetics. The KPA measures the time-dependent decay of light
intensity, and by extrapolation to time zero (i.e. the end of the laser
excitation pulse) calculates the initial intensity, which is proportional
to the uranium concentration. For good precision, several hundred laser
pulses are used in each measurement and the results averaged. A detection
limit of 0.02 ppb is claimed by the KPA manufacturers but interfering
substances (particularly chloride) can cause problems. A value of 0.2 ppb
is probably a more realistic lower limit. Comparison with results obtained
by a-spectrometry and ICP-MS analysis indicates that the KPA results are
accurate to within ±32 provided interferences are not present (Payne and

Kenny, 1990).

3.3 Adsorption/Desorption of U(VI) to Natural Substrates

The slurry of fine particles was vigorously agitated to fully suspend the
solid and aliquots containing 100 mg of particles were transferred to 25 mL
polypropylene centrifuge tubes. Each tube had a 2mm hole in the lid to
permit air equilibration without loss of sample during agitation.

Sodium nitrate and NaHCO (if required) were added and the system allowed
to equilibrate for 24 hours in a shaking water bath at 25°C. At this stage,
236U (84 dpm or 10~7 M) was added and the pH readjusted. After 48 hours of
equilibration, the solid and liquid phases were separated by
centrifugation. A known amount of 232U tracer was added to the clear
supernate and the activities of 238U, 236U and 234U were measured by

a-spectrometry.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1 U(VI) Adsorption to Ferrihvdrite

The results of studies of U(VI) partitioning to ferrihydrite over the pli
range of 3-10 and at equilibrium with the atmosphere (PCO - 10" ' atm)
are shown in Figure 3 and exhibit the sharp rise in percent U(VI) adsorbed
between pK's of 4-5 and sharp fall between pH's of 8-9 observed by other
workers (Hsi and Langmuir, 1985). While some scatter in extent of
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adsorption is observed with change in ionic strength (Figure A), a
consistent shift in position of the low pH edge with change in ionic
strength is not evident.

Much more dramatic effects are observed on addition of phosphate to the
U(VI)/ferrihydrite system (Figure 3). Solution-phase binding of U(VI) by

phosphate might be expected to inhibit U(VI) uptake in the presence of tills
strong uranyl complexant. However, significantly enhanced adsorption of
U(VI) to ferrihydrite is observed in the low pH region for [PO "] = 10~

4 TOT
M with the pH edge occurring at approximately one pH unit lower than in the
phosphate-free case. While this observation demands additional
investigation, it may be hypothesized that formation of some form of
SOH-PO -UO ternary surface complex accounts for these observations. This
hypothesis is supported by data on phosphate concentrations in solution
which show that phosphate is strongly sorbed in the pH range of interest
(<22 of phosphate is in solution between pH 3.0 and 5.0 (Payne et al.

1990). As showr. in Figure 5, a reasonably linear dependency of 2 U(VI)
adsorbed on total added phosphate concentration exists (at pH 4).

4.2 U(VI) Adsorption to Nichika and KGa-1 Kaolinites

The pH dependency of U(VI) ([U] = 10"6 M) adsorption to Nichika
TOT

kaolinite is shown in Figure 6 and, apart from slightly stronger adsorption
at the low pH end, is surprisingly similar to the pH dependency for U(VI)
adsorption to ferrihydrite. Comparison of the Nichika and KGa kaolinites
(Figure 7) indicates that the pH edge for the KGa kaolinite occurs at

slightly higher pH than for the Nichika sample. This difference may be
associated with the higher iron content of the Nichika kaolinite.

Results of investigation of U(VI) adsorption to Nichika kaolinite for a

variety of uranium concentrations (at pH 6.5) are shown in Figure 7. Log F
is observed to increase linearly with log [U] and is typical for

TOT
adsorption of metal ions to a surface possessing multiple sites of
differing concentration and affinity. Such a dependency is adequately

described by the empirical Freundlich isotherm:

T = ACa

The results of studies into the ionic strength dependency of U(VI)
adsorption to Nichika kaolinite are shown in Figure 9 and indicate an
apparent increase in affinity for U(VI) at low ionic strength (0.004M NaNO
cf. 0.1 and l.QM NaNO ). This effect may be indicative of the contribution
of ion exchange processes to uranyl adsorption to this clay material (Cowan

et al., 1991).

4.3 U(VI) Adsorption to Quartz

U(VI) adsorption to quartz again exhibits a sharp pH edge between 4 and 5.
As can be seen in Figure 10, ionic strength of the medium has no

measureable effect on the extent of U(VI) adsorbed.
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Addition of fluoride, a powerful. non-sorbing U(VI) complexant,
significantly inhibits uranyl adsorption to quartz (Figure 11) though
phosphate addition, unlike the ferrihydrite case, has little effect (Figure
12).

4.4 U(VI) Adsorption to Weathered Zone Core W2 (14.0 - 14.2 m)

As shown in Figure 13, the pH dependency of adsorption of 236U to the W2
core material is a little dissimilar at the low pH end to the results for
the single phases reported above. In particular, the U uptake increases
more slowly over a wider pH range (2-5) than is observed for the single
phases with measureable 236U adsorption remaining even at very low pH (pH
< 2). This observation suggests that substrates other than (or in addition
to) ferrihydrite are influencing 236U sorption since ferrihydrite would be
solubilized at such a low pH.

5 SURFACE COMPLEXATION MODELLING

5.1 Modelling Approach

As indicated above, a surface complexation approach is being used to model
the experimentally-derived adsorption data. The basic tenets of such an
approach are that:

* The surface is composed of specific functional groups that react with
dissolved solutes to form surface complexes in a manner analagous to
complexation reactions.

* The equilibria of surface complexation and ionization reactions can
be described via mass law equations.

* Surface charge and surface electrical potential are treated as
necessary consequences of chemical reactions of surface functional
groups.

* The effect of surface charge on sorption is taken into account by
applying a correction factor derived from electrical double layer
(EDL) theory to mass law constants for surface reactions.

A number of models have been developed within this overall framework.
Differences between the models are based on the interfacial structure of
the EDL and the manner in which weakly-bound ions are treated. In this
work, two surface complexation models - the Diffuse Double Layer Model
(DDLM) and the Triple Layer Model (TLM) - are being used to describe the
obtained sorption data. In both models, amphoteric surface hydroxyl groups
are assumed to form ionised surface sites, i.e.

>SOH + «-» >SOH -f H"*"
2

>SOH <-» >SO" + H+
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In the DDLM, introduced by Stumm et al. (1970) and Huang and Stumm (1973),
all ions are adsorbed as inner sphere coordination complexes within the
surface plane, except for the dissociated counterions present in the
diffuse layer (see Figure 14). An improved version of the DDLM, described
and widely used by Dzombak and Morel (1990), is used here. In this version,
a two-site Langmuir approach is used with strong and weak coordinative
sites to simulate site heterogeneity and the lack of proportionality
between metal ion adsorption density and aqueous metal ion concentrations.

Because the DDLM has only one adsorption plane in the interfacial
structure, it is limited in its ability to distinguish between weakly and
strongly bound ions. This is overcome in the Triple Layer Model in which
there are three planes in the interfacial region: (1) a surface plane for
adsorption of H+, OH~ and strongly-adsorbed ions, (2) a near-surface plane
(the /3-plane) for weakly adsorbed ions, and (3) a diffuse layer plane,
representing the closest distance of approach of dissociated charge (see
Figure 14). In the EDL of the TLM applied by Davis et al. (1978) and used
here, counterion binding in the 0-layer is incorporated directly into the
model structure, allowing ion-pair complexes to form with charged surface
hydroxyl groups, i.e.

>SOH + Na* + H 0 «-» >SO" (H ONa* + H+

>SOH + NO " + H+ <-» >SOH +N0
3 2 3

5.2 Results of Surface Complexation Modelling

One of the more difficult aspects of the surface complexation approach is
choosing a surface complex or suite of surface complexes that adequately
describe the experimental data over a range of conditions. In recent work
in which the surface complexation approach has been applied to the
modelling of U(VI) adsorption data, different sets of surface complexes and
thus different formation constants for the hypothesized surface complexes
have been used (Tripathi, 1983; Hsi and Langmuir, 1985; Payne and Waite,
1990). In this study, we have commenced with the simplest form of surface
complex, tested its viability and added complexity only as necessary.

Thus, we have used the diffuse double layer model to describe the
adsorption of U(VI) to ferrihydrite according to the following reaction:

SOH + UO 2+ = SOUO + + H+
2 2

assuming 0.205 sites/mol Fe, a surface area of 600 m /g and logK(UO ) =
4.10. As can be seen from Figure 15, this simple model fits the low pH edge
extremely well but underestimates binding at high pH severely. The triple
layer model gives essentially identical results assuming the same surface
complex.
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Vlhile the triple layer model provides a suitable fit to the low pH edge of
ferrihydrite, use of the simple SOUO * complex does not give good agreement
with the adsorption data for the quartz substrate (Figure 16). Indeed, all
single substrates considered yield pH edges of similar slope and position
suggesting that the surface chemistry of these oxides is not: a critical
determinant of sorpion behaviour. The steepness of the pH edge indicates
that binding of multiple cations may be involved. Reinspection of the
dominant solution phase uranyl species indicates that polymeric uranyl
species (particularly (UO ) (OH) 1+ and (UO ) (OH)7") are important under
the low carbonate solution conditions of interest here. Thus, consider for
example, formation of a polynuclear surface species similar to
(UO ) (OH)7"; i.e.

2 3

3SOH + 3UO 2+ + 4H 0 = (SO) (UO ) (OH) " + 7H+
2 2 3 2 3 4

However, comparison of the U(VI) sorption data for quartz with results
predicted using such a surface species indicates that the pH dependency is
now too strong and suggests the need for additional surface species.

Combination of three surface species of similar stoichiometry to the major
solution species, i.e.

SOH + UO 2+ = SOUO * + H+
2 2

3SOH + 3UO 2+ + 2H 0 = (SO) (UO ) (OH) + + 5H+
2 2 3 2 3 2

3SOH + 3UO 2 + + 4H 0 = (SO) (UO ) (OH) " + 7H*
2 2 3 2 3 4

with log K values of -1.0, 0.2 and -9.5 respectively provides a good fit to
the quartz pH dependency data. This suite of surface complexes also
provides a reasonable fit to the data obtained in the presence of fluoride
(Figure 17). In this case, uranyl uptake on the solid is inhibited due to
the formation of uranyl fluoride solution species, particularly UO F and
UO F .

2 2

While some optimisation is needed, the same set of surface complexes and
associated constants gives a reasonable fit to the previously presented
data on uranyl sorption to ferrihydrite (Figure 18). The improvement in fit
to the high pH edge is particularly satisfying.

6 ONGOING ACTIVITIES

Additional adsorption data on single substrates at other total uranium
concentrations and CO partial pressures is being collected. This data will
be particularly valuable in refining the choice of surface complexes and
associated stability constants. Investigations using the natural Koongarra
weathered zone substrates are continuing and modelling of this data will
commence once the single substrate data is adequately described.
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Investigation of the effects of substrate "ageing" (e.g. transformation of
the amorphous iron oxide ferrihydrite to more crystalline forms) on U(VI)
uptake is planned for 1991 as are laboratory column studies of U(VI)
transport.
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TABLE 1

ELEMENTAL COMPOSITION OF NICHIKA /15-27-2 AND KGa-1 KAOLINITES

Origin Dixie

Chemical Composition

SiO
2

Al 0
2 3

Fe 0
2 3

FeO
MgO
CaO
MnO
Na 0

2
K 0
2
TiO

2
H 0
2
H 0"
2
F

P 0
2 5

Total

Nichika /15-27-2

Rubber Pit, Calif. USA

45.532

35.71

1.52

0.09

0.08

0.04

-

0.03

0.28

1.40

13.47

0.71

-

^

99.86

KGa-1

Georgia USA

44.2

39.7

0.13

0.08

0.03

n.d.
0.002

0.013

0.050

1.39

12.6

1.18

0.013

0.034

99.4

TABLE 2

CATION EXCHANGE CAPACITY. SURFACE AREA AND DCB-EXTRACTABLE IRON CONTENT OF

NICHIKA 115-27-2 AND KGa-1 KAOLINITES

Nichika 115-27-2 KGa

Cation Exchange Capacity

Surface Area

Excess Iron

3.9 meq /100 g

26.38 m2/g

0.99 mg/g

1.9 meq/100 g
(2.0)

8.68 m2/g
(10.05)

0.13 mg/g

* Figure in parenthesis denotes literature value
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SECTION A.17

GEOCHEMISTRY OF 239Pu, 99Tc AND 12'l

Submitted by J Fabryka-Martin
Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)

Reporting on work by R. Aguilar, M. Attrep Jr., M. Baker, D.B. Curtis, G.
Eccleston, J. Fabryka-Martin, R. Perrin, F. Roensch, D. Rokop, N. Schroeder
(LANL); P.W. Kubik, P. Sharma (U. of Rochester); J.R. Bird, R.F. Davie
(ANSTO); and L.K. Fifield, C. Tuniz, T.R. Ophel, E. Kiss (Australian
National University)

1 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The radionuclides 99Tc, 129I and 239Pu are long lived components of nuclear
waste and, in theory, can be mobile in aqueous systems. Hence, they are of
concern to those responsible for safety assessment of geological
repositories for high level nuclear waste. An understanding of the long
term (10 y) fate of these waste constituents in geologic environments is
necessary to assure the effectiveness of these repositories. Assessments of
the fate of these transuranic and fission elements in the geosphere will be
based upon computer simulations of natural transport processes. Natural
physicochemical properties of the elements will be inferred from laboratory
studies. However, the extrapolation from the laboratory to complex natural
systems involves considerable uncertainty (Airey and Ivanovich, 1986). To
reduce this uncertainty, we have undertaken a study to determine if the

observed geochemistries of plutonium, technetium and 129I are consistent
with assumptions used in computer based models. The work described here
characterizes the distribution of these three species relative to uranium
in closed geologic systems and uses the information to examine the
processes responsible for their production in nature. An understanding of
these processes is fundamental to understanding the geochemistry of this
transuranic element.

The overall objective of the LANL program is to test assumptions about the
geochemistries of these radionuclides. Specifically, our program is:

(a) to measure concentrations of these radionuclides in different

geochemical environments;

(b) to compare measured concentrations with those predicted for closed or
static systems; and

(c) to interpret measured concentrations in terms of retention by the ore,
migration in groundwater, or retardation down gradient of the ore body.

Funding for our research has been provided by ARAP, the U.S. Department of
Energy Repository Technology Program, and the U.S. Department of Energy

Office of Basic Energy Science.
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2 OVERVIEW OF OUR APPROACH

Measurement of these three radlonuclldes required development of new-
analytical techniques for extraction and isolation of each nuclide from the
ore matrix. Interpretation of measured concentrations requires measurement
of many other sample characteristics in order to model nuclide production
rates in a closed system, the baseline against which measured
concentrations are compared. These ancillary measurements include neutron
production rates, bulk density, mineralogy, elemental composition, and U-Th
activity ratios for each sample.

During the first phase of the work, we focussed on ten samples from
unweathered and unaltered zones in five different primary ore deposits,
i.e., samples that we believe closely approximate systems which are closed
with respect to retention of nuclear products. A wide range of uranium
contents and ore mineralogies were selected in order to identify factors
controlling nuclide production rates and degrees of nuclide retention. In
addition to Koongarra, the deposits include Key Lake and Cigar Lake,
Canada; Oklo reactor zone 9, Gabon; and Katanga, Zaire. These ores can also
be considered as natural analogues of spent fuel as well as source terms
for radionuclide migration in groundwater. During the second phase, we
will shift our major focus to samples from dynamic open systems:
specifically, ores from the altered and weathered zones of the Koongarra
deposit, and groundwaters from Koongarra. A few results are already
available for these samples.

This report summarizes data collected primarily on the following Koongarra
samples, comparing the results, when appropriate, to those for samples from
other uranium deposits. In some cases, preliminary analyses have been made
of other Koongarra samples.

G2698 - 19.1Z U, DDH58, 40.63-41.54 m; Major sklodowskite, quartz,
Mg-Fe chlorite, illite; minor uraninite

G4674 - 12.2Z U, DDH87, 91.44-92.20 m; Major quartz, chlorite,
muscovite, uraninite

3 PLUTONIUM-239 ANALYSES OF PRIMARY ORES

Plutonium abundances were measured by isotope dilution mass spectrometry
(Fabryka-Martin et al., 1990). Masses of samples ranging from 0.5 to 5 g

242were mixed with accurately measured quantities of isotopically pure Pu
and concentrated HF-HNO in teflon pressure vessels. The samples were
dissolved and plutonium isotopes chemically equilibrated by heating the
mixture in a microwave oven. Plutonium was isolated from the dissolved rock
and purified using a combination of solvent extraction and ion exchange
techniques. The isotopic composition of the separated plutonium was
measured by thermal ionization mass spectrometry.
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Masses of indigenous plutonium in the analyzed samples are extremely small,
and thus the results are vulnerable to inaccuracies from contamination
introduced during storage, sampling, or preparation for analysis.
Consequently, numerous air monitoring, reagent, quartz and basalt blanks
are periodically analyzed. These show that the reagents are free of
measurable Pu but that Pu contamination is introduced randomly from the
environment during analysis. This problem appears to have been solved by
shifting all chemical processing to clean room facilities, resulting in
blanks that are smaller and more precisely defined than previously,
averaging about 8 (± 6) x 107 atoms 239Pu. The detection limit, defined as

Q

three standard deviations above the average, is 3 x 10 atoms.

3 T 9 9
Pu concentrations in the ten ores range from 0.3 to 6 x 10 atoms/g;

239Pu/U ratios from 0.8 to 5 x 10"12. Assuming closed systems, these
correspond to Pu production rates of 60-390 atoms 239Pu/mg U/y. Results
for the Koongarra samples, expressed as weighted averages of four or more
replicate analyses, are presented below:

SAMPLE 2U ATOMS/GRAM 239Pu/U ATOM RATIO 239Pu PRODUCTION

RATE, at/mg U/y

G2698 19.12 12.5 (± 0.1) x 108 2.59 (± 0.13) x 10"12 188

G4674 12.22 4.12 (± 0.07) x 108 1.34 (± 0.07) x 10"12 97

In general, no correlation exists between 239Pu/U ratios and uranium
content, and considerable variability in 239Pu/U ratios is seen even within
a single deposit. These and other radionuclide measurements as well as
predictions from our modelling study (see paragraph 9) indicate that in-
situ neutron fluxes, which control 239Pu production rates, are influenced
as much by the composition of adjacent (generally lower ZU) mineralogy as
by that of the analyzed ore sample. Because of the heterogeneity of most
ore bodies, the elemental characterization of a hand specimen will not
generally be adequate for predicting 239Pu production. In order to
interpret measured Pu/U ratios in terms of degree of retention, one
requires either some independent measure of the in-situ neutron flux or
else detailed elemental data for the surrounding matrix.

Preliminary 239Pu analyses have also been made for three weathered primary
ores from Koongarra with uranium concentrations of 0.2 to 12. The results
are all barely above the detection limit, with 239Pu/U atom ratios - 3 x
10" , or approximately an order of magnitude less than the ratios measured
for the unweathered ores. If weathering of these samples had begun in the
past few thousand years, one would interpret the lower Pu/U ratios as
evidence for preferential loss of 239Pu relative to U in this oxidizing
environment. However, at present, no estimates exist of the timing of
weathering for these samples. It is equally possible that weathering
occurred sufficiently long ago that the Pu re-established a new
equilibrium concentration with the lower U content and hence lower neutron
flux. During the second stage of the work, we will pursue techniques to
increase our detection limit for these low U samples and to establish
limits on the timing of weathering.
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4 IODINE-129 ANALYSES OF PRIMARY ORES

Iodine-129 measurements are made by accelerator mass spectrometry at the
University of Rochester. Two methods have been tried for extraction of

129
fission product I from the ore matrix: Na peroxide fusion and acid
dissolution in a microwave. Sample digestion is nearly complete with the
fusion procedure, but a variable background of unknown origin has limited
the usefulness of the analyses. The microwave procedure has negligible
blank levels but does not dissolve the ore completely, leading to doubts as
to whether the 129I has been completely released. 'Where samples have been
processed by both methods, results for the microwave method have been 60-
802 of those obtained by the fusion method. We are conducting experiments
now to address these questions. At present, the fusion results should be
viewed as upper limits, and the microwave results as lower limits.

Results obtained thus far for primary ore samples from Koongarra are listed
below:

Sample
ID

Location Z U

G4674 DDH87 91.4-92.2 12.2

G2698 DDK58 40.6-41.5 19.1

""I at/g
(x 109)

0.38 ± 0.03

0.25 ± 0.02

0.22 + 0.02

0.84 ± 0.07

0.65 ± 0.10

0.46 ± 0.03

1/U atom

ratio x 10"

1.30 ± 0.10

0.85 ± 0.05

0.74 ± 0.06

1.75 ± 0.15

1.35 ± 0.21

0.95 ± 0.06

Method of
sample

preparation

Fusion
Microwave
Microwave

Fusion
Microwave
Microwave

G3624 DDH64 79.2-80.7 6.7 0.19 ± 0.02

0.26 ± 0.03

1.12 ± 0.10

1.51 ± 0.17

Fusion
Fusion

G2759 DDH60 59.4-60.9 6.2 0.31 ± 0.02 1.96 ± 0.16 Fusion

G3608 DDH64 56.7-57.9 24.7 1.62 ± 0.15 2.60 ± 0.24 Fusion

The 129I/U ratios of 1-3 x 10"12 are greater than the ratio of 1 x 10"12

expected for spontaneous fission of 238U alone (assuming 0.05Z mass 129
yield), indicating that up to half of the 129I production in these samples
is attributable to induced fission of 235U and that losses of 123I may be
minimal in this part of the deposit. In contrast, three Koongarra ores from
the weathered zone all have 129I/U ratios of 3 x 10"13, well below the
value for spontaneous fission alone, thus indicating substantial loss of
129I relative to U in this part of the deposit (Fabryka-Martin et al.,
1987).
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5 MEASURED 1 2 9I/I RATIOS IN KOONGARRAGROUND WATERS

1 2 *)The interpretation of I loss from the weathered zone is supported by
high I concentrations in groundwater from the deposit. Thus far, I/I
results are available for groundwater samples collected in 1983, 1985 and
1986. Samples from the 1988 and 1989 field trips will not be processed
until reproducibly low reagent blanks can be obtained. The 1983-86 data
clearly demonstrate that 129I is being lost from some part of the ore body
to a great extent, probably during weathering of the primary ore. In water
from PHA9 intersecting the primary ore body, 129I/I ratios are higher by

129
three orders of magnitude over background levels. Down gradient, I/I
ratios in groundwater are lower than that in PH49 by factors of 2 to 7 but
are still far above background. The down gradient decrease is not
systematic with distance from the ore body. The decrease probably reflects
differing extents of dilution with meteoric waters which have not flowed
through the deposit rather than evidence for sorptive losses of this
radionuclide.

6 TECHNETIUM-99 ANALYSES OF PRIMARY ORES AND KOONGARRA GROUNDWATER

Technetium-99 analyses are being obtained by isotope dilution on a thermal
ionization mass spectrometer (Rokop et al., 1990). A known quantity of a
97Tc spike is chemically processed with the sample, and the measured 9Tc/
97Tc ratio is used to calculate the quantity of 99Tc that is present. Acid
dissolution of the sample in a closed vessel in a microwave is followed by
solvent extraction and anion exchange chromatography. In the final step,
micro distillation of technetium from reverse aqua regia is followed by
drying the distillate in the presence of hydroiodic acid to isolate the
technetium from persistent contaminants which otherwise interfere with the
mass spectrometric signal. Finally, the 99Tc is analyzed as TcO by two

4
stage thermal ionization mass spectrometry.

Our first set of results for uranium ores is limited due to a spurious high
blank of unknown origin. Thus, the measured 99Tc/U atom ratio for sample
G2698 is reported as an upper limit, 1.8 x 10"12, slightly above the value
of 1.6 x 10" predicted for pure spontaneous fission of U and within
the range of results expected for complete retention of Tc relative to U.
The analysis is being repeated to determine the appropriate background
correction.

We previously measured Tc in groundwater from PH49, 11 atoms/ml,
indicating that 99Tc is being released to the water from some part of the
deposit.
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7 MEASURED 36C1/C1 IN KOONGARRA ORES

C1/C1 ratios have been measured in several Koongarra ores from various
zones, of which all but G4674 are reported in Fabryka-Martin et al. (1987).
Depths are taken from the Denison data base, as well as mineralogy and
uranium concentrations where more reliable data are not available. The data
are listed below approximately in order of the assumed groundwater flow
path:

SAMPLE LOCATION ' CONTENT 36C1/C1 MINERALOGY

G4674 DDH87, 91.4 - 92.2 m 2.2 Z U 8 x 10'11 Unweathered primary ore

G2818 DDH62, 38.1 - 39.6 m 1.2 2 U 1 x 10"10 Unweathered primary ore

G2806 DDH62, 19.8 - 21.3 m 1.1 2 U 6 x 10"11 Weathered primary ore
G2537 DDH52, 24.4 m 0.07 ZU 8 x 10~12 Weathered primary ore
G1136 DDH2, 15.2 - 16.8 m 0.12 ZU 3 x 10~12 Dispersion fan

The C1/C1 ratio appears approximately constant within the primary ore and
decreases with distance away from the primary ore body. As more data become
available, these results will be used to estimate the in-situ neutron flux
and thus radionuclide production rates; to develop estimates of groundwater
residence time in the primary ore zone; and to estimate limits for the rate
of weathering of the primary ore.

8 MEASURED 36C1/C1 RATIOS IN KOONGARRA GROUNDWATER

Together with 3H, measured 36C1/C1 ratios in Koongarra groundwaters provide
a check for the presence of bomb pulse radionuclides in the waters. The
presence of bomb pulse nuclides would complicate, if not negate, the use of
14C for age dating at this site or the interpretation of 129I, "TC and

9Pu concentrations in groundwater in terms of migration. Cl/Cl ratios
can also be used to constrain the residence time of groundwater in the ore
deposit.

Thus far, 36C1/C1 results are available for samples collected in 1983-86
and 1988-89. All analyses were by accelerator mass spectrometry, first at

the University of Rochester until 1987 and then at the Australian National
University starting in 1988.

The 36C1/C1 ratio measured for PH61, 1 x 10"13, is close to the value
predicted for water recharged prior to nuclear testing. This relatively low
result confirms the absence of bomb pulse fallout or radionuclides leached
from the ore, and supports the selection of this well for determining
background concentrations of 129I, 99Tc and 239Pu.

In the absence of sources other than natural atmospheric Cl, the
relatively young ages of the waters (< 4000 years) indicated by the C
measurements suggest that the 36C1/C1 ratios should be fairly constant
throughout the flow system due to insufficient time for 36C1 decay, and
this is more or less what one finds for waters nearest the ore body. Ratios
in this region are very slightly elevated above background as represented
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by PH61, which could result from in-situ production of Cl, either by
leaching of 3SC1 from the uranium ore or by production within the water
itself due to the high neutron flux in the deposit. In either case, the
Cl data indicate a maximum residence time of water in the primary ore

zone on the order of a few thousand years.

Finally, 3 Cl data in bores at the down gradient edge of the sampled flow
field clearly show the presence of bomb pulse waters. C1/C1 ratios in
these waters exceed meteoric background levels by factors of 4 to 10, a-s
well as being greater than any waters from the ore body itself. This
interpretation of a bomb pulse contribution is consistent with (and less
ambiguous than) 14C and tritium analyses.

The Cl distribution in Koongarra groundwaters changed dramatically with
the results from the 1989 suite of samples, in which measured C1/C1
ratios ranged from 511 to 1,160,000 x 10~15. The ratio measured for new
borehole M2 is the highest ever seen in any terrestrial sample, including
global fallout of bombpulse * Cl. The 1989 suite includes resampling of two
boreholes; both showed order of magnitude increases in Cl content. The
ratio for PH49 ranged from 150 to 230 x 10"15 during three previous years,
and jumped to 112,000 x 10"15 in 1989. The ratio for PH80 was 190 x 10"1S

in 1988, and 659 x 10"15 this year. In addition, samples which were
expected to be at or near natural background levels (< 200 x 10" ) had
fairly hefty 36C1/C1 ratios, 511 x 10"15 for PH146 and 41,400 x 10"15 for
CIO (next to KD1 in the Kombolgie sandstone).

Tracing the origin of these elevated 36C1 levels is of key interest not
only as a test of laboratory quality control procedures, but also because
of the implications for flow paths in the ore deposit. At present, the most

1 K
likely hypothesis appears to be leaching of in-situ produced Cl from ore
freshly exposed in new boreholes, particularly M2. The bottom of M2 extends
into the primary ore body, where 36C1/C1 ratios are expected to be of the
order 10"1C to 10"9. This explanation obviously cannot apply to pre-
existing boreholes, such as PH49, or to new boreholes which did not
encounter primary ore. However, if the 36C1 level in M2 were indeed
released from the ores as a result of drilling and subsequent leaching by
groundwater, then we essentially have a tracer injection test in progress,
with M2 as the point source. Results for the other boreholes would reflect
the nature of the flow paths between them and M2.

9 PREDICTION OF RADIONUCLIDE CONCENTRATIONS FOR CLOSED SYSTEMS

Once the nuclide concentrations have been measured, the next step is to
compare them to the concentrations expected if the ores had behaved as
closed systems with respect to uranium and its products. All of the primary
ores being studied have formation ages on the order of 108 years or more,
sufficiently old to have allowed secular equilibrium to have been attained.
The assumption of undisturbed uranium has been confirmed for each sample by
the lack of secondary mineralization in XRD scans and by activity ratios
234U/238U and 23°Th/234U that are essentially 1.0.
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Under conditions of secular equilibrium in closed systems, radionuclide
concentrations are solely a function of neutron flux and uranium content.

239 ? 3 8 T 6
For Pu, the only production mechanism is neutron capture by U; Cl

35 99 12 9is produced by neutron capture by Cl. Fission products Tc and I are
produced by two mechanisms: spontaneous fission of 8U, which is of course
independent of neutron flux, and neutron induced fission of 235U and 238U.

The prediction of production rates is complicated by the need to estimate
the neutron flux as a function of energy. We solve this problem by directly
measuring the neutron production rate in each ore sample, then by using a
Monte Carlo Neutron/Photon Transport Code (MCNP) (Briesmeister, 1986) to
track the fate of these neutrons. A neutron coincidence counter was used to
measure the rate of primary neutron production in each sample. Primary
neutrons are produced by spontaneous fission of 2 8U and by capture of a-
particles by light nuclei, resulting in neutron emission. In pure uranium
metal, only spontaneous fission contributes neutrons, at a measured rate of
0.88 n/min/g 238U. The relative importance of (a,n) reactions can be seen
by comparing this to the rates measured for the ores, which ranged from
1.25 to 1.88 n/min/g 238U. When normalized to uranium content, the highest
rates are seen for those ores with a high clay content, and the lowest
rates for those ores hosted by metal sulfides in the absence of clays. This
enhancement probably reflects the influence of a-targets with larger cross
sections than 0, particularly Mg, Al and Si in the clays.

By combining MCNP calculations with the measured neutron production rates,
we have estimated the maximum possible radionuclide concentrations for our
samples. In addition, MCNP modeling allows us to identify the critical
elemental parameters controlling radionuclide production rates, and to test
for expected correlations among product/target radionuclide pairs. Some
important conclusions of the modelling are that:

a) contrary to common expectations, no correlation should be expected
between concentrations of uranium and 239Pu or * 9I;

b) considerable variability should be expected in 239Pu/U and 129I/U
ratios within a given deposit, due to the effects of elemental
heterogeneities on neutron fluxes;

c) spontaneous fission of 238U should account for more than 802 of the
total 99Tc production rate, such that the 99Tc/U atom ratio predicted
for a closed or static system should be fairly constant throughout the
Koongarra deposit, with a value on the order of 1.6-1.8 x 10" ; and

d) the thermal component of neutron fluxes in uranium deposits is probably
quite small, with the vast majority of neutrons being absorbed in
higher energy ranges.

The latter complexity makes it nearly impossible to estimate Pu and I
concentrations and correlations by any simplistic calculations.
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10 SUMMARY

Models of plutonium and fission product production in primary ore samples
demonstrate that the magnitude of these ratios are controlled by the
composition and spatial distribution of elements within a radius of about
30-50 cm of the sample in its natural setting. The models do not typically
reproduce the radionuclide concentrations measured for these highly
enriched uranium samples, but rather overpredict the production rates. We
believe that this is the result of an inaccurate measure of the composition
of the larger volume of rocks from which the samples were taken. If the
speculation is correct, an accurate representation of about 0.5 cubic metre
of rock would provide the information required to accurately calculate the
concentrations if the radionuclides have not been fractionated relative to
uranium for the last 105 yr. Measurements of radionuclide concentrations in
samples of chemically diverse systems combined with calculations of the
concentrations in closed systems of the same composition, provides the
means to study the retention and migration of plutonium, technetium and
1291 in the geologic environment. Such studies provide observational
constraints on models of plutonium and fission product transport from high
level radioactive wastes in a geologic repository.
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